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DRAIN·2DX USER GUIDE

SUMMARY

DRArN -2DX IS a computer program for the analysis of inelastic two-dimensional structures

under static and dynamic loading, with particular emphasis on seismic response. The program is an

extension of, and supersedes, earlier versions of the DRAIN-2D program. The original program has

been a valuable inelastic analysis tool for many years, largely because of its simplicity. However,

this simplicity has also been a weakness, because the program lacks many desirable features.

DRAIN-2DX seeks to correct this weakness, by providing the following capabilities.

( I) Nonlinear static, as well as dynamic. analyses can be performed.

(2) More sophisticated dynamic step-by-step solution strategies may be specified. In particular, (a)

the time step can be varied automatically (this is valuable for analyses involving gap closure),

and (bl corrections can be applied to compensate for errors in force equilibrium and energy

balance.

(3) Energy balance computation can be performed, and detailed logs of energy and equilibrium

errors can be obtained.

(4) Static and dynamic loads can be applied in any sequence.

() The structure state can be saved permanently at the end of any analyses. A new analysis can

then begin from any previously saved state.

(6) Dynamic analyses. can be carried out for ground accelerations (all supports moving in phase),

ground displacements (supports may move out-of-phase), specified external forces (e.g. wind)

and initial velocities (corresponding to an initial impulse).

(7) Mode shapes and frequencies can be calculated, and linear response spectrum analyses can be

performed.

(ll) Cross sections can be specified through a structure, and the resultant normal, shear and over

turning eUects on these sections can be computed.
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(9) Post-processing files can be produced, and an interactive post-processing program has been

dewloped to permit tabulation of results from these files.

This repon is in four sections. as follows:

(I) Secl ion A: User guide for the DRAIN-ANAL analysis program, excluding element user

guidl's.

(11 Section E: Theory and user guides for a number of elements. More elements will be added

in the futuR'.

(3) Section P: User guide for the DRAIN-POST post-processing program. This program has

Iimiled features, and extensions will be added in the future.

(41 Seclion X: InsLIuclions for Ihe addition of new elemenls 10 DRAIN-ANAL and DRAIN-

POST.

Additional information is contained in the DRAIN-1DX theoretical documentation, which isa

scparatc repon.

DRAIN-2DX is more complex to use than DRAIN-2D. Nevertheless, the basic concept of Ihe

original program is unchanged. The inpul data is also very similar,' and data files prepared for

DRAIN-2D can be used for DRAIN-2DX with only minor changes.

The eXlcnded program still has many limitalions. The most important of Ihese are the follow-

ing.

(I) The program is limited to 2D frames. It may be noted, however, that full 3D behavior is much

more complex to model, and vastly more expensive computationally.

(2) The input data is still in the form of a formatted file (although free form input may be

accepted. depending on the FORTRAN compiler). An interactive preprocessor could be

developed, but this has not yet been done.

(3) The elements in the element library are simple ones. essemially the same as those developed

for DRAIN-2D. There is a need for more sophisticated elements.

(4) The post-processing program has no graphics capability, Graphs (such as time histories of ele-
. \
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mcnl responsc) ..:an easily be·produ..:cdfrom the DRAIN-POST tables using slandard plolling

programs. However, the plotting of deflected shapes will require additional program develop-

menl.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. GENERAL

DRAIN-2DX is a general purpose compuler program for static and dynamic analysis of inelas

lie plane struclures. The program consisls of two modules, namely DRAIN-ANAL and DRAIN

POST. DRAIN-ANAL is the analysis module, which consists of a base program and a library of ele

ments. It is execuled in balch mode, and produces results files that can be processed by DRAIN

POST. DRAIN-POST is the postprocessing module, which is executed interactively.

This section is a User Guide for DRAIN-ANAL. The User Guide for DRAIN-POST is con·

tained in a separate section.

1.2. REPORT LAYOUT

Chapler 2 briefly reviews the features of DRAIN-ANAL. More complete delails are published

in separale theoretical documentation.' Chapter 3 descr'ibes the permanent tiles which are used and

created by Ihe program. Chapter 4 contains instruction for preparation of input data files.
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2. SUMMARY 010' MODELING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

2.1. STRUCTURE MODEL

Th~ structur~ is model~d as a ::!D assemblage of nonlinear elements connected at nodes. Nodes

are identified by number and must be numbered in sequence. Each node can have up to three dis-

plal:~m~nt d~gr~~s of fr~~t1om. namely horizontal (X). v~rtkal (Y) and rotational (R). Provision is

made for degrees of freedom to be deleted or combined, so that the total number of unknowns may

bl' mudl less than lhrl'~ tim~s th~ numb~r of nod~s. Any d~gree of freedom can be specified to be

completely restrained (i.e to have a zero displacement relative to the ground), !n which case no

d~gr~~ of fre~t1om number is assignl't1. Alternatively, the translational or rotational displacements of

any group of nodes may be specified to have identical values, in which case the same degree of free-

dom numb~r is assign~t1 to all of these displacements.

The behavior of a structural element is determined by its element type number. Refer to the

~kment user guitl~s for the available element types. In any model, the elements must be divided into

~lement groups (currently a maximum of ::!O groups is permitted). All elements in a group must be

of same type. and all ('Iements of single type will often be included in a single group. However, ele-

ments of same type may be divided into separate groups, if desired. Elements must be numbered

sl''iu~nlially within ~ach group. and arl' identifIed by group and element number.

The structure mass is assumed to be lumped at the nodes, so that the mass matrix is diagonal.

X. Y and R inerl ias em he de filled separately at each node. Stilfness and/or mass dependent viscous

damping can be induded. Mass dependent damping introduces dampers at the nodes, with damping.

coefficients ~4ual to aM, where M is the X. Y or R inertia of the node, and ex is a factor which can

he varied from node 10 node. Stiffness dependent damping introduces dampers in parallel with the

elements, with damping matrices equal to 13K", where Ko is the initial elastic stiffness matrix of the

element, and 13 is a factor which can be varied from element group to element group.

A support may be introduced at a supported node by fixing the node relative to the ground (i.e.

hy deleting degrees of freedom) or by declaring that the node has special spring support elements.
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Spring supports must be used al poims where ground displacemenl are 10 be introduced. They may

be used al other support points. Spring suppon clements arc introduced automalically (i.e. there is

no corresponding elemenl grouP). The springs are linear, and essentially rigid.

2.2. ANALYSIS OPTIONS

Analyses of a number of dilJerenl lypes can be performed, as follows.

(1) Static Gravity: Linear stalic analysis for any combination of element and nodal loads. The

struclure must remain linear.

(2) Other Static: Nonlinear slatic analysis for any combination of nodal loads. This oplion will

typically be used 10 perform lalcral load analyses.

(3) Ground Acceleration: Nonlinear dynamic analysis for ground moL ions defined by X, Y and/or

R accelerograms.

(4) Rdurn to Static: AI Ihe end of a dynamic analysis, the structure will generally still be mov

ing. and hence will nOl be in sIalic equilibrium. This special analysis returns the structure 10 a

sialic c4uihbrillfil slale.

(5) Mode Shapes: Calculalion of mode shapes and frequencies, in the initial elaslic state or any

lallC'r sialIC'.

(6) Response Spectrum: Linear dynamic analysis for specified X and/or Y response spectra, using

mode shapes and frequencies in Ihe initial elastic stale only.

(7 ) InitiaJ Velocity 1I mpulse): Nonlinear dynamic analysis for specified initial nodal velocilies.

This option can be used to compute response following an impact or to evaluate energy absorp

lion capacity.

(8) Ground Displacement: Nonlinear dynamic analysis for ground motions defined by X, Y

and/or R displacemenl records al support points, including different (out of phase) motions at

different suppons.

(9) Dynamic Nodal Load: Nonlinear dynamic analysis for dynamic forces defined by X, Y and/or
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R force records on the nodes.

A slrul:lure will typicilly be analyzed for several dilTerenl loadings, carried out in a number of

analysis sessions. In any analysis session, analyses can be performed for any number of analysis

Se~fIIl'nt.\, each segment wrresponding to a stalic load increment or the application of a dynamic load

for a period of lime. The analysis segments are numbered in sequence, with the unstressed state

assigned a segment number of O. The structure state at the end of any analysis segment can be saved

on a permanent hie, if desired.

In any analysis session, the initial state for each analysis segment except the first is always the

state at the end of the preceding segment. The initial state for the first analysis segment can be any

previously saved state (identified by its analysis segment number), not necessarily the latest state.

This l'eature allows unlimited flex.ibilily in choosing load sequences. In particular, static and

dynamic segments can be inler-mixed. However, a static gravity segment must begin from the

unstressed state.

2.3. LOADS

/
Seven ditferent load types can be specified, as follows:

(I) Element Loads: Elemenl loads are defined in temlS of element load pal/ems, each of which

consists of some pattern of loads applied on the elements rather than nodes. As many patterns

as desired may be defined, and new patterns may be added at the beginning of any analysis

session. The element loads which make up any pattern are defined element group by element

group. The types of load (gravity, prestress, etc.) which are allowed depend on the element

type. Some eleml'nt types do not include provisions for element loads. Element loads can be

applied only in gravity analysis segments. The loading for any gravity load segment can be

any combination of the available clement load patterns.

(2) Static Nodal Loads: Static nodal loads are defined in terms of nodal load patterns, each of

which consists of some pattern of X, Y and/or R nodal loads. As many patterns as desired

may be. defined, and new patterns may be added at' the beginning of any analysis session.
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Static nodal loads can be applied in gravity and/or other stalic analysis segments. The loading

for any analysis segment can be any linear combination of the available pallems.

(31 Ground Accelerograms: Ground accelerograms can be specified for the X, Y and/or R direc

tions. As many accelerograms as desired may be defined, but a maximum of three can be used

in any analysis segment.

(4) Acceleration Response Spectra: As many response spectra as des":ed may be defined. but a

maximum of two can be used in any analysis segment

(5) Initial Velocities: Initial velocities are defined in tenus of nodal I'eloeify patterns, each of

which consists of some pallern of X, Y and/or R nodal velocities. As many pallerns as desired

may be defined, and new patterns may be added at the beginning of any analysis session. The

initial velocities for any analysis segment can be any linear combination of the available pat-

terns.

(6) Ground Displacement Records: Ground displacement records can be specified for the X, Y

and/or R directions. As many records as desired may be defined, but a maximum of three can

be used in any analysis segment It is important to note that ground displacements can be

introduced only through spring supports. Out-of-phase effects can be produced either by speci

fying different records at different support points or by specifying different time delays at

dillerent supports. In this second procedure, each displacement record defines a wave train

which moves past the structure.

(7) Dynamic fo'orce Records: Each dynamic force record is defined by (a) a nodal load pattern of

"unit" magnitude, and (b) a record defining ho~ the magnitude varies with time. The nodal

load pattern must be a previously defined static load pattern. As many dynamic force records

as desired may be defined, but a maximum of three can be used in any analysis segment.

2.4. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

An analysis segment will typically involve several load steps for a static analysis, and several

time steps for a dynamic analysis.
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In a static analysis the program selects the load step size automatically, by determining when

the next stiffness change (1'\'('(11) will occur, and ending the step at that event. The structure stilIness
(I

is then reformed, and an analysis is performed for the next step. The analysis segment ends when all

of Iheload has been applied, or when a specified displacemenl is reached.

In a dynamic analysis the time step may be specified to be constant or variable. If the time

step can vary, upper and lower error tolerances to control the step must be specified. The program

computes an error measure in each step. If this measure exceeds the upper tolerance in any step, the

time step is reduced and the step is repeated. If the measure is less than the lower tolerance for

some specified number of steps (typically 2), the time step is increased in the following step. The

time step decrease and increase factors can be specified. They will typically be 0.5 and 2.0, respec-

tively.

Other options are also available for dynamic analysis, including (a) event computations within

time steps (in which case each step may be divided into substeps) and (b) corrections at the step ends

to improve energy balance and/or equilibrium. For details on the dynamic step-by-step strategy, refer

to the DRAIN-2DX theoretical documentation.

2.5. SECOND ORDER ANALYSIS

Second order (P -~) effects can be considered if desired. This is done by adding a geometric

stiffness matrix to the tangent stiffness matrix for each elemenl, and accounting for second order
\

effects in the resisting force computation. The geometric stiffness is changed at each event in static

analysis. It can be kept constant for dynamic analysis, or alternatively allowed to change. For details

on second order effects, refer to the DRAIN-2DX theoretical documenlation.

2.6. ENERGY BALANCE

Energy calculations can be performed,' for both static and dynamic analyses. This calculation

accounts for external work on the nodes, elastic-plastic work on the elements, kinetic energy. and

damping work. If there is a significant energy unbalance, the analysis results are likely to be inaccu-

rate.
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2.7. STRUCTURE SECTIONS

Any number of plane sections may be specified through the structure. their resultants (tangen

tial force. normal force amI moment about the centcr of section) are calculated. This feature can be

used, for example, to calculate story shear and overturning moment.

2.8. RESULTS PRINTOUT

Results for selected nodal displacements, element responses and structure section forces can be

written to an output file if desired. This filc can then be printed. Mode shapes, frequencies and the

resu Its of response spectrum analyses are automatically written to the output file.

2.9. POST PROCESSING

As described in the preceding section, results print files can be produced during the analysis if

desired. However. results will usually be obtained by executing the DRAIN-POST program, using

post-processing files. For the postprocessing procedure, refer to the DRAIN-POST user guide.
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3. PERMANENT FILES

A numlx'r of pcrmanenl fill's arc created for each problem. All files have names of the form

YYYYYY.ZZZZ, where YYYYYY is the problem name and ZZZZ is a four character extension. The

extensions have the following meanings.

ACCN:

DISP:

ECHO:

FORC:

ELOD:

GEOM:

LIST:

MODE:

OUTP:

RXXX:

SLOG:

A binary fi Ie containing ground acceleration records.

A binary file containing ground displacement records.

A text fIle containing an echo of the input data for the last analysis session. If an echo

lile exists at the beginning of any analysis session. execution will not proceed. This is to

avoid inadvertent over-writing.

A binary tile containing dynamic force records.

A binary tile containing clement load pallems.

A binary file containing the X,Y coordinates of all nodes, the node numbers for all ele

ments, and othl'r data. This file is used by DRAIN-POST.

A text file describing all analysis segments which have been run, and all structure states

which have been saved, since the current problem was begun.

A binary tile containing mode shapes and frequencies.

A text file conlaining the results printout for the last analysis session. As with ECHO,

an OUTP Jile must not exist at the beginning of any analysis session. The OUTP file

contains an event log, unbalanced load information, and optional node, elemem, etc.

results.

A binary post-processing file comaining results for analysis segment XXX. These files

are used for post processing of results by DRAIN-POST. Note thai a separate file is pro

duced for each analysis segment.

A texi file containing a log of the last session. This log consists of energy balance and

unbalanced load information. As with ECHO, an SLOG file must not exist at the begin

ning of any analysis session.
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STAT:

SXXX:

VELO:
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A binary file containing eanhquake response spectra.

A binary file containing stati.: nodal load patterns.

A binary tile containing the structure state at the end of analysis segment XXX. These

files are used for restarting.

A binary tile containing initial velocity pallerns.
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4. INPUT DATA FILE

The following sections describe the required input data. Except as noted, units must be con

sistent throughoul. This is a guide for the DRAIN-ANAL base program only. User guides for the

clements are contained in separate sections.

The input data file name must he DRAIN.INP (in upper case letters). An input file can consist

of the following sections:

A. PROBLEM INITIATION: Specifies a problem name and the initial state for the analysis ses-

sion.

B. NODE DEFINITION: Defines nodal coordinates, degrees of freedom, nodal masses, and mass

proportional damping coefficients.

C. ELEMENT DEFINITION: Defines element geometry and properties, and stiffness proportional

damping fal:IOrs.

D. LOAD DEFINITION: Defines static element load patterns, static nodal load patterns, ground

accelerograms, etc. New loads can he added in each analysis session, if desired.

E. STRUCTURE SECTION DEFINITION: Defines structure sections. These can be changed in

each analysis session, if desired.

F. RESULTS PRINT SPECIFICATION: Specifies the results that are to be written to the OUTP

file. These can he changed in each analysis session, if desired.

G. ANALYSIS SPECIFICATIONS: Specifies the analyses (analysis segments) to be performed in

the current analysis session.

In the following sections, input items are of type A, I or R. Type A is character data (Fortran

"A" conversion), type I is integer, and type R is real (Fortran "F" or "E" conversion). This guide

assumes formated input. Some versions of the program may allow "free-form" input.
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A. PROBLEM INITIATION

AI. PROBLEM STATUS

One line.

Columns Notes

1-6( A) AI

8-1O(A) A2

15(1) A3

Variable

PROBID

STATUS,

KDATA

Data

Problem name (I to 6 characters).

The word "new" or "old".

Data checking code:
(a) I: data checking only.
(b) 0: execute.
(c) -I: execute if the element data can all be

held in memory. otherwise data checking
only.

17-64(A)

A2. RESTART OPTION

Problem title (max. 48 characters).

One line. Omit if STAruS ( Section AI) is "new".

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

150 )

20tIl

Notes

A4

AS

At)

A7

Variable

NROPT

NLOD

NSECT

NOUT

Data

Restart state number.
(a) 0: Start from unstressed state.
(b) n: Start from state at end of analysis segment

II nll.

Load pattern indicator.
(a) 1: New load patterns will be added.

Include Section D.
(b) 0: No new load patterns. Omit Section D.

Structure sections indicator.
(a) I: New sections speCification. Include section

E.
(b) 0: Sections specification unchanged. Omit

section E. .

Resuhs print. indicator.
(a) I: New print specification. Include section

F.
(b) 0: Print specification unchanged. Omit

Section F.
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H. NODE DEFINITION

Omit entire Section B if STATUS ( Section AI) is "old".

HI. CONTROL INI<'ORMATION

One line.

COIUIllIlS Nott"s Variable

1-5(\) NNODS

6-10(\) NCNNOD

I 1-15(1) NCDNOD

16-20(\) NCDDOF

21-25( II NCDDJS

26-300) NCDMS

31-35(l) Bl NELGR

40( I) KENR

Data

Total number of nodes.

Number of "control nodes" for which coordinates are
specified directly. See Section B2.

Number of coordinate generation commands. See Section
B3.

Number of command.~ specifying nodes with zero'displace
ml"nts. See Section B4.

Number of commands specifying nodes with identical dis
placements. See Section B5.

Number of commands specifying lumped masses. See
Section B6.

Number of element groups (max. 20). See section C.

Energy calculation code:
(a) 1: perform calculations
(b) 0: omit

B2. CONTROL NODE COORDINATES

NCNNOD lines, one per control node.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

1J -20(R)

21-30(R)

Notes

B2

Variable Data

Node number, in any sequence.

Node number for offset. Default = absolute coordinates.

X coordinate or offset.

Y coordinate or olhet.
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83. COORDINATE GENERATION COMMANDS

NCDNOD lines, one per command.

Data

Number of nodes to be generated.

Node at end of generation line.

Node at beginning of generation line.

Node number difference between successive nodes. De
fault = I.

Variable

Spacing between nodes:
(a) ;::: 1.0: assumed to be actual spacing
(b) < 1.0: assumed to be proporlion of

generation line length
(C) 0: equally spaced along generation line
(d) < 0: not allowed.

Columns Notes

1-5(1) B3

6-IO{I)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-30tR)

84. ZERO DISPLACEMENT COMMANDS

NCDDOF lines, one per command.

Columns Notes Variable Data

1-5(1) B4 Node number, or number of first node in a series of nodes
covered by this command.

10(1) B5 KODZ Code for X displacement:
(a) 0: free.
(b) I: fixed.
(c) 2: spring supported (see Note).

15(1) Code for Y displacement.

20(1) Code for rotation.

21-25(1) Number of last node in series. Default =single node.

26-30(1) Node number difference between successive nodes in
series. Default = 1.
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US. II)ENTlCAL L>ISPLACEMENT COMMANDS

NCDDlS lines, one per command.

Columns

50)

6-100)

II-SOd)

NOles

B6

Variable Dala

Displacement type:
(a) l: X displacement
(b) '). Y displacement
(c) 3: rotation

Number of nodes covered by this command (max. 14). I
See Noll' for more Ihan 14 nodes. v .

List of nodes in increasing numerical order, in 1415 for
mal,

86. LUMPED MASS COMMANDS

NCDMS lines, one per command.

Columns

I-50)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-40(1)

4 J-450)

46-55(R)

56-65(R)

Notes

B7

B8

B9

Variable Data

Node number, or number of first node in a series of nodes
covered by Ihis command.

X mass. May be zero.

Y mass. May be zero.

ROlary mass. May be zero.

Number of last node in series. Default =single node.

Node number difference between successive nodes in
series. Default = 1.

Modifying factor by which mass values are to be divided.
Default as follows:

(a) First command: Default =1.
(b). Subsequent commands: Default =same as

preceding command.

,
Mass proportional damping factor (a) for these masses.
Default as follows:

(a) First command: Default =O.
(b) Subsequent com~ands; Default =same as

preceding command.
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C. ELEMENT DEFINITION

NELGR (Scl:tion B1) scts of lines, one set per element group. Omit entire Section C if

STATUS ( Section AI) is "old".

Cl. CONTROL INFORMATION

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1 )

11-15(1)

16-20( I)

21-30(R)

31-78(A)

Notes

CI

C2

C3

C4

Variablc

KEL

NMEM

KEYE

KGEM

Data

Element type number.

Number of elements in group.

Event calculation code.
(a) I: calculate event factors for elements

in this group.
(b) 0: suppress event factor calculation.

Second order analysis code.
(a) 2: allow geometric stiffness to change

at each analysis step.
(b) I: allow geometric stiffness to change

only for static analysis.
(c) 0: ignore second order ell'ects.

Initial stiffness damping factor (/3).

Group title (max. 48 characters)

C2. ELEMENT DATA

See separatc Element Uscr Guides for details. See Note C5 for generation option.
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D. LOAD DEFINITION

Omit entire Section D if STATUS (Section AI) is "old" and NLOO (Section A2) is zero.

D1. CONTROL INFORMATION

One line. See Note 0 I.

Columns Notes Variable Data

1-5(1) 02 NNGPAT Number of static element load patterns.

6-10(1) 03 NNSPAT Number of stalic nodal load patterns.

1I-15( I) 04 NNAREC Number of ground acceleration records.

16-10( I) 05 NNSPEC Number of acceleration response spectra.

11-25(1) Dn NNVPAT Number of inilial velocity pallerns.

26-30(1) D7 NNDREC Number of ground displacement records.

31-35(1) 08 NNOFOR Number of dynamic force records.
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02. STATIC ELEMENT LOAD PATTERNS

NNGPAT sets of lines, one set per load pattern.

D2(a). Pattern ID

One line.

Columns

1-4(A)

6-lOtI )

11-5K(A)

Notes

D9

Variable

NGRPL

Data

Pattern name (I to 4 characters). Must be unique.

Number of element groups which are affected.

Pattern title (max. 48 characters).

D2(b). Element Loads

NGRPL subsets of lines, one subset per affected element group.

D2(b)(i). Controllnt'ormation

Columns Notes Variable Data

I

1-5(1) DIO NGR Element group number, in any sequence.

6-100) Oil NLOD Number of element load sets (max. 40)

D2(bHii). Element Load Data

The element load set data depends on the element type. See separate Element User Guides for,

details.
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D3. STATIC NODAL LOAD PATTERNS

NNSPAT sels of lines. one sci per load pattern.

D3(a). Pattern ID

One line.

Columns

1-4( A)

6-10(1)

11-58(AI

Notes

D9

Variable

NCOLO

Oata

Pallern name (l to 4 characters). Must be unique.

Number of commands specifying nodal loads.

Pattern title (max. 48 characters).

D3(b). Nodal Loads

NCDLD lines. one per command.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-40(1)

41-45(1)

NOles

012

Variable Data

Node number, or number of first node in a series of nodes
covered by this command.

X load (the same on all nodes in the series).

Y load. Note that the Y direction will normally be posi
tive upwards.

Moment load (right-hand screw rule about Z axis; hence,
wunler-clockwise positive as normally viewed).

Number of last node in series. Default =single node.

Node number difference between successive nodes in
series. Oefauh = 1.
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04. GROUND ACCELERAnON RECORDS

NNAREC sets of Iin~s, one-set per acceleration record.

D4Ia). Record ID

One Iin~.

Columns

1-4IA)

6-10(1 )

11-58IA)

Notes

D9

Variable

NAVAL

Data

Record name 1I to 4 characters). Must be uni4ue.

Number of acceleration values.

Record title (max. 48 characters).

D4(b). Controllnrormation

One line.

Columns

1-lO(R)

11-20IR)

21-30(R)

35(1)

37-60IA)

62-73IA)

Notes

D13

DI4

Variable

DT

Data

Time interval.
(a) 0.: NAVAL time-acceleration pairs (time

followed by acceleration)
(b) < 0.: NAVAL acceleration-time pairs

(acceleration followed by time)
Ic) > 0.: NA V AL acceleration values only,

assumed at constant interval DT.

Time scale factor. Default = 1.0

Acceleration scale factor. Default =1.0

Print code:
(a) 0: print record as input
(b) I: print record as scaled
(c) 2: no print

Input format (e.g. (4(f8.5,f12.5»). Default =(8flO.0)

Name of file (max. 12 characters) from which data is to be
read. Default =read from input file.
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D4(c,. Acceleration Values

Enough lines to specify NAVAL acceleralions, in the above format.

Columns

1-80(R)

NOles Variable Dala

Time-acceleralion pairs or acceleralion values.
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D5. ACCELERAnON RESPONSE SPECTRA

NNSPEC sets of lines, one set per spectrum.

D5(a). Spectrum lD

One line.

Columns

l-4(A)

6-10(1 )

11-58(A)

Notes

D9

Variable

NPAT

Data

Spectrum name (I to 4 characters). Must be unique.

Number of spectral acceleration values.

Spectrum tille (max. 48 characters).

D5(b). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

ll-15(R)

16-25(R)

30(1)

32-55(A)

57-68(A)

Notes

Dl4

Variable

DT

Data

Period-frequency code.
(a) 0: period-acceleration pairs.
(b) 1: frequency-acceleration pairs.

Period (frequency) interval.
(a) 0.: NPAT pcriod(frequency)-acceleration pairs

(period(frequency) followed by acceleration).
(b) < 0.: NPAT acceleration-period(frequency) pairs

(acceleration followed by period(frequency).
(c) > 0.: NPAT acceleration values only,

assumed at constant period interval DT.

Acceleration scale factor. Default =1.0

Print code:
(a) 0: print spectrum as input
(b) 1: print spectrum as scaled
(c) 2: no print

Input fonnat (e.g. (4(f8.5,fl2.5))). Default = (8flO.0)

Name of file (max. 12 characters) from which data is to be
read. Default =read from input file.
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D5(c)" Spectrum Values

Enough lines to specify NPAT period(frequency)-acceleration pairs, in the above fonnat.

Columns NOles Variable Data

I ,1-80(R _) P_C_ri_O_d_(t_"r_cq_u_c_n_c_y_)-_a_C_c_cl_C_ra_t_io_n_p_3_ir_s_o_r_a_c_c_el_c_ra_t_io_n_v_a_lu_c_"S_"--'
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D6. INITIAL VELOCITY PATTERNS

NNVPAT sets 01" lines. one sel ~r load pallern.

D6\31. Pattern ID

One line.

Columns

1-4(A)

6-10(1 )

11-5IHA)

NOles

D9

Variable

NCDVL

Data

Paltern name (I 104 characters). MUSI be uni4ue.

Number of commands specifying nodal velocilies.

Paltcrn litle (max. 411 charaClerS).

D6\ b I. Nodal Velocities

NCDVL lines, one per command.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-40(1)

41-45{l)

Notes

D15

Variable Data

Node number, or number of first node in a series of nodes
covered by this command.

X velocity (Ihe same on all nodes in the series).

Y velocity. Note that the Y direction will nonnally be po
sitive upwards.

Angular velocity (right-hand screw rule about Z axis;
hence, counter-clockwise positive as nomlally viewed).

Number of last node in series. Default = single node.

Node number difference between successive nodes in
series. Default = 1.
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D7. GROUND DISPLACEMENT RECORDS

NNDREC H'ls of lines, onc set pcr displacemcllt record.

l>7la). Record ID

One line.

Columns

1-4(A)

6-10(1 )

II-SH! A,

Notes

D9

Variable

NDVAL

Data

Record name (I to 4 characters). Must be unitjue.

Number of displacement values.

Record title (0 to 48 characters).

D7lbl. Control Information

One line.

Columns

I-IO(R)

1I-20(R)

2I-30(R)

35(1)

37 -60(A)

62-73(A)

Notes Variable

DT

Data

Time interval.
(a) 0.: NDVAL time-displacement pairs (time

followed by displacement)
(b) < 0.: NDVAL displacement-time pairs

(displacement followed by time)
(C) > 0.: NDVAL displacement values only,

assumed at constant interval DT.

Time scale factor. Default = 1.0

Displacement scale factor. Default = 1.0

Print code:
(a) 0: print record as input
(b) 1: print record as scaled
(c) 2: no print

Input fomlat (e.g. (4(f8.5,fl2.5 »). Default = (8BO.0)

Name of file (max. 12 characters) from which data is to be
read. Default = read from input file.
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D7(c). Displacement Values

Enough lines to specify NDVAL displacemcnts, in thc abovc format.

Columns

1-80(R)

Notes Variable Data

Time-displacement pairs or displacement values.
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D8. DYNAMIC FORCE RECORDS

NNDFOR sets of lines, one set per record. Each record defines a variation of magnitude (load

factor) with time. The load pattern to which the load factor is to be applied is specified later.

D8(a). Record ID

One line.

Columns

1-4(A)

6-10(1)

11-5!HAJ

Notes

D9

Variable

NFVAL

Data

Record name (I to 4 characters). Must be unique.

Number of magnitude values.

Record title (0 to 48 characters).

D8(b). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-IO(R)

11-20(R)

21-30(R)

35(1)

37-60(A)

62-73( A)

NOles Variable

DT

Data

Time interval.
(a) 0.: NFVAL time-magnitude pairs (time

followed by magnitude)
(b) < 0.: NFVAL magnitude-time pairs

(magnitude followed by time)
Ic) > 0.: NFVAL magnitude values only,

assumed at constant interval DT.

Time scale factor. Default = 1.0

Magnitude scale factor. Default = 1.0

Print code:
(a) 0: prinl record as input
(b) I: print record as scaled
(c) 2: no print

Input format (e.g. (4(f8.5,fl2.5»). Default =(8£10.0)

Name of file (max. 12 characters) from which data is to be
read. Default =read from input file.
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D8(el. Magnitude Values

Enough lines 10 specify NFVAL magniludes, in the above formal.

Columns

1-80(R)

Notes

D16

Variable Data

Time-magnitude pairs or magnitude values.
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E. STRUCTURE SECTION DEFINITION

Omit cnlire Section E if STATUS (Section AI) is "old" and NSECT (Section A2) is zero. See

Note E I for an explanalion of slructure sections.

El. CONTROL INFORMATION

One line.

Columns NOles

1·5(1)

6-10(1 ) E2

11-15(1)

I

Variable

NNSSEC

NMXCUT

NNTRNS

Data

Number of structure sections (max. 20). Default = none.

Maximum number of elements cut by any section.

N umber of different force transfomlations. See Section
E3.

E2. SECTION DE.'INITION

NNSSEC sels of lines, one sel per structure section.

E2(a). Control Information

One line pet section.

Columns

!I

1-5(1)

I 6-15(R)

16-b3(A)

Notes

EI

Variable

NCUT

Data

Number of elements cut by this section. Must not exceed
NMXCUT.

Inclination angle of the section (counter-clockwise from X
axis to section axis, in degrees)

Section title (max. 48 characters).
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E2(b). Cut Elements

NCUT subsets of lines, one subset for each element cut by the section.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1 )

11-15(1)

16-25(R)

Notes Variable Data

Element group number.

Element number in its group.

Force transformation number for this element. (See Sec
tion E3).

Distance along section axis from cut point in element to
center of section.

E3; FORCE TRANSFORMATIONS

NNTRNS sets of lines, one set for each force transformation.

E3(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-50)

Notes

E3

Variable

NCOl

Data

No. of columns in force transformation matrix (no. of rows
is always 3)

E3(b). Force Transformation

NCOl lines, one line for each column of the force transformation matrix.

Columns

l-lO(R)

11-20(R)

21-30(R)

Notes

E4

Variable Data

Transformation coefficient for X-force.

Transformation coefficient for Y-force.

Transformation coefficient for Moment.
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F. RESULTS PRINT SPECWICATION

Omit entire Section F if STATUS ( Section AI) is "old" and NOUT (Section A2) is zero. This

section defines the results whi~h are to be written to the OUTP file. The printout may be bulky.

Hence, it will be usual to print results for only a few nodes or elements (or none), and to obtain

printed or plotted results using DRAIN-POST.

Fl. CONTROL INFORMATION

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-30(1)

31-35(1)

Notes

FI

Variable

NNHOUT

NNVOUT

NNROUT

NNHR

NNVR

NNELTH

NNPSEC

Data

Number of nodes for X-displacement printout. See Sec
tion F2. Default = none; -1 = all nodes; -2 = no change
from previous specification.

Number of nodes for Y-displacement printout. See Sec
tion F3. Default'= none; -1 = all nodes; -2 = no change
from previous specification.

Number of nodes for rotation printout. See Section F4.
Default = none: -1 = all nodes: -2 = no change from previ
ous specification.

Number of pairs of nodes for relative X-displacement
printout. See Section F5. Default = none; -2 = no change
from previous specification.

Number of pairs of nodes for relative Y-displacement
printout. See Section F6. Default = none; -2 = no change
from previous specification.

Number of elements for which printout are required.
Default = none; -I = all elements; -2 = no change from
previous specification.

Number of structure sections (max. 20). See section E7.
Default = none; -I = all sections; -2 = no change from pre
vious specification.
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F2. NODES FOR X·DlSPLACEMENT

As many lines as needed to specify NNHOUT nodes. Omit if NNHOUT is :5 O.

Columns Notes Variable Data

1-80(1) Node numbers. Up to 16 nodes in 1615 format.

F3. NODES FOR Y·DISPLACEMENT

As many lines as needed to specify NNVOUT nodes. Omit if NNVOUT is :5 O.

Columns Notes Variable Data

1-80(1) Node numbers. Up to 16 nodes in 1615 format.

F4. NODES FOR ROTAnON

As many lines as needed to specify NNROUT nodes. Omit if NNROUT :5 O.

DataVariableNotesi Columns

~-(I-)------------N-o-d-e-n-u-n-lbe-rs-'.-U-p-IO-16-n-od-e-s-i-n-16-1-5-f-or-m-a-t-.-------1

I

FS. PAIRS OF NODES FOR RELATIVE X·DISPLACEMENT

As many lines as needed to specify NNHR pairs of nodes. Omit if NNHR :5 O.

Columns Notes Variable Data

1-80(1 ) Pairs of nodes. Up to 8 pairs in 8(215) fonnat.

F6. PAIRS OF NODES FOR RELATIVE Y·DISPLACEMENT

As many lines as needed to specify NNVR pairs of nodes. Omit if NNVR :5 O.

Columns Notes Variable Data

1-80(1) Pairs of nodes. Up to 8 pairs in 8(215) fonnat.
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F7. ELEMENTS

As many lines as needed to specify NNELTH elements. Omit if NNELTH ~ O.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-80(1)

NOles Variable

NOR

Data

Element group number.
(a) Positive: elements are listed as follows.
(b) Negative: all elements in this group.

Element numbers. Up to 15 elements in 1515 format. Omit
if NOR is negative.

F8. STRUCTURE SECTIONS

As many lines as needed 10 specify NNPSEC seclions. Omit if NNPSEC :s: O.

Columns

1·80(1)

NOles Variable Data

Section numbers. Up to 16 sections in 1615 formal.
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G. ANALYSIS SPECIFICAnON

As many sets of lines as desired. Each set defines a new "Analysis Segment". Any number of

analysis segments can be considered in a single analysis session. See Sections G2, etc. for restric-

tions on the sequencing of analysis segments.

Gl. CONTROL IN.'ORMATION

One line.

Columns

1-4(A)

10(1)

11-74

Notes

Gl

Variable

ANAL

KSOA

Data

Analysis type for the next analysis segment. One of the
following.

(a) grav =static gravity. See Section G2.
(b) stat =other static. See Section G3.
(c) accn = new ground acceleration. See Section

G4.
(d) accr =resume ground acceleration. See

Section G4.
(e) rest =return to static following a dynamic

analysis. See Section GS.
(f) eigo =mode shapes and frequencies. See

Section G6.
(g) spec =response spectrum. See Section G7.
(h) vein =new initial velocity. See Section G8.
(i) velr =resume initial velocity. See Section G8.
(j) diso =new ground displacement. See Section

G9.
(k) disr = resume ground displacement. See

Section G9.
(I) foro =new dynamic force. See Section G IO.
(m) forr = resume dynamic force. See Section G 10.
(0) stop =stop the analysis session.

Second order analysis code:
(a) 0 = ignore second order effects.
(b) I = consider second order effects.

Title for analysis segment (max. 48 characters).

This line is followed by data for the analysis type speCified. See the following sections.
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G2. STATIC GRAVITY

Include only if ANAL (section GJ) = grav. The analysis always begins with the unstressed

slale. NROPT (Section A:!) musl be zero, and this must be the first analysis segment of the current

analysis session. The analysis is performed in a single step, and the behavior must be linear.

G2(al. Control Information

One line.

Columns

l-5(1)

6-10(/)

10(1)

25(1)

NOles

01

03

G4

Variable

NELOD

NNDLD

ISAVE

lOUT

Data

No. of static element load patterns to be applied.

No. of static nodal load patterns to be applied.

Structure state save code (SXXX file).
(a) I: save (at end of analysis segment).
(b) 0: do not s·ave.

Posl processing file code (RXXX file).
(a) I: save results for post processing (one

set only, at end of analysis segment).
(b) 0: do not save.

Code for resu Its selected in Section F (OUTP file).
(a) I: print results.
(b) 0: do not print.

G2(b). Element Load Patterns

As many lines as needed to specify NELOD patterns.

Columns

1-7:;

Notes

05

Variable' Data

Pattern name - pattern muhiplier pairs. Up to 5 pairs per
line, in (5(a4, Ix,flO.O» formal.
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G2(c). Nodal Load Patterns

As many lines as required to specity NNDLD patterns.

Columns

1-75

Noles

G5

Variable Data·

Pallcrn name - pattern multiplier pairs. Up to 5 pairs per
line, in (5(a4, h,flO.O» format.
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G3. OTHER STATIC

Include only if AN AL (Section G I) = stat. The loading for the analysis segment will usually

be applied in a number of load steps, controlled by load increment and/or displacement increment.

Within each step, an event-to-evelll solution strategy is used automatically, dividing each step into

substeps al each evenl.

G3(al. Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1 )

l5(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

Notes

G2

G3

G4

Go

Variable

NNDLD

IS AVE

lOUT

lENV

Data

No. of static nodal load patterns to be applied.

Load step interval for saving structure sLaLe.
(a) > 0: save state every lSAVE load steps

and at end of analysis segment.
(b) 0: do not save.

POSL processing file code.
(a) 1: save results for post processing

(results are saved every event).
(b) 0: do not save.

Load step interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0: print every lOUT load steps and

aL cnd of analysis segmenl.
(b) 0: do not print
(c) -l: print every event.

Load step interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print every IENV load steps and

at end of analysis segment.
(b) 0: print aL. end of analysis segment only.
(c) < 0: do not print.

G3(b). Nodal Load Patterns

As many lines as required to specifY NNDLD patterns.

Columns

l-75

Notes

G5

Variable Data

Pattern name - pattern multiplier pairs. Up to 5 pairs per
line, in (5(a4,1 x,flO.O» format.
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G3(c). Step Size Criteria

The load step size is controlled by either a load factor increment or an optional displacement

increment, whichever is more critical. If a displacement control is specified. the increment applies to

a specified "controlled displacement". which may be either a single displacement or the difference

between two displacements.

One line.

Columns

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

25(1)

16-35(Rj

Notes

G7

Variable Data

Maximum load factor increment per load step. Default =
1.0.

,
Node I for controlled displacement (optional). Default =
no displacement control (rest of line is ignored).

Node 2 for controlled displacement (optional - if specified,
node I displacement minus node 2 displacement is con
trolled).

Displacement direction (l = X; 2 = Y; 3 =R). Default = l.

Maximum displacement increment per load step for con
trolled displacement.

(a) > 0: must increase progressively.
(b) < 0: must decrease progressively.
(Cj Default = positive, no Iimi!.
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G3(d). Analysis Termination Criteria

Th~ analysis s~gment is complete when (a) a maximum load factor is reached, (b) a maximum

displacement is reached, or (C) the number of load steps exceeds a specified limit, whichever occurs

tirs\. To 'avOId waste of computing time if the solution flip-flops. additional limits may be placed on

the number of events in any step and/or on the number of successive direction changes in the con-

trolled displaccm~n\.

One line.

Columns

1-IO(R)

21-25tIJ

26-30(1)

31-35( I)

36-45(R)

46-55(R)

Notes Variable Data

Maximum load factor. Default = 1.0.

Maximum absolute value of controlled displacement. De
fault =no limi\.

Maximum number of load steps. Default =no limit.

Maximum number of events in any load step (analysis
quits if exceeded). Default = 10.

Maximum number of successive direction changes for load
increment (analysis quits if exceeded). Default = 3. Ap
plies only if displacemeOl control is specified.

Maximum absolute lJanslalion (X or Y) at any node. De
fault =no limit.

Maximum absolute rotation at any node.' Default = no
limit.
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G4. GROUND ACCELERATION

Include only if ANAL ( Section GI) = accn or accr. The analysis is performed step-by-step

through time. The time step may have a specified constant value, or may be varied automatically as

the analysis proceeds. Within each time step an event-to-event strategy can be specified if desired.

G4(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

100}

11-15(1)

16-25(R)

26-30(1)

31-40(Rj

Notes

G2

G3

04

G6

Variable

ISAVE

lOUT

TOUT

lENV

TENV

Data

Step interval for saving structure state.
(a) > 0: save state every ISA VE time steps and at

end of analysis segment.
(b) 0: do not save.

Post processing file code.
(a) 1: save results for post processing (results

are saved every time step) ..
. (b) 0: do not save.

Step interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0: print every lOUT time steps, unless

TOUT governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) Default: ignored.

Time interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0.: print at this interval, unless lOUT

governs.
(b) Default: ignored.

Step interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print every IENV time steps, unless

TENV governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) 0: print at end of of analysis segment only.
(c) < 0: do not print.

Time interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print at this interval, unless IENV

governs.
(b) Default: print comrolled by IENV.

(continued on next page)
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G41al. Control Information lcontinuedl

Columns Notes Variable Data

i
41-50(R) G9 Multiplier for 13K damping. Default = 1.0

I
I

51-60( I) G9 Multiplier for aM damping. Defau It = 1.0

G4Ib). Ground Acceleration Records

One line. Omit if ANAL (Section G I) =accr.

Columns

1-4( A)

6-15(RI

16-19(A)

21-30(R)

31-34(A)

36-45(R)

46-55(R)

56-65(R)

Notes

GIO

Variable Data

Name of X acceleration record. Defauh = none.

X acceleration multiplier. Default = 1.0

Name of Y acceleration record. Default =none.

Y acceleration multiplier. Default = 1.0

Name of R acceleration record. Default = none.

R acceleration multiplier. Default = 1.0 Counterclockwise
acceleration is positive.

X coordinate of center of rotation (used only if rotational
acceleration record is specified).

Y coordinate of center of rotation.
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G4(c). Analysis Type and Termination Criteria

One line.

Columns Notes Variable Data

5(1) Gil KAUTO Time step code:
(a) l: variable time step.
(b) 0: constant time step.

10(1) GI2 KEVNT Event calculation code:
(a) l: consider events within time steps.
(b) 0: ignore events.

11-15(1) G12 MAXEV
,

Maximum number of events allowed in a time step.
(a) n: SlOp execution if there are more than n

events in any step.
(b) on: stop checking for events in current step,

but continue execution.
(c) Default = no limit.

16-20(1) Gl3 KENRC Velocity correction code:
(a) l: modify velocities (to satisfy energy balance).
(b) 0: do not modify velocities.

KENRC is ignored if KEVNT = O.

21-25(1)

26-35(R)

36-40(1)

41-S0(R)

51-60(R)

61-70(R)

Gl3 KEQBC

DT

NSTEPS

TIMAX

Acceleration correction code:
(a) l: modify accelerations (to improve equilibrium).
(b) 0: do not modify accelerations.

Time step:
(a) If KAUTO =0: lime step (constant

throughout).
(b) If KAUTO = 1: initial time step.

Maximum number of steps (analysis quits). Default = no
limit.

Maximum time for which response is to be calculated.
Default =no limit.

Displacement (X or Y) at any node at which collapse may
be assumed (analysis quits). Default =no limit.

Rotation at any node at which collapse may be assumed
(analysis quits). Default =no limit.
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G4(d). Additional Control Information For Variable Time Step

One line. Omit if KAUTO =0 (Section G4(c». See Note GIl.

Columns Notes Variable

1-5(R) DTMAX

6-1O(R) DTMIN

1l·15(R) DTRED

16-20(R) DTINC

n-:~5(l) IICONT

26·35(R) TOLHIS

36-45(R) TOLLOS

46-55(R) TOLHII

56-65(R) TOLLOI

i 66-75(R) TOLMX.

i

Data

Maximum allowable time step. Default =no limit.

Minimum allowable time step. Default =O.

Time step decrease factor. Default =0.5

Time step increase factor. Default =2.0

Number of steps before time step will be increased. De
faul! = 2 .

Upper static force (mean equilibrium) error tolerance. No
default.

Lower static force error tolerance. No default.

Upper inertia force (equivalent impulse) error tolerance.
No default.

Lower inenia force error tolerance. No defaull.

Maximum static force error tolerance. Analysis quits if
exceeded. Default =no limit.
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GS. RETURN TO STATIC

Include only if ANAL (section 01) = .rest. The preceding analysis segment must have been a

dynamic analysis. The analysis is performed in a single load step to bring the structure to a static

equilibrium state.

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

11-1 5( /)

16-2001

NOles

02

03

04

Variable

ISAVE

lOUT

Data

Struclure state save code. (SXXX file).
(a) I: save (at end of analysis segment).
(b) 0: do not save.

Post processing file code (RXXX file).
(a) l: save results for post processing (one

set only, at end of analysis segment).
(b) 0: do not save.

Code for results selected in section F (OUTP file).
(a) I: print results '(at end of analysis segment).
(b) 0: do not print.
(b) -I: print every event.

Maximum number of events in any load step (analysis
quits if exceeded). Default =no limit.
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G6. MODE SHAPES AND FREQUENCIES

Indude only if ANAL (section G I) = eign. Frequencies and mode shapes may be calculated for

any state of the structure. However. only mode shapes calculated for the unstressed state may be

used in response spectrum analyses.

One line.

i

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

Notes

\

Variable

NVEC

TMIN

Data

Maximum number of mode shapes to be calculated. De
fault =controlled by TMIN.

Shortest significanl period. Mode shapes with periods <
TMIN arc not calculated. Default = controlled by NVEC.
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G7. RESPONSE SPECTRUM

Include only if ANAL ( Section G1) = spec. This analysis segment can be used to perform

linear dynamic analysis. Only mode shapes and freq,uencies calculated for lhe unstressed slate can be

used, and these musl have been calculated prior to lhis analysis segment. Square root of sum of

sq,uar~s (SRSS) combination is used 10 combine the modal responses.

One line.

Columns

1·4(A)

6-15(R)

16-19(A)

21-30(R)

NOles Variable Data

Name of X response spectrum. Default =none.

X spectrum multiplier. Default = 1.0

Name of Y response spectrum. Default =none.

Y spectrum multiplier. Default = 1.0
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GS. INITIAL VELOCITY

[nclude only if ANAL ( Section GI) = vein or velr. The analysis is performed step-by-step

through time. The time step may have a specified constant value, or may be varied automatically as

the analysis proceeds. Within each time step an event-to-event strategy can be specified if desired.

G8(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-20(1)

~ 26-30(1)

31-40(R)

41-45(1)

Notes

G2

G3

G4

G6

Variable

NIVELP

EKlN

ISAVE

lOUT

TOUT

lENV

Data

No. of initial velocity patterns to be used.

Initial kinetic energy (optional). Default = patterns as
specified in Section G8(b) are used directly.

Step interval for saving structure state.
(a) > 0: save state every ISAVE time steps and at

end of analysis segment.
(b) 0: do not save.

Post processing file code.
(a) 1: save results for post processing (results

are saved every time step).
(b) 0: do not save.

Step interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0: print every lOUT time steps, unless

TOUT governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) Default: ignored.

Time interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0.: print at this interval, unless lOUT

governs.
(b) Default: ignored.

Step interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print every IENV time steps, unless

TENV governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) 0: print at end of of analysis segment only.
(c) < 0: do not print.

(continued on next page)
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G8(a). Control Information (continued)

Columns

46-55tR)

56-65(R)

66-75(1)

NOles

G9

G9

Variable

TENV

Data

Time inlerval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: prin! at this interval, .unless IENV

governs.
(b) Default: print controlled by IENV.

Mulliplier for 13K damping. Default = 1.0

Multiplier for aM damping. Default = 1.0

G8tb/. Initial Velocity Patterns

As many lines as needed to specify NIVELP patterns. If EKIN =0, these patterns are com-

bined and used directly. If EKIN > 0, the patterns are combined, then all velocities are scaled to

give the spcl:ified inilial kinetk energy. Omit if ANAL (Section G 1) is velr.

Columns

1-75

Notes Variable Data

Pattern name - pattern multiplier pairs. Up 10 5 pairs per
line, in (5(a4, Ix,f10.0)) format.
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G8(c). Analysis Type and Termination Criteria

One line.

Columns

5(1)

10(1)

II-150)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-35(R)

36-40(1)

41-50(R)

51-60(R)

61-70(R)

Notes

Gil

GI2

GI2

GI3

G13

Variable

KAUTO

KEVNT

MAXEV

KENRC

KEQBC

DT

NSTEPS

TlMAX

Data

Time step code:
(a) I: variable time step.
(b) 0: constant time step.

Event calculation code:
(a) 1: consider events within time steps.
(b) 0: ignore events.

Maximum number of events allowed in a time step.
(a) n: stop execution if there are more than n

events in any step.
(b) on: stop checking for events in current step,

but continue execution.
(c) Default = no limit.

Velocity correction code:
(a) I: modify velocities (to satisfy energy balance).
(b) 0: do not modify velocities.

KENRC is ignored if KEVNT =O.

Acceleration correction code:
(a) 1: modify accelerations (to improve equilibrium).
(b) 0: do not modify accelerations.

Time step:
(a) If KAUTO =0: time step (constant

throughout). •
(b) If KAUTO =1: initial time step.

Maximum number of steps (analysis quits). Default = no
limit.

Maximum time for which response IS to be calculated.
Default = no limit.

Displacement (X or Y) at any node at which collapse may
be assumed (analysis quits). Default = no limit.

Rotation at any node at which collapse may be assumed
(analysis quits). Default =no limit.
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G8(d). Additional Control Information For Variable Time Step

One line. Omit if KAUTO =0 (Section G8(c». See Note GIl.

! Columns Notes Variable

loSeR) DTMAX

6-10(R) DTMIN

11-15(R) . DTRED

16-20(R) DTINC

21-25(1) nCONT

26-35(R) TOLHIS

36-45(R) TOLLOS

46-S5(R) TOLHII

56-65(R) TOLLOI

66-75(R) TOLMX

Data

Maximum allowable time step. Default = no limil.

Minimum allowable time step. Default = O.

Time step decrease factor. Default =0.5

Time step increase factor. Defaull =2.0

Number of steps before time step will be increased. De
faull =2 .

Upper static force (mean equilibrium) error tolerance. No
default.

Lower static force error tolerance. No default.

Upper inertia force (equivalent impulse) error tolerance.
No default.

Lower inertia force error tolerance. No defaull.

Maximum static force error tolerance. Analysis quits if
exceeded. Default =no limit.
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G9. GROUND DISPLACEMENT

Include only if ANAL ( Section GI) = disn or disr. The analysis is performed step-by-step

through time. The time step may have a specified constant value, or may be varied automatically as

the analysis proceeds. Within each time step an event-to-event strategy can be specified if desired.

G9(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1 )

15(1)

16-20(1)

21-30(R)

31-35(1)

36-45(R)

NOles

G2

G3

G4

G6

Variable

NIDISP

ISAVE

.J

lOUT

TOUT

IENV

TENV

Data

No. of ground displacement records to be applied (max. 3).

Step interval for saving structure state.
(a) > 0: save state every ISAVE time steps and at

end of analysis segment.
(b) 0: do not save.

Post processing file code.
(a) 1: save results for post processing (results

are saved every time step) .
(b) 0: do not save.

Step interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0: print every lOUT time steps, unless

TOUT governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) Default: ignored.

Time interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0.: prim at this interval, unless lOUT

governs.
(b) Default: ignored.

Step interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print every IENV time steps, unless

TENV governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) 0: print at end of of analysis segment only.
(c) < 0: do not print.

Time interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print at this interval, unless IENV

governs.
. (b) Default: print controlled by IENV.

(continued on nex.t page)
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G9(a). Control Information (continued)

Columns

41-50(R)

51-60(1)

Notes

G9

G9

Variable Data

Multiplier for 13K damping. Default = 1.0

Multiplier for UM damping. Default = 1.0

G9(b). Ground Displacement Records

NIDISP pairs of lines, one per record. Omit if ANAL (Section GI) =disr.

G9(b)(i). Line 1

Columns

1-4(A)

10(1)

11-20(R)

11-60(1)

Notes Variable Data

Displacement record name.

Displacement direction (I =X, 2 =Y, 3 =R).

Displacement scale factor.

The numbers of up to 8 nodes at which this displacement
record is to be applied, in 815 formal.
Important: the value of KODZ, Section B4, must be 2 for
the specified displacement direction at all of these nodes.

G9(b)(ii). Line 2

Columns

1-80(R)

Notes Variable Data

Up to 8 time delay values, one for each node in the
preceding line. Must be ~ O. This much time elapses be
fore the node begins to be affected by the record.
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G9(c). Analysis Type and Termination Criteria

One line.

CoJumns

5(1)

10(1)

II-15( I)

l6-20( I)

21-25(1)

26-35(R)

36-40(1)

41·50(R)

5l-60(R)

61·70(R)

Notes

GIl

GI2

GI2

aD

G13

Variable

KAUTO

KEVNT

MAXEV

KENRC

KEQBC

DT

NSTEPS

TIMAX

Data

Time step code:
(a) I: variable time step.
(b) 0: constant time step.

Event calculation code:
(a) I: consider events within time steps.
(b) 0: ignore events.

Maximum number of events allowed in a time step.
(a) n: stop execution if there are more than n

events in any step.
(b) on: stop checking for events in current step.

but continue execution.
(c) Default: no limit.

Velocity s:orrection code:
(a) I: modify velocities (to satisfy energy balance).
(b) 0: do not modify velocities.

KENRC is ignored if KEVNT == O.

Acceleration correction code:
(a) 1: modify accelerations (to improve equilibrium).
(b) 0: do not modify accelerations.

Time step:
(a) If KAUTO == 0: time step (constant

throughout).
(b) If KAUTO == I: initial time step.

Maximum number of steps (analysis quits). Default == no
limit.

Maximum time for which response is to be calculated.
Default == no limit.

Displacement (X or Y) at any node at which collapse may
be assumed (analysis quits). Default == no limit.

Rotation at any node at which collapse may be assumed
(analysis quits). Default == no limit.
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G9(d). Additional Control Information For Variable Time Step

One line. Omit if KAUTO =0 (Section G9(c». See Note GIl.

Columns Notes Variable

loSeR) DTMAX

6-1O(R) DTMIN

II-IS(R) DTRED

16-20(R) DTINC

21-25(1) I1CONT

26-35(R) TOLHIS

36-45IR) TOLLOS

46-S5(R) TOLHII

S6-6S(R) TOLLOI

66-75(R) TOLMX

Data

Max.imum allowable time step. Default =no limit.

Minimum allowable time step. Default =O.

Time step decrease factor. Default =0.5

Time step increase factor. Default =2.0

Number of steps before time step will be increased. De
fault =2 .

Upper static force (mean equilibrium) error tolerance. No
default.

Lower static force error tolerance. No default.

Upper inertia force (equivalent impulse) error tolerance.
No default.

Lower inenia force error tolerance. No default.

Max.imum static force error tolerance. Analysis quits if
exceeded. Default =no limit.
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GIO. DYNAMIC NODAL LOADS

Include only if ANAL ( Section G 1) = forn or forI". The analysis is performed step-by-step

through time. The time step may have a specified constant value, or may be varied automatically as

the analysis proceeds. Within each time step an event-to-event strategy can be specified if desired.

GIO(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1·5(1)

6-10(1 )

15(1)

16-2UI I)

21-30IR)

31-35(1)

36-4SIR)

Notes

G2

G3

G4

G6

Variable

NDLOD

ISAVE

lOUT

TOUT

IENV

TEN V

Data

No. of dynamic force records to be applied (max.. 3).·

Step interval for saving structure state.
(a) > 0: save state every ISAVE time steps and at

end of analysis segment.
(b) 0: do not save.

Post processing file code.
(a) 1: save results for post processing (results

are saved every time step).
(b) 0: do not save.

Step interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0: print every lOUT time steps, unless

TOUT governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) Default: ignored.

Time interval for results selected in Section F.
(a) > 0.: print at this interval, unless lOUT

governs.
(b) Default: ignored.

Step interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print every IENV time steps, unless

TENV governs, and at end of analysis
segment.

(b) 0: print at end of of analysis segment only.
(c) < 0: do not print.

Time interval for envelopes.
(a) > 0: print at this interval, unless IENV

governs.
(b) Default: print controlled by lENV.

(continued on nex.t page)
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GIO(a). Control Information (continued)

Columns

41-50(R)

51·60(1)

NOles

G9

G9

Variable Dala

Multiplier for 13K damping. Default = 1.0

Multiplier for aM damping. Default =1.0

GIO(b). Dynamic Force Records

As many lines as needed to specify NDLOD records. Up 10 4 nodal load patterns may be com-

bined to form a "unit" loading for each record. The record then defines the load magnitude variation

with time. Omit if ANAL (Section G 1) =forr.

Columns

1-4(A)

6-15(R)

16-75{A,R)

NOles Variable Data

Dynamic force record name.

Multiplier for dynamic force record values. Default = 1.0.

Sialic nodal load pattern name and multiplier pairs. Up 10

4 pairs in (4(a4, 1x.,flO:O» fonnat.
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GIO(c). Analysis Type and Termination Criteria

One line.

Columns

5(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-35(R)

36-40(1) (

41-50(R)

51-60(R)

61-70(R)

Notes

Gil

GI2

GI2

GI3

G13

Variable

KAUTO

KEVNT

MAXEV

KENRC

KEQBC

DT

NSTEPS

TIMAX

Data

Time step code:
(a) 1: variable time step.
(b) .0: constant time step.

Event calculation code:
(a) 1: consider events within time steps.
(b) 0: ignore events.

Max.imum number of events allowed in a time step.
(a) n: stop execution if there are more than n

events in any step.
(b) on: stop checking for events in current step,

but continue execution.
(c) Defau It = no limit.

Velocity correction code:
(a) 1: modify velocities (to satisfy energy balance).
(b) 0: do not modify velocities.'

KENRC is ignored if KEVNT =O.

Acceleration correction code:
(a) 1: modify accelerations (to improve equilibrium).
(b) 0: do not modify accelerations.

Time step:
(a) If KAUTO =0: time step (constant

throughout) .
(b) If KAUTO = 1: initial time step.

Maximum number of steps (analysis quits). Default = no
limit.

Maximum time for which response is to be calculated.
Default = no limit.

Displacement (X or Y) at any node at which collapse may
be assumed (analysis quits). Default =no limit.

Rotation at any node at which collapse may be assumed
(analysis quits). Default =no limit.
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GIO(d). Additional Control Information For Variable Time Step

One linc. Omit if KAUTO = 0 (Section G lO(c». See Note GIL

Columns Notes Variable

1-5(R) DTMAX

6-1O(R) DTMIN

11-15(R) DTRED

16-20(R) DTlNC

21-25(1) IICONT

26-35(R) TOLHIS

36-45(R) TOLLOS

46-55(R) TOLHII

56-65(R) TOLLOI

66-75(R) TOLMX

Data

Maximum allowable time step. Default = no limit.

Minimum allowable time step. Default =O.

Time step decrease factor. Default =0.5

Time step increase factor. Default = 2.0

Number of steps before time step will be increased. De
fault =2 .

Upper static force (mean equilibrium) error tolerance. No
default.

Lower static force error tolerance. No default.

Upper inertia force (equivalent impulse) error tolerance.
No default.

Lower inertia force error tolerance. No default.

Maximum static force error tolerance. Analysis quits if
exceeded. Default =no limit.
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H. DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE NOTES

AI. Each problem must be assigned a unique, 1-6 character name. Several permanent files are

created for each problem, with file names of the form YYYYYY.Z:Z:Z:Z, where YYYYYY is

the problem name, and z:z:z:z. is a 4-character extension identifying the type of data in the file.

See Chapter 3 for a list of the extensions.

A2. When a structure model is first defined, the status is "new". Input data sections B through F

must be included. If an existing model is to be analyzed, the status is "old". Input data sec

tions B and C must be omitted. Sections D, E and F mayor may not be required, depending

on the restart indicators in section A2.

A3. The option KDATA = -1 is to avoid inefficient execution if there is not enough memory for

"in-core" execution. During execution of the program, data is stored for each element to

monitor its nonlinear behavior. If the data for all elements can be stored in memory, then the

program will execute most rapidly. If there is insufficient memory, the data is blocked, and

the blocks must be recalled from disk for each step of the analysis. The additional I/O cost

can be substantial, and execution time can be greatly increased. If KDATA =-1 and the pro

gram does not execute, it will be necessary to change the following two statements in the

MAIN program.

COMMON L(N)

NTST =N

where N =number of integer words of memory to be allocated. On a virtual memory system,

it will usually be most efficient to specify NTST sufficiently large to ensure "in-core" execu

tion (i.e. virtual memory paging to disk will usually be more efficient than FORTRAN input

output to disk).

A4. An analysis session can include several analysis segments. The initial state for each analysis

segment except the first is always the state at the end of the preceding segment. For a session

with STATUS ="new", the initial state for the first analysis segment is always the unstressed

state. For a session with status = "old", the initial state for the first analysis segment can be
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any previously saved state (identified by its analysis segment number), not necessarily the

latest state. The default initial state is the unstressed state (segment number =0).

A5. If desired, new load patterns can be defined. These patterns are added to any previously

defined patterns. Both the new patterns and the previously defined patterns can be used in

future analysis segments. Once defined, a pattern can not be deleted.

A6. If desired, new structure sections can be defined. These sections will replace any previously

defined sections. If the sections are not changed, the most recently defined sections are' used.

A7. If desired, the print specification can be changed for the new analysis session. If the

specification is not changed, the most recent specification applies.

B1. For input and output, the elements must be divided into groups. All elements in any group

must be of the same type, and typically all elements of any type will be included in a single

group. However, elements of the same type may be divided into separate groups if desired

(for example, to separate the elements for output purposes, to allow different amounts of

damping to be specified, etc.).

B2. For "control nodes", absolute coordinates or offsets must be defined, in the global X, Y sys

tem. The coordinates of any remaining nodes may be generated (using straight line genera

tion commands, Section B3).

B3. The number of nodes generated by each command may be one or more. For each command,

the coordinates of the nodes at the beginning and at the end of the generation line must have

been previously defined, either as control nodes or by previous straight line generation.

B4. Each node of the structure may have up to three degrees of freedom, namely X displacement,

Y displacement, and rotation. Initially, the program assumes that all three degrees of freedom

are present at all nodes (code = 0). If this assumption is correct, Section B4 should be omit

ted. In most cases, however, either (a) cenain nodes will be fixed in certain directions or (b)

it may be reasonable to assume zero displacement. Section B4 is then required, to specify a

nonzero code for all fixed degrees of freedom.
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B5. A code =1 means that the displacement magnitude is identically zero (the displacement is not

a structure degree of freedom). A code = 2 means that the displacement is restrained by a

very stiff support spring (which is added automatically) but is not identically zero. The

difference is significant only for dynamic ground displacement analyses (disn or disr

analysis type, Section G). For these analyses, code = 1 means zero absolute displacement,

whereas code = 2 means essentially zero displacement relative to the ground. Support

points through which ground displacement will be introduced into the structure must have

code =2, not code ::: 1.
i

B6. It may be desired to specify that certain nodes displace identically in certain directions. Ident-

ical displacements may be specified by the commands of this section. Up to 14 nodes can be

covered by one line. If more than 14 nodes are to be assigned identical displacements, use

two or more lines, with the nodes in increasing numerical order in each line, and with the

smallest numbered node common to all lines.

B7. The structure mass is assumed to be lumped at the nodes. The masses can generally be input

with only a few commands. Masses can be specified separately for X translation, Y transla- .

tion and rotation. If a node appears more than once in these commands, the mass is the sum

of those specified in the separate lines. If certain nodes are constrained to have an identical

displacement, the mass associated with the displacement will be the sum of the masses

specified for the individual nodes.

B8. The masses are required in units of mass, not weight. The modifying factor can be used to

convert from weight units to mass units (e.g. for lengths in inch units, the factor would be

386.4). Note that the factor needs to be included in only the first line.

B9. If desired, a different damping factor (ex) can be specified for each node. Typically, the same

factor will be used for all nodes, and this factor then needs to be specified in only the first

line. If a node appears more than once in these commands, the ex value is the sum of those

specilied on the separate lines. If certain nodes are constrained to have an identical displace-

ment, the aM value associated with the displacement will be the sum of those for the
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individual nodes.

Cl. Each element type in the element library is identified by a type number. For example, element

type 1 is a truss element and element type 2 is a beam column element. See the separate ele

ment user guides for details. All elements in a group must be of same type. Element groups

may be arranged in any convenient order. Within any group, the elements must be numbered

in sequence, beginning with 1.

C2. An event-to-event solution strategy is automatically used for static analysis, and can be

specified as an option for dynamic analysis. In this strategy, the structure stiffness is updated

every time there is a significant change in stiffness for any element (i.e. an "event"). The

option KEVE = 0 suppresses the event calculations for all elements in this group, for both

static and dynamic analyses. In general this should be done only for elements which are

specified to be very strong in order to force them to remain liJiear. Significant computer time

can be saved, since event factors are not calculated for these elements.

C3. Second order effects will typically be negligible in girders, but may be important for columns.

These effects are included in the analysis by adding geometric stiffnesses. The option KGEM

= 1 allows the geometric stiffness to change progressively during static analysis but keeps it

constant for dynamic analysis. This will often be accurate for building frames with second

order effects in only· the columns, since the story geometric stiffness depends on the sum of

the axial forces in all columns at the story, which is constant if there is no vertical earth

quake. Selecting KGEM = 1 can save substantial computing time. The option KGEM = 2

allows the geometric stiffness to change progressively during both static and dynamic ana

lyses. If desired, second order effects can be suppressed, even though KGEM is nonzero for

some or all element groups (see KSOA, Section G 1).

C4. Each element has a constant viscous damping matrix equal to f3Ko, where Ko is the initial

elastic stiffness matrix of the element (not including geometric stiffness). The value of f3 is

same for all elements in any group. but can vary from group to group (e.g to allow differeDt

damping to be specified for different materials). Earlier versions of DRAIN have allowed
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viscous damping based on the tangent stiffness matrix. This is no longer allowed in

DRAIN-2DX.

C5. The elements in each group must be specified in increasing numerical order, starting with l.

One data line may be provided for each element, in which case element data will not be gen

erated. Alternatively, the lines for groups of element may be omitted, in which case the data

for each missing group is usually generated as follows. Some elements may be different. If

so, this will be noted in the element user guide.

I) All elements are assigned the same stiffnesses, strengths, etc. as the element preced.

ing the missing group.

2) The node numbers for each missing element are obtained by adding the specified

node number increment to the node numbers for the preceding element. The node

number increment is that specified with the element preceding the missing group.

In the echo print of element data, generated elements are identified by asterisks.

DI. Any number of new load patterns, of any type, can be defined in any analysis session. New

patterns are added to any previously defined patterns. Once defined, a pattern can not be

deleted. The same applies for dynamic records and response spectra. The actual loadings for

each analysis segment are defined later (Section G).

D2. Element loads will typically account for gravity loads (dead or live) acting along element,

lengths. However, they may also account for thermal effects, or any other effects which ori

ginate within elements. Element loads can be applied only in "static gravity" analysis seg

ments. These must begin with the unstressed state, and nonlinear behavior is not pennitted.

D3. Static nodal loads can account for gravity and/or lateral forces. There are no restrictions on

the sequences in which static nodal loads can be applied, or on whether or not the structure

remains linear.

D4. Ground acceleration records are used for dynamic analyses with all supports moving in phase.

There are no restrictions on the sequences in which ground accelerations are applied, or on

whether or not the structure remains linear.
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05. Acceleration spectra can be used to perform linear analyses only. Mode shapes andfrequen

cies must first have been calculated (see Section G6) for the unstressed structure state.

06. Initial velocity patterns can be used to test the energy absorbing capacity and/or impact

response of a structure.. Initial velocities corresponding to a known kinetic energy or a set of

known impulses can be defined. With the velocities as initial conditions, a dynamic analysis

can be performed. The analysis must begin from a static, but not necessarily unstressed, state.

O? Ground displacement records are used for dynamic analyses with suppons moving out of

phase. There are no resttictions on the sequences in which ground displacements are applied,

or on whether or not the structure remains linear. In-phase suppon motions can be considered

as a special case.

08. Dynamic force records are used for dynamic analyses with time varying forces on the nodes.

There are no restrictions on the sequences in which dynamic forces are applied, or on whether

or not the structure remains linear.

09. A load pattern is identified by its type (e.g. static element load) and its 4-character name. The

name must be unique within its load pattern type, but may be re-used if desired for a different

type.

010. Because the nature of the loading and its effect on an element depend on the element type,

different input data is needed for each element type. Some element types do not have provi

sion for element loads. Refer to the element user guides for details.

OIl. An element "load set'\will typically correspond to some distribution of load along an element

(e.g. uniform load over the length of a beam element). The element load pattern is defined

by specifying which load sets act on which elements. In any pattern, several load sets may

act on a single element, and the load set magnitudes may be scaled. Refer to the element user

guides for details.

012. The static nodal loads for any pattern can usually be input with only a few lines. Any node

may appear in more than one line, in which case, the loads on the node are the sums of those
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specified in the separate lines. If certain nodes are constrained to have identical displacements,

the loads associated with those displacements will be sums of the loads specified for the indi

vidual nodes.

D13. The input times are multiplied by this factor (f,). The effect is to increase the ground veloci

ties by f" to increase the ground displacements by ff, and to alter the frequency content of

the earthquake. Time should not be scaled without carefully considering the influence on the

ground motion.

014. The input accelerations are multiplied by this factor. The factor will normally be used to

convert from multiples of gravity to acceleration units. Further scaling can be specified when

a time history analysis is actually performed.

D15. If a node appears in more than one data line, the'velocities for the node will be the sums of

those specified in 'the separate lines. If certain nodes are constrained to have identical dis

placements, the velocities associated with those displacements will be sums of the velocities

specified for the individual nodes.

016. If a node appears in more than one data line, the magnitudes for the node will be the sums of

those specified in the separate lines. If certain nodes are constrained to have identical dis

placements, the magnitudes associated with those displacements will be sums of the magni

tudes specified for the individual nodes.

E1. The procedure for defining a structure section is as follows:

(1) Draw a straight line through the structure. Identify the elements which are cut by the

line and the locations of the cuts. Identify an axis along the section, and determine the

angle from the X axis to this section axis.

(2) Define the "center" of the section. The section moment will be the moment about this

point.

(3) Calculate the distance from each element cut to the center of the section, measured

along the section axis. All distances are measured from the element to the center of the
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section, positive in the positive direction of the section axis.

(4) At each element cut there will be, for any state of the structure, a set of ele"ment forces.

The section normal force, shear force and moment are obtained by (a) transforming

these element forces to the section center, and (b) summing over all elements. The

forces at a cut in an element depend on the element end forces (or the nodal forces for a

solid element) and the location of the cut in the element. Once the forces at the cut

have been calculated, the program automatically transfers them to the section center and

sums them to get section forces. However, the forces at the cut are not determined

automatically. Instead, a force transformation which gives the forces at the cut in terms

of the forces at the element ends, must be input (see Section E3(b». The size of the

transformation matrix for any element is 3*NDOF, where NDOF is the number of ele

ment degrees of freedom (e.g., for a beam-column element the size of the transforma

tion is 3*6). Usually the transformation will be the same for several elements, and only

a small number of transformations will need to be input.

E2. This is required for memory allocation. The value of NCUT, Section E2(a), must not exceed

this value for any section.

E3. NCOL must equal the number of degrees of freedom (stiffness matrix size) for the element.

type to which the transformation applies. The program does not check for consistency. If the

transformation size is incorrect, the section forces will be incorrect.

E4. The transformation must transform nodal forces ( X force, Y force and moment) acting on the

element to forces (X,Y,R) acting on the element section at the cut. Elements will typically be

cut at nodes, in which case the transformation coefficients will be either unity or zero. Since

there are two sides to each element cut, the signs of the transformation coefficients will

depend on which side is assumed to be retained and which is removed.

FI. The relative displacement is the displacement of the first node of each pair minus the dis

placement of the second node. Take care with story drifts, because the relative horizontal dis

placement between two floors may not be a true measure of damage-inducing drift (some of it
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may be due to column shortening and extension). To obtain a better measure, insert a dummy

shear panel in each floor, and monitor the shear deformation.

G 1. This code is considered only if the analysis segment begins from the unstressed state. For

analysis segments which begin from any other state, the code of the preceding segment is

automatically used (i.e. once turned on, second order effects can not be turned off, and vice

versa). Second order effects are considered only for element groups with KGEM greater than

zero (see Section CI).

G2. The structure slate may be saved at the end of any analysis segment. The state is saved in a

file with a name of the form YYYYYY.SZZ:Z, where YYYYYY is the problem name, S indi-

cates a state file, and ZZZ is the analysis segment number. Analysis/segments are numbered

in sequence, regardless of whether or not they are saved.

For nonlinear slatic and dynamic analyses, the state may also be saved at loads or times

within an analysis segment. If this is done, a new file is not created each time the state is

saved. Instead a new file is created the first time that the state is saved, but at each subse-

quent time that file is rewound and over-written. Hence, if the analysis segment runs to com-

pletion, the file will contain the state at the end of segment. If, however, execution is ter-

minated for some reason before the segment is completed, the file will contain the most

recenl1y saved state.

G3. A file with a name of the form YYYYYY.RZ:ZZ may be created for post processing of the

results by DRAIN-POST, where YYYYYY is the problem name, R indicates a post process-

-
ing result file,' and ZZZ is the analysis segment number. This file contains results for aU

nodes, all elements and all structure sections. For dynamic analysis, results are saved every

time step. Hence, the file can be very large. It may be necessary to run (and post process) a

large problem in several short analysis segments.

G4. Results for selected nodal displacements, elements and structure sections (see Section F) may

be written to the OUTP file for each analysis segment. The results are written every lOUT

load or time steps. To obtain results at the end of the analysis segment only, input a very
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large value for lOUT.

G5. Each pattern is multiplied by its multiplier, and the patterns are then combined. The com-

\

bined patterns define a loading with a load ractor equal to one. For a static gravity analysis

the loading can be any combination of element and nodal load patterns, and the full loading is

applied in a single step. For other static analyses the loading can be a combination of nodal

load patterns only, and the loading will generally be applied in steps. The load factor incre-

ment in each step will be governed by one or more criteria (see Section G3), and the final

load factor will not necessarily equal one.

G6. Envelope values include maximum positive and negative values for all node displlicements,

selected response quantities for all elements (varies with element type) and all structure sec-

tion forces. The time or load factor at which the maximum occurred is also output for each

value.

G7. Displacement control is particularly useful if the structure becomes very flexible, and is essen-

tial if the structure is to be loaded into the post buckling range. If displacement control is not

used and the structure becomes unstable, a positive load increment may cause a negative dis-

placement, leading to a to flip-flop condition (successive unloading-reloading). The controlled

displacement can be used to force the structure to continue displacing in the positive (or nega-

live) direction, even though the load decreases. This type of control can be very effective, but

will not always work. Hence, additional flip-flop controls (Section G3(d» are desirable to

avoid waste of computing time. If there is no displacement control, the analysis will stop if

the structure becomes unstable.

G8. Even if a displacement control is specified, the solution can flip-flop. This will be indicated

by successive changes in the sign of the load increment required to make the controlled dis-

placement increase progressively. This flip-flop limit can avoid waste of computing time.

G9. The stiffness proportional and mass proportional damping factors may be either increased or

decreased. The multipliers apply for all elements and masses. This feature can be used to

study the effect of damping on the structure response without redefining the problem.
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G 10. The center of rotation is the point around which the foundation rotates (assuming rigid body

rotation at the foundation level). This is required to determine the effective dynamic loads on

the structure due to ground rotation.

GIl. Four dynamic solution schemes are available, namely constant time step with and without

-
event calculation, and variable time step with and without event calculation. In the variable

time step scheme, the time step is controlled by upper and lower tolerances on the "static

force" and "inertia force" errors (see DRAIN-2DX theory report). If either TOLHIS or

TOLHII (see Section G4(d» is exceeded in a step, the time step is decreased by multiplying

the current time step by DTRED, and the step is repeated. The time step is not reduced

below a specified minimum value (DTMIN). If both errors are less than their lower toler-

ances for IICONT consecutive steps, the time step is mUltiplied by DTINC (for the next time
/

step). The time step is not increased above a specified maximum value (DTMAX). DTMAX

must be chosen to ensure that ground accelerations or other dynamic loads are accurately

represented. See DRAIN-2DX theory report for guidance in selecting tolerances.

G 12. Events are not necessarily calculated for all element groups (see KEVE, Section Cl). In a

solution scheme with event calculations, a large number of events in a single time step may

indicate a flip-flop situation. If MAXEV is exceeded, the analysis may be terminated or it

may be continued, omitting calculation of any further events. Termination is usually recom-

mended, since a large number of events in a time step usually indicates too long a time step

or other problems.

G 13. In a step-by-step dynamic analysis, energy balance and/or equilibrium may not be satisfied at

the end of a time step. Energy balance can be satisfied by modifying the velocities at the end

of a time step, and equilibrium can be satisfied by modifying the accelerations. These correc-

tions will usually improve the accuracy. For more details. see the DRAIN-2DX theory report.
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SUMMARY

Several simple elements were available for the original DRAIN-2D, and were

described in the report "General Purpose Computer Program for Inelastic Dynamic

Response of Plane Structures" by A.E. Kanaan and G.H. Powell (EERC 73-6, Earthquake

Engineering Research Center, University of California, Berkeley, 1973). The following of

these elements have been modified for DRAIN·2DX:

Type 01: Truss Element.

Type 02: Beam-Column Element.

Type 03: Infill Panel Element.

Type 04: Semi-Rigid Connection Element.

Type 07: Beam Element with Degrading Stiffness.

The last of these was described in part 1 of the Ph.D. thesis "A Contribution to the

Analysis of Concrete Structures Under Cyclic Loading" by R.W. Litton (Dept.· of Civil

Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, 1975).

Several element types for modeling panels and joints in large panel buildings were

described in the report: "Inelastic Seismic Analysis of Large Panel Buildings" by V.

Schricker and G. H. Powell (UCB/EERC-80/38, Earthquake Engineering Research Center,

University of California, Berkeley, 1980). These elements were implemented in a modified

version of the original DRAIN-20. The following ones have been modified for DRAIN-

2DX:

Type 05: Gap-Friction Joint Element.

Type 06: Modified Beam'Panel Element.

Type 09: Link Element.

Type 10: Key Joint Element.

Type 11: Degrading Friction Joint Element.
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Type 12: Shear Friction Joint Element.

This section describes the theory for these eleven elements, using material from the

above reports. A few other elements have been developed for DRAIN-2D over the years,

but have not yet been modified for DRAIN-2DX.

It may be noted that it was not intended that the original DRAIN-2D elements would

be sufficient for all purposes. Rather, it was intended for DRAIN to be a base program, to

which rese.u:chers and practitioners could add elements to suit their own purposes (e.g. the

~chricker large panel elements). The elements in the original program were very simple

ones, and it is recognized that they are deficient in may respects, In particular, more sophis

ticated elements are needed for modeling reinforced concrete beams, columns, walls and

connections. In a similar vein, DRAIN-2DX is not intended to be a complete program, but

a base program which will need additions to its element library.

When new elements are developed, and also when DRAIN is used to perform ana

lyses, it is important to remember that the accuracy with which a mathematical model can

represent the nonlinear response of a structure depends on several properties of the model.

These include stiffness, strength, energy absorption, and cyclic loading characteristics.

Tangent stiffness is the most fundamental property, since if tangent stiffness is modeled

accurately, then all other properties are automatically ·accurate. However, experience sug

gests that if the strength and energy absorption properties are modeled with reasonable

accuracy, then sufficiently accurate results can be obtained for many engineering purposes,

even if the tangent stiffness values are not accurate. It should also be recognized that the

true nonlinear properties of structural members are rarely known with any degree of accu

racy, so that truly accurate modeling is rarely possible. That is, there is no substitute for

engineering judgement.
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DRAIN·2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

TRUSS ELEMENT (TYPE 01)

ROl.l GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Truss elements may be oriented arbitrarily in the XY plane, but can transmit axial

load only. Two alternative modes of inelastic behavior may be specified. namely (a) yield-

ing in both tension and compression (Fig. EOl.la) and (b) yielding in tension but elastic

buckling in compression (Fig. EO 1.lb). Strain hardening effects are included by dividing

each element into two parallel components, one elastic and one inelastic (Fig. EOI.2). Ele-

ment loads and second order effects can be included.

EOl.2 ELEMENT DEFORMATIONS

The only element defonnation is axial extension, v. The displacement transfonnation

relating increments of deformation and displacement (Fig. EOI.3) is

drl

[ -x -y x y ] dr2
dv = - - - -

dr)L. L L L

dr4

or

dv = a dr

where X ,Y and L are the projections and element length in the undeformed state.

(EOl.l)

(EO 1.2)

..

The measure of inelastic defonnation is the extension beyond yield of the inelastic

component of the element.

EOl.3 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The static elasto-plastic stiffness in terms of deformation is
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ET A
dS = -- dv

L

dS = k cp dv

(EO 1.3)

(EO1.4)

in which ET = tangent modulus in current state, A = cross section area, and L = unde-

fonned length. Hence the elasto-plastic stiffness in tenns of nodal displacements is

. (EO 1.5)

EOl.4 GEOMETRIC STIFFNESS

The geometric .stiffness in terms of rigid body rotation (Fig. EOI.4) is

S
dMG = - dB

L
(EOI.6)

in which S = current axial force and L = undefonned length. The transformation relating

rigid body rotation and nodal displacement is

-y X Y -X

L L L L
(EOI.?)

or

dv = 39 dr

Hence the geometric stiffness is

EOl.5 DYNAMIC STIFFNESS

(E01.8)

(EO1.9)

If stiffness dependent (13K) damping is specified, then in effect a viscous damping

component is added in parallel with the elasto-plastic component. The axial force in this

damping component is

(EO1.10)

in which v =rate of change of extension and E =elastic modulus.

For dynamic analysis, the damping component contributes to both the left hand side
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(effective stiffness) and right hand side (effective load) of the step-by-step equilibrium

equations. The equations are given in the DRAIN·2DX theoretical documentation, and are

not repeated here.

A damping geometric stiffness is not considered (i.e., the geometric stiffness is based

only on the elasto-plastic axial force, S , not on S + Sd ).

E01.6 RESISTING FORCE

The element resisting force is used to calculate equilibrium unbalance (refer to the

DRAIN-2DX theoretical documentation). This resisting force is

R I = aT ( S + Sd ) + a ~ S
L

(EOl.ll)

where the term containing [ ~] applies only when second order effects are included. Note

that since the value of S used in Eqn. (EOl.ll) is at the end of a step, it wiu generally be

different from that used for KG, which is at the beginning of the step. Hence, the second

order effect can cause an equilibrium unbalance even if K ep is constant.

EOt.7 ELEMENT LOADS

Static loads applied along the lengths of truss elements may be taken into account by

specifying end clamping forces as shown in Fig. E01.5. These forces are those which must

act on the element ends to prevent end displacements. The fixed end forces for any element

contribute to the static loads (gravity load cases only) on the nodes to which the element

connects. Element loads do not produce element initial forces (i.e. in effect, the element

loads are simply lumped at the element ends).

E01.8 ACCUMULATED PLASTIC DEFORMAnONS

The computer response includes both maximum and "accumulated" plastic deforma-

tions. The accumulated values are defined by Fig. E01.6.
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.01

TRUSS ELEMENT (TYPE 01)

See Fig. EOI.l through EOJ.6 for element behavior and properties.

C2.01/a). Control Information

One line.

Columns Notes Variable Data

! 1-5(1) No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See Section C2.01(b).L__. ---..J

C2.01/b). Stitl'ness Types

One line for each stiffness type.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

46-55(R)

60(1)

Notes Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with J.

Young's modulus.

Strain hardening ratio, as a proportion of Young's
modulus.

Cross section area.

Yield stress in tension.

Yield suess or elastic buckling suess in compression. See
Fig. EO!.I

Code for compression behavior.
(a) I: Element buckles elastically in compression.
(b) 0: Element yields in compression without

buckling.
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C2.01(cl. Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

4uent elements must be delined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

j6-20(l)

21-25(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number. or number of first clement in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element at end i.

Node number at element at end j.

Node number increment for element generation. Default =
1.

Stiffness type number.
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION D2(b)(ii).Ol

ELEMENT LOAD DATA }<'OR TRUSS ELEMENT (TYPE 01)

D2(b)(ii).OI(a). Load Sets

NLOD lines (sec section D2(b)(i», one line per element load set. Sec Fig. E01.5.

Columns

1-5(1)

ll-20(R)

21-30(R)

31-40(R)

4l-50{R)

Notes Variable Data

Load set number, in sequence beginning with I.

Coordinate code.
(a) 0: Forces are in local (element) coordinates.
(b) l: Forces are in global (structure) coordinates.

Clamping force Pi'

Clamping force V"

Clamping force Pj .

Clamping force Vj .

D2(b)(ji).Ol(b). Loaded Elements and Load Set Scale Factors

As many lines as needed. Terminate with a blank line.

Columns Notes

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

ll-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-30(R)

31-45(l~R)

46-60(l-R)

61-75(I-R)

Variable Data

No. of first element in series.

No. of last element in series. Default = single element.

Element no. increment. Default = I.

Load set number.

Load set scale factor.

Optional second load set no. and scale factor.

Optional third load set no. and scale factor.

Optional fourth load set no. and scale factor.
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

TRUSS ELEMENT (TYPE 01)

Description

Node number at end I.

Node number at end J.

Yield code ( I: yielded; 0: not yielded ).

Axial force, tension positive.

Total axial extension.

Accumulated positive plastic extension.

Accumulated negative plastic extension.
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S

v

(0) YIELD IN TENSION AND COMPRESSION

S

(b) YIELD IN TENSION. BUCKLING IN COMPRESSION

FIG. E01.1 TRUSS ELEMENT BEHAVIOR
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S e'0TH C:~~~E~~--,-/,'------
Ii ELASTO-PLASTIC
~ COMPONENT

ELASTIC
_____-:::::::=-I-~=--- ~COMPONENT

V

_:;.I------
FIG. E01.2 DECOMPOSITION OF BILINEAR
RELATIONSHIP INTO TWO COMPONENTS

x
dS,dv

/'

(0) ( b)

AG. E01.3 DEFORMATIONS AND DISPLACEMENTS
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~s

FIG. E01.4 TERMS FOR ROTATIONAL GEOMETRIC
STIFFNESS

. P j

~

\Vj
Pi

•

tVi

Pj-

(0) CODE =0 (b) CODE = 1

FIG. E01.5 END CLAMPING AND INITIAL FORCES
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ACCUMULATED POSITiVE DEFORMATION
=SUM OF POSITIVE YIELD EXCURSIONS

\.M~XIMUM POSITIVE
DEFORMATION

EXTENSION
OR ROTATION

9Y
L::::::u.TED NEGATIVE DEFORMATION

=SUM OF NEGATIVE YIELD EXCURSIONS

NOTE THAT MAXIMUM NEGATIVE DEFORMATION
IS ZERO. ALTHOUGH ACCUMULATED NEGATIVE

DEFORMATION IS NOT ZERO

FIG. E01.6 PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTATION OF
ACCUMULATED PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS
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DRAIN·2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

BEAM-COLUMN ELEMENT (TYPE 02)

E02.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Beam column elements may be oriented arbitrarily in the XY plane. The elements

possess flexural and axial stiffness. Elements of variable cross section can be considered by

specifying appropriate flexural stiffness coefficients. Flexural shear deformations and the

effects of eccentric end connections can be taken into account. Yielding may take place

only in concentrated plastic hinges at the element ends. Strain hardening is approximated by

assuming that the element consists of elastic and inelastic compone~ts in parallel. The

hinges in the inelastic component yield under constant moment, but the moment in the elas

tic component may continue to increase.

With this strain hardening model, if the bending moment on the element is constant,

and if the element is of uniform strength, then the moment-rotation relationship for the ele

ment will have the same shape as its moment-curvature relationship (Fig. E02.1a). This fol

lows because curvature and rotation in this case are directly proportional. If, however, the

bending moment or strength vary, then the curvatures and rotations are no longer propor

tional, and the moment-rotation and moment-curvature variations may be quite different

(Fig. E02.1 b). With the parallel component model, a moment-rotation relationship is, in

effect, being specified. Care must be taken in relating this to the moment-curvature relation

ship.

The yield moments may be specified to be different at the two element ends, and for

positive and negative bending. The interaction between axial force and moment in produc

. ing yield may be taken into account -approximately.

Static loads applied along any element length may be taken into account by specify

ing fixed end force values. Second order effects may be approximated by including a simple
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geometric stiffness based_ on the element axial force.

E02.2 ELEMENT DEFORMATIONS

A beam-column element has three modes. of deformation, namely axial extension,

flexural rotation at end i, and flexural rotation at end j. The displacement transformation

relating increments of deformation and displacement (Fig. E02.2) is

dr,
-x -y

0
X Y

0- - - - dr2

r'}
L L L L
-y X Y -x dr3

d\'2 =
L2 L2 L2 L2

0
dr4

(£02.1)

dV3 -y X Y -x dr5
0 - 1

L 2 L2 L2 L2
dr6

or

dv = a de (E02.2)

Where X, Y and L are the projections and element length in the undeformed state.

A plastic hinge forms when the moment in the inelastic component of the element

reaches its yield moment. A hinge is then introduced into this component, the elastic com-

ponent remaining unchanged. The measure of flexural plastic deformation is the plastic

hinge rotation.

For any increments of total flexural rotation, dV2 and dV3' the corresponding incre-

ments of plastic hinge rotation, dVp2 and dVp3' are given by

{
dVP2} = [A B] {

dV
2}

dvp3 C D dV3 (£02.3)

in which A, B, C and D are given in Table £02.1. Unloading occurs at a hinge when the

increment in hinge rotation is opposite in sign to the bending moment.

Inelastic axial deformation is assumed not to occur. Hence, only an approximate pro-

cedure for considering interaction effects is included. as explained in the following section.

This procedure is not theoretically sound, but may be reasonable for many practical applica-
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tions.

E02.3 INTERACTION SURFACES

This section applies to the inelastic component only. Yield interaction surface of

three types may be specified for the ends of this component, as follows.

(1) Beam type (shape code = 1, Fig. E02.3a). This type of surface should be specified

where axial forces are small or are ignored. Yielding is affected by bending moment

only.

(2) Steel column type (shape code =2, Fig. E02.3b). This type of surface is intended for

use with steel columns.

(3) Concrete column type (shape code = 3, Fig. E02.3c). This type of surface is intended

for use with concrete columns.

For any combination of axial force and bending moment within a yield surface, the

cross section is assumed to be elastic. If the force-moment combination lies on or outside

the surface, a plastic hinge is introduced. Combinations outside the yield surface are permit

ted only temporarily, being compensated for by applying corrective loads in the succeeding

step. This procedure is not strictly correct because the axial and flexural deformations

interact after yield, and it is therefore wrong to assume that only the flexural stiffness

changes whereas the axial stiffness remains unchanged.

If a force-moment combination goes from the elastic range to beyond the yield sur

face in any time or load step, an equilibrium correction is made as shown in Fig. E02.4a.

Because the axial stifi"ness is assumed to remain unchanged, in subsequent steps the force

moment combination at a plastic ,hinge will generally move away from the yield surface

within any time step, as shown in Fig. E02.4b. An equilibrium correction, as shown, is

therefore made.

The axial force in an element wjth a column-type interaction surface can, in reality,

never exceed the yield value for zero moment. However, because of the computational pro-
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cedure which is used, axial forces in excess of yield can be computed. For axial forces in

excess of yield, the yield moments are assumed to be zero. The printed results from the

program should be examined carefully and interpreted with caution. If axial forces

approaching or exceeding yield are computed for a column, the results are probably

incorrect, and severe column damage is probably implied.

E02.4 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The element is considered as the sum of an elastic component and an inelastic com-

ponent. The element actions and deformations are shown in Fig. E02.2a. The axial stiffness

is constant, and is given by

(E02.4)

(E02.5)

,
in which E = elastic modulus, and A = effective uniform cross sectional area. The flexural

stiffness in the elastic range is given by

{dS2} = El [kii kij ] {d\'2}
dS3 L kij kjj dV3

in which I = reference moment of inertia; and kjj,kjj , kjj are coefficients which depend on

the cross section variation. For a uniform element, I = actual moment of inertia,

kjj = kjj = 4 and k jj = 2. The coefficients must be specified by the program user, and may,

if desired, account for such effects as shear deformations and nonrigid end connections, as

well as cross section variations.

After one or more hinges form, the coefficients for the inelastic component.change to

kj; = ku (I-A)

k jl = kjj (I-D) t u B

(E02.6)

(E02.7)

k;j = kjj (I-D) kij B

in which A, B, C and D are defined in Table E02.1.

The elasto-plastic stiffness in terms of node displacements is

(E02.8)
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K ep = a Tkepa

where K ep is the sum of the stiffness for the elastic and inelastic components.

E02.5 GEOMETRIC STIFFNESS

(E02.9)

(E02.lO)

The geometric stiffness which is used is the same as for the truss bar element. This is

not the exact geometric stiffness for a beam column element, but is sufficiently accurate for

taking into account P-delta effects in building frames.

E02.6 DYNAMIC STIFFNESS

As for the truss bar element, if 13k damping is specified, a viscous damping element is

added in parallel with the elastic component. This component contributes both axial and

I

flexural stiffness during dynamic analysis, and develops both axial and flexural damping

resistance. As for the truss bar. the geometric stiffness is based on the elastic-plastic axial

force only.

E02.7 RESISTING FORCE

The element resisting force is

T SI
R 1 = aT(S + Sd) + a9 L"a9r

where Sand Sd are the elasto-plastic and damping actions, respectively, as SI is the

elasto-plastic axial force. As for the truss bar, the geometric stiffness is based on S I at the

beginning of a step, and the resisting force on the value at the end of the step, so that

second order effects can produce equilibrium unbalances even for a "linear" structure.

E02.8 ELEMENT LOADS

Static loads applied along the lengths of beam column elements may be taken into

account by specifying end clamping forces as shown in Fig. E02.5. These forces are those,

which must act on the element ends to prevent end displacement.

The fixed end forces for any element contribute to the static loads on the nodes to

which the element connects. Frequently, the live load reduction factor permi«ed for a

column in a building will exceed that for the beams it supports, because columns support
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tributary loads from several floors. Hence, if the full live load fixed end shears for each

beam are applied at the structure nodes, the accumulated loads on the the columns may be

unnecessarily large. This can be taken into account by means of live load reduction factors

for the fixed end forces, which are used as follows.

For initialization of the element shear and axial forces, the full specified fixed end

forces are used. However, for computation of the static loads on the nodes connected to the

element,' the fixed end shear and axial forces due to live load (but not the moments) are first

multiplied by the specified reduction factor. The forces producing axial loads in the

columns can therefore be reduced to account for differences in the permissible live load

reductions for beams and columns, yet the shear forces computed for the beams will still be

correct.

E02.9 SHEAR DEFORMATIONS

If desired, effective flexural shear areas may be specified. The program then modifies

the flexural stiffness to account for the additional shear deformations. The fixed end forces

are not changed. Hence if shear defonnations are important, the specified fixed end force

patterns should take these deformations into account.

E02.10 END ECCENTRICITY

Plastic hinges in frames and coupled frame-shear-wall structures will form near the

joint faces rather than at the theoretical joint centerlines. This effect can be approximated

by postulating rigid and infinitely strong connecting links between the nodes (which are

located at the joint centerlines) and the element ends. as shown in Fig. E02.6. The displace

ment transformation relating the node displacements, (dr,J , with those at the element ends

is
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drl 1 0 -Yj 0 0 0 drl n

dr2 0 1 Xi 0 0 0 dr2n

dr3 o 0 1 0 0 0 dr3n

dr4
= o 0 0 1 0 -Yj dr4n

(E02.11)

drs 0 0 0 0 I X drs nJ

dr6 o 0 0 0 0 1 dr6n

This uansformation has been incorporated into the calculation of the element stiffncsses and

deformations. If end eccentricities are specified, the stiffness coefficients in Eqn. E02.5

must apply to that part of the element between the joint faces, ignoring the joint region.

Similarly, the fixed end forces are those applying at the joint faces. The end eccentricity

effects are taken into account in transferring the fixed end forces to the nodes (i.e the

moment loads are augmented by couples created by the fixed end shears and axial forces).

Any specified live load reduction factors are applied to the fixed end shear and axial forces

before they are transferred from the joint forces to the nodes. End eccentricities do not

affect the geometric stiffness. This stiffness is based on the element length between nodes,

not between joint faces.
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TABLE E02.1

COEFFICIENTS FOR PLASTIC HINGE ROTATIONS

Yield Condition A B C D

Elastic ends 0 0 0 0

Plastic hinge at end i only 1
kij

0 0
k il

Plastic hinge at end j only 0 0 ~ 1
kjj

Plastic hinges at both ends i and j 1 0 0 1

Coefficients kii , kij • and kjj are defined by Eq. E02.5.
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DRAIN·ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.02

BEAM·COLUMN ELEMENT (TYPE 02)

See Fig. Em. I lhrough Fig. E02.6 for e1emenl behavior and propenies.

C2.02(al. Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

6- 10(1)

11-15(1)

NOles Variable Data

No. of stiffnesslypes (max. 40). See section C2.02(b).

No. of end eccentricity types (max: 15). See section
C2.02(c).

No. of yield surfaces for cross sections (max. 40) See sec
tion C2.02(d).
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C2.02(b). Stiffness Types

One line for each stiffness type.

Columns Notes

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

26-45(R)

46-50(R)

51-55(R)

56-60(R)

61·70(R)

Variable Data

Stiffnes.s type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Young's modulus.

Strain' hardening ratio, as a proportion of Young's
modulus.

Cross sectional area.

Moment of inertia.

Flexural stiffness factor kii .

Flexural stiffness factor kii .

Flexural stiffness factor kii .

Shear area. Leave blank if shear deformations are to be ig
nore<i. or if shear deformations have already been taken
into account in computing the flexural stiffness factors.

71-80(R)

C2.02(c). End Eccentricities

Poisson's ratio (used for computing shear modulus, and
used only if shear area is nonzero).

One line for each end eccenuicity. Omit if there are no end eccentricities. See Fig. E02.6 for

explanation. All eccentricities are measured from the node to the element end.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

26-45(R)

Notes Variable

\

Data

End eccentricity number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Xi = X eccentricity at end i.

Xi =X eccentricity at end j.

Y; =Y eccentricity at end i.

YJ =Y eccentricity at end j.
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C2.02(d). Cross Section Yield Surfaces

One card for each yield surface. See Fig. E02.3 for explanation.

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

1I-20(R)

21-30(R)

31-40(R)

41-50(R)

51-55(R)

56-60(R)

61-65(R)

66-70(R)

Notes Variable Data

Yield surface number. in sequence beginning with 1.

Yield surface shape code, as follows.
(a) I: beam type, without P-M interaction.
(b) 2: steel I-beam type.
(c) 3: reinforced concrete column type.

Positive yield moment, My + (counter clockwise).

Negative yield moment, My _ (clockwise).

Compression yield force, Pyc . Leave blank if shape code ;::
I.

Tension yield force. P"" Leave blank if shape code;:: 1.

M coordinate of balance point A, as a proportion of M y +.
Leave blank if shape code;:: I.

P coordinate of balance point A, as a proponion of Pyc .

Leave blank if shape code = I.

M coordinate of balance point B, as a proportion of M y _.

Leave blank if shape code = 1.

P coordinate of balance point B, as a proportion of Pyc .

Leave blank if shape code = 1.
I
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C2.02(e). Element Generation Commands

One line for each gener.ltion command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-30(1)

31-35(1)

36-40(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tiaUy numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element at end i.

Node number at elemen~ at end j.

Node number increment for element generation. Default =
1.

Stiffness type number.

End eccentricity number. Default =no end eccentricity.

Yield surface number at end i.

Yield surface number at end j.
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DRAIN·ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION D2(b)(ii).02

ELEMENT LOAD DATA "'OR BEAM·COLUMN ELEMENT (TYPE 02)

D2(b){ii).02(a). Load Sets

NLOD lines (see Section D2(b)(i», one line per element load set. See Fig. E02.5.

Columns

J-5(1)

6-10(1)

lJ-20(R)

21-30(R)

31-40(R)

4J-50(R)

51-60(R)

61·70(R)

71-80(R)

Notes Variable Data

Load set number, in sequence beginning wilh 1.

Coordinate code.
(a) 0: Forces are in local (element)

coordinates.
(b) 1: Forces are in global (structure)

coordinates.

Live load reduction factor.

Clamping force Pi'

Clamping force V"

Clamping moment M j •

Clamping force Pj .

Clamping force Vj .

Clamping moment Mj .
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D2(b)(ii).02(b). Loaded Elements and Load Set Scale Factors

As many as lines nceded. Tenninate with a blank line.

Columns

L-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-30(R)

31-45(1-R)

46-60(l-R)

6L-75(l-R)

Notes Variable Data

No. of first element in series.

No. oflast element in series. Default =single element.

Element no. increment. Default =I.

Load set number.

Load set scale factor.

Optional second load set no. and scale factor.

Optional third load set no. and scale factor.

Optional fourth load set no. and scale factor.
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~ DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

BEAM·COLUMN ELEMENT (TYPE 02)

Desl:ription

Bending moment at end I.

Bending moment at end J.

Shear force at end I.

Shear force at end J.

Axial force at end I.

Axial force at end J.

, Current plastic hinge rotation at end I.

Current plastic hinge rotation at end J.

Accumulated positive plastic hinge rotation at end I.

ACl:umulated positive plastic hinge rotation at end J.

Accumulated negative plastic hinge rotation at end I.

Accumulated negative plastic hinge rotation at end J.

Yield code at end I (I: hinge; 0: no ~inge).

Yield code at end J (1: hinge; 0: no hinge).

Node number at end I.

Node number at end J.

7
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DRAIN-2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

INFILL PANEL ELEMENT (TYPE 03)

E03.! GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Infill panel elements are intended to permit approximate consideration of infill panels

of masonry and similar materials. They may also be used to construct inelastic shear

beams.

The element is assumed to have shear stiffness only, in the XY coordinate system.

Hence, it provides resistance, through shear deformation, to relative horizontal and/or verti-

cal displacement of the nodes it connectS. The relationship between shear stress and shear

strain may be inelastic, as shown in Fig. E03.1. If sudden failure takes place, the forces

being resisted by the element immediately prior to failure will be transferred to the remain-

ing structure, essentially as a shock loading.

Infill panel elements will most commonly be rectangular. However, provisions have

been included to permit variations from a rectangular shape without violating equilibrium.

Any variations from a rectangular shape should normally be small, otherwise the assump-

tion that the element has only shear stiffness may become grossly incorrect.

E03.2 ELEMENT DEFORMATIONS ,
i

The shear strain in XY coordinates at the element center is the only deformation con-

sidered. The element is treated an an isoparametric finite element, and the increment in

shear strain, Yxy. is related to the increments of horizontal and vertical displacement by a

displacement transformation of the usual form, namely

dv = dyxy = a dr (E03.1)

in which dr = <drl>..... ,dr8>T as in Fig. E03.2, and a depends on the element shape. The

details of the transformation are lengthy, and are not repeated here. They may be found in

standard finite element texts. The inelastic deformation is the amount of shear strain
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beyond yield in the elaslo-plastic component. Second order effects are not laken into

account.

It is important to note that infiU panel elements have shear stiffness only. If these

elements are used without a surrounding frame, it is essential that the displacement degrees

..
of freedom permined do not allow modes of deformation for which there is no shear strain

at the element center, otherwise the structure stiffness matrix: will be singular.

E03.3 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The tangent stress-strain relationship is

dTxy = Gr dyxy (E03.2)

I in which d-rxy =increment of shear stress, and Gr =tangent .shear modulus. Hence, the ele-.

ment stiffness matrix: can be formulated by standard procedures as

( (E03.3)

in which V = volume of the element. The integration is performed by one-point Guass

quadrature.

E03.4 OTHER PROPERTIES

As for other elements, 13K damping has the effect of adding a viscous element

(affected by shear strain rate only) in parallel with lhe elasto-plastic component. There are

no provisions for geometric stiffness or element loads.
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.0J

INFILL PANEL ELEMENT (TYPE OJ)

See Fig. E03.1 for element behavior and properties.

C2.0J(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

NOles Variable Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See section C2.03(b).

C2.0J(bl. Stiflness Types

One line for each stiffness type.

Columns Notes

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

46-55(R)

60(1)

Variable Data

Sliffness type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Elastic shear modulus.

Strain hardening shear modulus. as a proportion of elastic
shear modulus.

Average panel thickness.

Yield stress in shear.

Failure strain, as a proportion of yield strain. This must
be greater than 1.0.

Failure code.
(a) 1: Brittle failure.
(b) 0: Ductile failure.
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C2.03(cl...:aement Generation Commands

One line for cach gener.nion command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6·10(1)

II-IS( I)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-30(1)

31-35(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at elemcnt point I.

Node number at element point J.

Node number at element point K.

Node number at clement point L.

Node number increment for element generation.
Default = l.

Stiffness type number.
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

INFILL PANEL ELEMENT (TYPE 03)

Description

Yield Code (1: yielded; 0: not yielded).

Shear stress.

Accumulated positive plastic strain.

Accumulated negative plastic strain.

Node number at point I.

Node number at point J.

Node number at point K.

Node number at point L.
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ELEMENT THEORY

, SEMI·RIGID CONNECTION ELEMENT (TYPE 04)

E04.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Semi-rigid connection elements may be used to represent connections in which angle

changes occur between connected beams or columns. In particular, connection elements

may be used to represent deformable panel zones in steel building frames.

Each element is connected to two nodes, and is influenced by only the relative rota·

tional displacement between nodes. Normally, the translational displacements of the two

nodes should be constrained to be identical, in which case these nodes must have identical

coordinates, otherwise equilibrium will not be satisfied. The relationship between the

moment transmitted by the element and the relative rotation between the connected nodes

may be inelastic, as shown in Fig. E04.1.

E04.2 ELEMENT DEJ!'ORMATION

The relative rotation between the connected nodes is related to the node rotations as

·folJows:

or

{
dB. }

diP = [ 1-1] dB~ (E04.1)

dB = a dr (E04.2)

in which diP =increment of relative rotation (element deformation); and dBi, dBj =incre-

ments of rotation of the connected nodes. The inelastic deformation is the amount of rela-

tive rotation beyond yield.

E04.3 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The tangent stiffness relationship is
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dM = JeT d~ (E04.3)

The positive sign convention is shown in Fig. E04.1. Hence. in terms of node rotations the

stiffness, K ep' is given by

E04.4 OTHER PROPERTIES

K cp = aT kT a (E04.4)

As for other elements, 13K damping has the effect of adding a (rotational) damping

element in paraHel with the elaslo-plastic element. There are no provisions for geometric

stiffness or element loads.
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INPUT DATA SECTION C2.04

SEMI·RIGID CONNECTION ELEMENT (TYPE 04)

See Fig. E04.1 for element behavior and properties.

C2.04(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

Notes Variable Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See section C2.04(b).

C2.04(b). Stiffness Types

One line for each stiffness type.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

Notes Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with l.

Initial rotational stiffness (moment per radian).

Strain hardening rotational stiffness, as a proportion of in
itial rotational stiffness.

Positive yield moment.

Negative yield moment.
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C2.04(c). Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(I)

21-25(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element end I.

Node number at element end J,

Node number increment for element generation. Default =
1.

Stitlness type number.
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

SEMI·RIGID CONNECTION ELEMENT (TYPE 04)

Description

Node number at end I.

Node number at end J.

Yield code for element ( 1: yielded; 0: not yielded ).

Bending Moment.

Total rotational deformation.

Accumulated positive plastic rotational deformation.

Accumulated negative plastic rotational deformation.
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ELEMENT THEORY

GAP-FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 05)

EOS.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

E05.1.1 Gap Behavior

Consider, first, a gap element with zero friction. Such an element consists of a spring

with zero length, placed normal to the joint surface. A finite stiffness is assigned to the ele

ment in compression (typically very large) and a zero stiffness is assigned in tension.

Hence, the element allows a gap to develop between the connected panels.

The gap force-deformation relationship is as shown in Fig. E05.1. For a horizontal

joint, the element provides this relationship between vertical force and relative vertical dis

placement. For a vertical joint, the relationship is between horizontal force and displace

ment. The relationship allows for nonlinear behavior in compression (joint crushing), with

the joint bearing surfaces yielding as the normal compressive force increases. The element

has options to unload elastically or inelastically, as shown.

Compressive deformation is assumed to be positive. The element may be preloaded to

represent gravity and/or posttensioning effects. Separation occurs when any added tension

force exceeds the preload.

Elements may be placed in horizontal or vertical joints. An element may connect four

nodes as shown in Fig. E05.2, in which case the distance between the connected lines must

be zero. Alternatively, an dement may connect two nodes directly, in which case the nodes

must have identical coordinates.

Three-node connectivity may also be specified if desired, as shown in Fig. E05.3.

This figure illustrates a horizontal joint between two adjacent panels, one idealized with a

single modified beam element and the other with several rectangular finite elements. The
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joint is modeled with five elements, each connecting one node in the lower panel to the two

nodes on the upper panel. This modeling can be used to enforce an essentially straight

upper edge on the lower panel, in order to satisfy displacement compatibility between the

panels.

A real joint will actually be of finite thickness, with finite compressive stiffness. It is

desirable to model the deformability of the joint as accurately as possible, by calculating

the compressive stiffness from the actual joint geometry and mechanical properties.

If event calculations are not specified, substantial unbalances can occur when a gap

closes, especially if the time step is long or the element stiffness is high. When gap ele

ments ace used, the element stiffnesses should generally be made as low as possible, the

time step should be short (or should be variable), and the results should be examined care

fully to ensure that oscillation or divergence of results does not occur following gap do-

sure.

E05.1.2 Panel Tilting

If a horizontal joint develops a gap, the upper panel tilts relative to the lower panel.

When modified beam elements are used for the panels, it will be natural to place a gap ele

ment at each end of the joint (Fig. E05.4a). If a gap opens, the assumption is then that the

panels pivot about the comer point, as shown.

In an actual structure, joint opening is likely to take place progressively, rather than

suddenly, and the assumption that plane. joint sections remain plane may be substantially

incorrect. To consider the true mechanism of joint opening, it is necessary to use a finite

element panel model, with several elements across the joint. Distortion of the joint plane,

and progressive joint opening, can then be modeled. However, this type of idealization is

more expensive computationally.

When the modified beam panel element is used, the error in assuming a rigid joint

plane can be partially corrected either by moving the assumed pivot points or by modeling
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the joint with several gap elements. The pivot· points can be moved by specifying two gap

elements located within the joint rather than at the comers, as shown in Fig, E05.4b. A

less sudden joint opening can also be obtained by specifying several gap elements along the
I.

joint, as shown in Fig. E05.4c. In this case, however, the gap elements must be made rela-

lively flexible in compression, otherwise tilting will occur essentially about one corner, and

all gap elements will open at essentially the same time.

E05.1.3 Combination With Friction

For the friction joint element (type 11), it is assumed that the bearing force on the

joint is constant. In an actual joint, the bearing stress may vary with time and with position

in the joint, because of bending of the walls and vertical shaking of the building. Hence,

the shear strength will also vary. This is taken into account in the gap-friction element. If a

nonzero friction coefficient is specified, the frictional resistance varies as the gap force

changes. However, a constant friction coefficient is assumed (i.e. no degradation).

The complete gap-friction element combines a gap element with a friction element,

and adjusts the friction element so that its shear strength at any time is equal to the

compressive force on the gap element multiplied by the coefficient of friction. The shear

strength becomes zero if gap opening occurs. In compression, the shear resistance is

assumed to increase in direct proportion to the bearing force.

Frictional slip under varying bearing force is a complex process. The behavior is par-

ticularly complex if shear movement is occurring with an open gap and the gap suddenly

closes. The procedure used to determine the state of an element at the end of any time step

is not exact, but is believed to be reasonable. The logic of the procedure is shown in Fig.

E05.5.

In this procedure, the state of the friction element is first found using the friction

strength at the beginning of the step. The state of the gap element is then found, and the

friction strength is updated, based on the new bearing force. Finally, the state of the friction
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element is modified, taking account of the new bearing force. Five different cases can be

identified, as shown in Fig. EOS.S. The figure shows the assumption made for each case.

EOS.2 STATIC ELAS)'O.PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The element combines a gap element with a friction element. A four-node gap ele-

ment has four displacement degrees of freedom, as shown in Fig. EOS.2, and one exten-

sional mode of deformation. The gap deformation is given by

q = ar

Hence" the gap stiffness matrix is

(EOS.I)

(E05.2)

(~)2 alb) b 1b2 a2 b l
-- --

L) Lr L1L2 L]L2

(~)2
a 1b2 ala2
---

L] L]L2 L]L2
K = aTka = k

b~ a2b2
Symmetric (_- )2

L2 Ll
a~

(_- )2
L 2

(E05.3)

where k is the tangent stiffness of the element ( kJ, k 2 , k 3 , k4 , or zero, Fig. EOS.I). A two-

node element is obtained by setting b l = b2 = 0, and a three-node element by setting either

The stiffness of the friction element is obtained in essentially the same way, except

that the displacements are parallel, not normal, to the joint surface.

EOS.3 OTHER PROPERTIES

There is no provision for second order effects in the element, or for element loads.

Also, regardless of what value is specified for the stiffness dependent (/3 K) damping
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coefficient, f3, this value is assumed to be zero (i.e. no viscous damping). This is a hang

over from the original DRAIN-2D program, in which only a single value of f3 could be

specified, the same for all elements (in DRAIN-2DX, a different value can be specified for

each element group). Because the initial (elastic) stiffness of a joint element is likely to be .

high, then the damping coefficient, f3 K, is also likely to be high. Hence, it was felt that the

viscous forces and energy absorption would be unrealistically large. Further, it seemed,

intuitively, that the energy absorption in a joint should be entirely hysteretic, and that it

should be unnecessary to account for miscellaneous losses. For these reasons, f3 K was

assumed to be zero in the DRAIN-2D elements. The assumption has been retained in

DRAIN-2DX.
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INPUT DATA SECTION C2.05

GAP FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 051

See Fig. E05.1 through E05.4 for element behavior and properties.

C2.05(al. Control Information

One line.

Columns

I 1-5(1)
I

Notes Variable Data

No. of sliffnesnypes (max. 40). See section C2.0S(b).

C2.05(b). Stiffness Types

One line for each stiffness type.

Colu'mns Notes

1-5(1)

6-lj(R)

16-25(R)

26-3S(R)

36-4S(R)

46-5S(R)

56-6S(R)

66-70(R)

71-lW(R)

Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Displacement limit U 1.

Displacement limit U2.

Stiffness k1•

Stiffness k2 .

Stiffness k3.

Stiffness k4 .

Friction coefficient.

Shear stiffness k,.
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C2.0S(c). Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The lirst element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

~6-30(I)

31-35(1)

36-40(1)

41-50(R)

55(1)

56-65(R)

66-75(R)

Notcs

C5

Variablc Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Element orientation code
(a) 0: Horizontal joint.
(b) 1: Vertical joint.

Node number at element point I.

Node number at element point J.

Node number at element point K.

Node number at element point L.

Node number increment for element generation. Default =
1.

Stiffness type number.

Initial bearing force.

Unloading code for shear component.

Location ratio a IlL 1.

Location ratio a2IL2.
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OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

GAP FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 05)

Descriplion

Node number at poinl 1.

Node number al poin! J.

Node number at point K.

Node number at point L.

Normal force.

Normal deformation.

Line number for normal force.

Shear force.

Shear deformation.

Shear yield code (0: elastic; 1: yielding).

Accumulated positive slip.

Accumulated negative slip.

Accumulated gap opening.

.411
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ELEMENT THEORY

MODIFIED BEAM PANEL ELEMENT (TYPE 06)

E06.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

J

/

In many analyses of large panel buildings, it will be reasonable to idealize each build

ing panel as a single structural element in which the overall extensional, flexural, and shear

stiffnesses of the panel are modeled. The modified beam model provides this type of ideali

zation.

Fig. E06.1a shows a large panel with an opening. An effective centroidal axis can be

found, such that an axial force applied along this axis produces no bending. The panel is

idealized as shown in Fig. E06.1b, with four nodes and eight degrees of freedom. It consists

of a beam element (with nonzero axial, flexural, and shear stiffnesses), placed along the

effective centroidal axis and connected to the nodes by flexurally rigid links. These links

enforce a plane section condition along the top and bollom edges of the panel.

The panel is assumed to have three uncoupled primary modes of defonnation, as

shown in Fig. E06.2a. The element stiffness is defined by ifs rigidities in extension

(effective EA), bending (effective EI), and shear (effective GA), respectively. The element

has two secondary modes of deformation (Fig. E06.2b) for which zero stiffnesses are

assumed. These deformation modes plus three rigid body modes (Fig. E06.2c) make up the

eight degrees of freedom of the element. It should be noted that the third mode of defonna

tion in Fig. E06.2a is shown as pure shear with no flexure. This feature of the element is

considered further in Section E06.2.

Panels will typically be arranged in complete structure as indicated in Fig. E06.3.

Horizontal joint elements will connect nodes on horizontal planes (e.g. nodes 5,6,9, L2) and

vertical joint elements will connect nodes on vertical planes (e.g. nodes 2,3,6,7). The verti

cal displacements of pairs of nodes on horizontal planes (e.g. pairs (5,9) , (6,12» may be
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made equal, indicating rigid vertical connection, or may be connected by elemeJ;lts which

allow separation when tension develops. The same applies for horizontal displacements at

pairs of nodes on vertical planes.

It should be noted that the top and bottom edges of the panel are assumed to remain

straight, whereas the vertical edges are allowed to bend. This may be important for multi

bay walls, because it allows incompatibility at vertical panel edges, for example as illus

trated in Fig. E06.4. The compatibility is improved if each wall panel is modeled by several

elements, as shown in Fig. E06.5. It should also be noted that rotational displacements of

the nodes are not restrained by either the panel or joint elements, and must usually be con

sttained to be zero.

The mass of each panel must be lumped at its nodes. This permits a reasonable

representation of the translational inertia (both vertical and horizontal) of the panel, but

overestimates its rotational inertia. This is an inherent error of this panel model, but should

not be serious in most cases. If it is believed that the rotational inertia will substantially

affect the dynamic response, each panel should be divided into several elements to provide

a more accurate representation of the mass disttibution in the panel.

E06.2 STATIC ELASTIC STIFFNESS

E06.2.1 Deformations and Actions

The displacement degrees of freedom are rl through rs as shown in Fig. E06.1b. The

primary modes of deformation, as shown in Fig. E06.2a, involve (1) vertical extension; (2)

uniform bending; and (3) "racking" in shear. These three modes of deformation are believed

to model the most important deformation characteristics of a typical panel. The stiffnesses

associated with each mode (i.e., effective extensional, flexural, and shear stiffnesses) must

be determined by experiment or by separate calculations, and entered as data to the com

puter program. These effective stiffnesses must take account of doors, windows, thickness

variations, etc.
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Panel edges ij and kl (Fig. E06.I) are assumed to remain straight (analogous to plane

sections remaining plane in simple beam theory). Compatibility violations between adjacent

panels due to bending of lines ik and jl are assumed to be acceptable (Fig. E06.4). It will

typically be specified that rl = r2 and r3 = r4 (i.'e., no ex.tension of lines ij and kl), using

identical displacement commands. These displacements need not be made equal if the

analyst desires otherwise, but it should be noted that the element has zero stiffness for

ex.tension of ij and kl.

The stiffness matrix in terms of the three primary modes of deformation is

EJ.,

h

GA,;
h

(E06.1)

in which A. =effective area for vertical extension; I. =effective moment of inertia for

symmetrical bending; A; = effective shear area for racking; E = Young's modulus; G =

shear modulus; and h = panel height.

These stiffnesses are referred to the effective centroidal axis (Fig. E06.1). The exten-

sional and symmetrical bending modes are uncoupled because of the way in which this axis

is defined. The racking mode is assumed to be uncoupled from the other modes, although

this is not necessarily correct.

For single bay walls, the racking deformation will be associated with both shear force

GA'
and bending moment in the wall. The stiffness ---;-- is an effective stiffness, which must

account for both shearing and flexural deformations. Eor a beam deformed as shown in Fig.

E06.6 (antisymmetrical bending plus shear), the flexibility is

(E06.2)
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in which I =actual moment of inertia and A . =actual shear area. The third stiffness term in

matrix k d should therefore be

GA; 1
----

h f
(E06.3)

For a beam with a rectangular section, a depth (i.e., panel width) d, and Poisson's

ratio 0.15, the ratio of shear to bending ftexibilities is

d 2
= 2.3(-)

II
(E06.4)

For a panel with d/h =3, this ratio is 20.7, indicating that shear flexibility dominates,

and the antisymmetrical bending flexibility can be ignored. In narrower panels, A; should

be calculated from Eq. E06.3, accounting' for the bending flexibility.

For multi-bay panels, racking deformation will be associated with more complex

loadings, involving not only bending and shear from the panels above and below, but also

shear forces from other panels on either side. In this case, the effective racking stiffness

will more closely approach that based on shear deformations only.

The discussion in this section emphasizes that this is a simplified panel model which

may not always be sufficiently accurate.

E06.2.2 Stiffness Matrix

The uncoupled element actions, Q, and deformations, q. are shown in Fig. E06.7.

The vectors Q and q are conjugate (that is, ~ QT q =strain energy). The basic stiffness

relationship is

(E06.5)

wbere k d is given by Eq. E06.l.
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The relationship between the nodal displacements, " and element deformations, q, is

'1

0 0 0 0
b a b a

'2- - -- -

{ii}
d d d d '3

0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 '4 (E06.6a)= -- - - -

2d 2d 2d 2d '5

b a b a h h Ii II '6
- - -- -- -- - -- -

'7d d d d 2d 2d 2d 2d
'8

or

q = a r (E06.6b)

Hence, the (8 x. 8) element stiffness matrix., K, is given by

(E06.7)

The computer program calculates top and bottom moments, shear force and ax.ial

force in the element, as shown in Fig. E06.8. These actions are defined as follows

1
M rop = -(Q2+"2 hQ3)

1 '
Mborrom = Q2-"2 liQ3

E06.3 OTHER PARAMETERS

The dynamic stiffness is determined in the usual way. There are no provisions for second

order effects or element loads.
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INPUT DATA SECTION C2.06

MODIFIED BEAM PANEL ELEMENT (TYPE 06)

See Fig. E06.1 through E06.8 for element behavior and properties.

C2.06(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

Notes Variable Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See section C2.06(b).

C2.06(b). Stiffness Types

One line for each stiffness type.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

Notes Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Effective EA for vertical extension.

Effective EI for symmetrical bending.

Effective GA I for shear racking.

Distance from panel center to effective centroidal axis,
plus or minus, as a proportion of panel width (i.e. range
is -0.5 to +0.5). Default =O.
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C2.06((,'). Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-30(1)

31-35(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element point I.

Node number at element point J.

Node number at element point K.

Node number at element point L.

Node number increment for element generation. Default =
I.

Stiffness type number.
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OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

MODIFIED BEAM PANEL ELEMENT (TYPE 06)

Description

Axial force.

Top moment. 

Bottom moment.

Shear force.

Total extension.

Total rotation.

Total shear deformation.

Node number al point I.

Node number at poirll J.

Node number at point K.

Node number at point L.
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DRAlN·2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

BEAM ELEMENT WITH DEGRADING STIFFNESS (TYPE 07)

E07.l GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The beam element with degrading stiffness is formulated to model reinforced concrete

beams, which characteristically exhibit degrading flexural stiffness properties when sub-
)

jected to cyclic loads. As is the case with the beam-column element (type 02), the element

possesses flexural and axial stiffness. and elements of variable cross section can be con·

sidered by specifying appropriate flexural stiffness coefficients. Flexural shear deformations

and the effects of eccentric end connections can be taken into account.

Yielding can take place only in concentrated plastic hinges at the ends. Strain harden-

iog and degrading flexural stiffness are approximated by assuming that the element consists

of a linear elastic beam element with non-linear rotational springs at each end, as shown in

Fig. E07.1. All plastic defonnation effects, including the effects of degrading stiffness, are

introduced by means of the moment-rotation relationships for the hinge springs. Note that

this "series" model is fundamentally different from "parallel" model used for element type

02.

The moment-rotation relationship for each hinge is an extended version of Takeda's

model, which has the behavior illustrated in Fig. E07.2. The basic relationship is in the

fonn of a bilinear curve, with an initial stiffness and a subsequent strain hardening stiffness

which are characteristic of monotonic loading conditions. The degrading stiffness of the

hinges is introduced when reversed loading is applied. Fig. E07.2 also indicates rules which,

are followed for small amplitude oscillations. The number's on the legs of the relationship

are yield codes, which are printed by the computer program.

The extensions which have been made to the Takeda model are shown in Fig. E07.3.

These include (1) a reduction of the unloading stiffness, by an amount which depends on
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the largest previous hinge rotation, and (2) incorporation of a variable reloading stiffness,

which is larger than that of the Takeda model and also depends on the past rotation history.

To a large extent these extensions reflect behavior observed in practice. However, some of

the features assumed for the extended model, particularly those associated with small ampli

tude oscillations, have been selected on the basis of engineering judgement, and on the need

to avoid illogical or inconsistent patterns of hirige behavior.

The unloading stiffness, K u , depends on the maximum hinge rotation, and is con

trolled by the input parameter a. This parameter controls the unloading stiffness by locating

the "recovery point", R rec , as shown in Fig. E07.3(a). It must be non-negative, and might

typically lie between zero and 0.4. Regardless of the value of a, the unloading slope is

never permitted to be less the reloading slope, otherwise a hysteresis loop with a negative

area could be produced.

The reloading stiffness, Kf , also depends on the maximum rotation, and is governed

by the input parameter 13, as shown in Fig. E07.3(b). The parameter 13 must be non

negative, and might typically lie between zero and 0.6.

The small amplitude relations which have been assumed are very similar to those of

the Takeda model. However, it has been necessary to formulate additional rules to compute

the reloading stiffness. In the state depicted in Fig. E07.3(c), the reversal point, Rm , lies

inside the positive recovery point, Rr~c, because the inelastic excursion did not reach the

previous maximum, point B+. In this situation, it is unlikely that the negative reloading

slope would be directed towards point A -, which would be the reloading point defined in

terms of the parameter 13 and the previous maximum point B -. If reloading toward point

A - were assumed, the reloading slope would tend to be excessively high, and could even be

negative if point Rm were to lie to the left of point A -. Accordingly, for this type of situa

tion reloading to a point X is assumed, where X lies between points A and B, at a location

which depends on the location of Rrov between the limiting recovery points R;;c and Rr~c'

".
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The specific relationship which is assumed for negative reloading is

AX = [Rr~c - Rr~v] N (EO? .1)
AB R+ R-

r~c - rec

with a similar relationship for positive reloading. For the case N=l, the point X will be

positioned between A and B in the same proportion as Rrev is positioned between Rr~c and

Rr~c' For the case N>l, the point X will be weighted more heavily towards point A, and for

the case N<1 more heavily towards point B. It is anticipated that a value N=l will be used,

but the possibility of specifying some other value is included for greater flexibility. If the

factor f3 is equal to zero, reloading will always take place towards point B, as in the

Takeda model, regardless of the value of N.

For a series of small amplitude cycles, as illustrated in Fig. E07.3(d), the assumed

behavior is identical to that of the Takeda model, except that the reloading stiffness, from

point C to line AB, is based on the position of the most recent reversal point.

The yield moments may be specified to be different at the two element ends, and for

positive and negative bending. There is no interaction between axial force and bending

moment in producing yield.

Static loads applied within any element length may be taken into account by specify-

ing fixed end force values. Second order effects may be approximated by including a simple

geometric stiffness based on the element axial force.

E07.2 ELEMENT DEFORMATIONS

In contrast to the beam-column element, the degrading stiffness element has two addi-

tional deformation modes, namely an additional rotational deformation associated with each

of the two rotational springs. as shown in Fig. EO? .4. These additional degrees of freedom
,

are condensed out at the element level, and do not appear as structure degrees of freedom.

The resulting deformation measures for the element are the same as those of the beam-

column element, and the displacement transformation is also the same. Within the element,
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however, the deformations divide into hinge rotations and deformations of the elastic

flexural member.

E07.3 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

In the analysis of reinforced concrete frame sbUctures, difficulties inevitably arise in

assigning cross section and material properties. The nonlinear material behavior of the con-

crete, the nonhomogeneous composition of the cross section, and the presence of a varying

cross section, due to cracking and to changing steel areas, all combine to make it difficult

to assign accurate stiffness values. Considerable experience and experimentation will be

needed before the element properties can be specified with confidence.

An effective flexural stiffness (EI), which might typically be the EI value of the

cracked section, must be specified for the linear elastic line element. An axial stiffness (EA)

and an effective shear stiffness (GA') must also be specified.

Two options are available for assigning stiffness properties to the hinge springs. The

first option is a default option, which provides for automatic generation of the spring pro-

perties as follows. If the values for spring, stiffness are input blank or zero, the program

automatically assigns a very large initial elastic stiffness to the spring (l08 • E1), so that

each hinge is essentially rigid up to yield. The program then assigns a spring strain harden-

ing ratio such that the strain hardening ratio for the P -lj relationship of a cantilever beam~

as shown Fig. E07.5. equals the input value of the strain hardening ratio.

The second option is more general, but requires knowledge that will not always be

available. If relationships between tip load, tip displacement and tip rotation for a cantilever

are available, the following equations can be used to obtain the effective BIt initial spring

stiffness and spring strain hardening ratio (Fig. E07.5).

EI =
ljy

3(29 - 2-)
Y L

(E07.2)
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L 2

(Oy - My 3EI)

(P"L - My) L

(E07.3)

(E07.4)

in which K sp = initial spring stiffness; p = spring strain hardening ratio; My = yield

moment; 0)' = displacement of cantilever tip at yield; 9y = rotation of cantilever tip at

yield; P", 0" = any corresponding tip load and deflection along the suain-hardening part of

the P -0 relationship; and L =cantilever length. An idealized cantilever with these proper-

ties will follow a specified P -0 relationship as shown in Fig. E07.5(d), and a P -8 rela-

tionship as shown in Fig. E07.5(e). The strain hardening ratio of the P -9 relationship will

not necessarily be equal to that observed in a test. If this second option is used, the com-

pUled EI and spring properties should be examined to ensure that they are physically rea-

sonable.

Spring properties based on a cantilever P -0 relationship will reproduce a specified

M -9 relationship for a beam bent in reverse double curvature, as indicated in Fig. E07.5.

For other bending moment variations, the idealized model will not necessarily have the

same moment-rotation relationship as an actual beam, and the results of any analysis must

be interpreted with caution. If the bending moment variation is complex, and if it is particu-

larly important that accurate results be obtained, the following idealization procedure may

be used. This procedure makes use of the second option for specifying the hinge spring pro-

perties. Its disadvantage is that it requires each beam of the actual structure to be subdi-

vided into several beam elements for analysis, and hence that the computational cost will be

increased. the procedure has the advantage, however, that the moment-curvature relation-

ship for the beam can be considered directly, rather than some less direct moment-rotation

relationship.

The moment-rotation and moment-curvature relationships for a beam will be of the

same form provided the beam is subjected to a constant bending moment. If any complete -
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beam is subdivided into short elements, as indicated in Fig. E07.6(a), so that the variation

in bending moment over the length of any yielding element is small, then each yielding ele-

ment is subjected to nearly constant moment, and it is reasonable to assume similar forms

for the moment-curvature and moment-rotation relationships. The moment-rotation relation-

ship corresponding to bilinear beam element properties can be obtained from the following

equations.

(E07.7)

(E07.6)

(E07.5)
My

El = -
9y

Ksp = 108 El

2(Mu - My)
p =

Ksp (9u - MulE!)

in which M u , 9u are any corresponding points on the strain hardening part of the M-9

relationship.

E07.4 STATIC ELASTO-PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The element is considered as a linear elastic beam element with nonlinear rotational

springs at each end. The element actions and deformations are shown in Fig. E07.4. The

axial stiffness is constant and is given by

(E07.8)

in which EA is the effective axial stiffness of the cross section. The elastic flexural stiffness

of the elastic beam element is given by

{
dS4} = El [k'.i kij] {

dV
4}

dSs L k
'j

k
jj

dvs (E07.9)

in which EI is the effective flexural stiffness of the cross section, and k,;, kjj • k;j are input

coefficients which depend on the cross section variation. For a uniform element,

k j ; = kjj = 4.0, and k;j = 2.0. These coefficients must be specified by the program user, and

may, if desired, account for such effects as shear deformations and nonrigid end connec-

lions as well as cross section variations.
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To form the complete element stiffness, the elastic element stiffness is inverted to

obtain its flexibility, and modified to account for flexural shear deformations. The current

hinge flexibility values are then added to give the element flexibility matrix as

I
f ijf·+-

II K.
Pi

f e = 1 (E07.1O)
f ij f·+--

JJ K.
PI

This flexibility matrix is then inverted to form the elasto-plastic stiffness, [K.p )'

As for the beam-column element, the stiffness in terms of global nodal displacements

is obtained as

E07.S OTHER PROPERTIES

(E07.11)

The remaining properties are essentially as for the beam-column element (type 02),
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.07

llEAM ELEMENT WITH DEGRADING STIFFNESS (TYPE 07)

See Fig. E07.1 through E07.7 for element behavior and properties.

C2.07tal. Control Information

One linc.

Columns

1-5( I)

6~ 10(\)

I J -15(11

Notes Variable Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See Section C2.07(b).

No. of eccentricity types (max. 40). See Section C2.07(c).

No. of yield surfaces (max. 40). See Section C2.07(d).



C2.07(b). Still'ness Types

Two Iinl's for each sliffness type.

Line J: Beam properties
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Columns NOles

1-5(1)

6-15(RJ

16-25(R)

26-35(RI

3b-40(R)

41-45(R)

46-50(R)

51-60(R)

Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with l.

EI. reference tlexural stiffness.

EA, reference axial stiffness.

GA', etlective shear stiffness. If blank or zero, shear defor
mation are ignored.

Flex ural stiffness factor k,i'

Flexural stiffness factor kjj .

Flexural stiffness factor k;j.

Strain hardening ratio for inelastic flexure at end I. If a
non-zero hinge stillness is specified for end I on line 2,
columns 6·15, then this strain hardening ratio will apply
directly to the hinge moment-rotation relationship. Other
wise, this ratio will apply to the overall beam end
moment-rotation relationship or cantilever P -6. relation
ship.

. :

61-70(R) Strain hardening ratio for inelastic flexure at end J. As for
end I, a zero or non-zero hinge stiffness for end J on line
2, columns 6·15, will control whether this ratio is applied
to the hinge alone or to the beam as a whole .
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Line 2: Hinge Properties

Leave blank to obtain Takeda Model.

Columns

I-50)

6-15(R)

Ib·25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

46-55tR)

56-65(R)

66-75(R)

Notes Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with I and
corresponding to the stillness type number on line 1.

Hinge stiffness at end I. Leave blank or zero if hinge pro
penies are to be determined by the program (these proper
ties are marked by "*" in the output). If blank or zero, the
following field for end J must also be blank or zero. If
non-zero, the following field must also be nonzero.

Hinge stiffness at end J.

0i, unloading parameter for end I. Leave blank or zero for
unloading according to Takeda model.

OJ, unloading parameter for end J. Leave blank or zero
,for unloading according to Takeda model.

13., loading parameter for end I. Leave blank or zero for
unloading according to Takeda model.

J3 j' loading parameter for end J. Leave blank or zero for
unloading according to Takeda model.

N, loading exponent.

C2.07( (). End Eccentridties

One line for each end eccentricity, as for beam-column element. All eccentricities are meas-

ured from the node to the clement end.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

Notes Variable Data

End eccentricity number, in sequence beginning with l.

X, = X eccentricity at end I.

Xj = X eccentricity at end J.

Yj = Y eccentricity at end I.

Y j = Y eccentricity at end J.
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C2.07(d). Cross Section Yield Surfaces

One line for each yield surface.

Columns

1-5(1)

6- 15(R)

16-25(R)

Notes Variable Data

Yield surface number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Positive yield moment, M y+.

Negative yield moment, M y _.

C2.07(e). Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and 'ast elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-30(1)

31-35(1)

36-40(1)

Notes

C.5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element end I.

Node number at element end J.

Node number increment for element generation. Default =
1.

Stiffness type number.

End eccentricity number. Default =no end eccentricity.

Yield surface number at end I.

Yield surface number at end J.
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATE SECTION D2(bHii).07

ELEMENT LOAD DATA FOR BEAM ELEMENT WITH DEGRADING STIFFNESS (TYPE 07)

D2(b)(ii).07(a). Elemt'Rt Load Sets

NLOD lines (see Section D2(b)(i», one line per element load set.

Columns

1-5(1)

100)

21-30lR)

31-4UlR)

41-5UlR)

5l-60(R)

61-7U(R)

71-RO(R)

Notes Variable Data

Load set number, in sequence beginning with I.

Coordinate Code. (a) 0: Forces are in local (element)
coordinates.

(b) I: Forces are in global (structure) coordinates.

Live load reduction factor.

Clamping force, Fl'

Clamping force, V"

Clamping moment, M"

Clamping force, FJ .

Clamping force, -V
J

.

Clamping moment, M j .
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D2(b)(ii).07(b). Loaded Elements and Load Set Scale Factors

As many lines as needed. Terminate with a blank line.

Optional fourth load set number and scale factor.

Optional third load set number and scale factor.

Optional second load set number and scale factor.

Element number increment. Default = 1.

Data

Load set number.

Number of first element in a series.

Number of last element in a series.

Load set scale factor.

VariableColumns Notes

1-5(1)

6- 10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-30(R)

31-45

46-60

61-75



Item

3

4

5

6

7

&

9

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

20
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

BEAM ELEMENT WITH DEGRADING STIFFNESS (TYPE 07)

Description

Node number at end I.

Yield code at end I (1: hinge; 0: no hinge).

Bending moment at end I.

Shear force at end I.

Axial force at end 1.

Current hinge rotation at end 1.

Accumulated primary positive plastic hinge rotation at end 1.

Accumulated primary negative plastic hinge rotation at end 1.

Accumulated secondary positive plastic hinge rotation at end 1.

Accumulated secondary negative plastic hinge rotation at end 1.

Node number at end J.

Yield code at end J (1: hinge, 0: no hinge).

Bending moment at end J.

Shear force at end J.

Axial force al end J.

Current hinge rotation at end J.

Accumulated primary positive plastic hinge rotation at end 1.

Accumulated primary negative plastic hinge rotation at end J.

Accumulated secondary positive plastic hinge rotation at end J.

Accumulated secondary negative plastic hinge rotation at end J.
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FIG. E07.4 ELEMENT DEFORMATIONS
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DRAIN·2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

LINK ELEMENT (TYPE 09)

E09.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

E09.1.1 Basic Properties

The link element is a uniaxial element with finite length, which may be arbitrarily

oriented (i.e. not necessarily horizontal or vertical). The element has zero stiffness in ten-

sion and a finite stiffness in compression.

The force-displacement relationship is as shown in Fig. E09.1. Either one of two

unloading paths for the element, namely elastic or inelastic, may be specified. For the ine-

las tic option, unloading takes place parallel to the initial elastic stiffness k l • The element

can be preloaded to a specified compression force if desired, or alternatively can be pres-

trained in tension to give a specified initial clearance. The element can thus function as a

prestressed bearing element or as an element with an initial gap.

Each link element must be connected to two nodes. which must not have identical

coordinates. For large panel applications, link elements will usually, be placed in either hor-

izontal or vertical joints, connect,ing nodes on adjacent panels.

E09.1.2 Link Element Use to Model a Stop

A stop in a joint will pennit a certain amount of slip and will then develop resistance

to constrain further slip. Such behavior could be produced by a set of unbonded dowels

projecting vertically through a horizontal joint, and placed in slots or clearance holes. A

stop can be modeled by placing a pair of link elements, with initial clearances, between

panels as shown in Fig. E09.2a. Fig. E09.2b shows the resulting force-deformation charac-

teristic (assuming elastic behavior).
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E09.1.3 Other Combination of Link Elements

A pair of link elements can also be used to obtain the behavior shown in Fig. E09.3.

In this case, the elements have no initial gap or preload, and are specified to be elastic

plastic in compression. More complex behavior can also be obtained (Fig. E09.4) by speci

fying a multi-linear relationship in compression for each link element (in this case, k2 = 0).

E09.2 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The link element has four displacement degrees of freedom and one deformation

degree of freedom, as shown in Fig. E09.5. The relationship between nodal displacement

and element deformation is

or

q=ar

Hence, the elasto-plastic stiffness matrix is

K =aTka

where k is the element tangent stiffness (i.e., kit k2. k3• or zero).

E09.3 OTHER PROPERTIES

(E09.1)

(E09.2)

(E09.3)

No provision is made for second order effects or element loads. Also, viscous damp

ing is assumed to be zero, regardless of the value of f3 K (see discussion for the gap-friction

element).
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.09

LINK ELEMENT (TYPE 09)

See Fig. E09.1 through Fig. E09.5 for element behavior and properties.

C2.09(a). Control Information

One line.

I Columns

1-5(1)

Notes Variable Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See section C2.09(b).

C2.09(bl. Stitlness Types

One line for each stiffness rype.

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

11-20(1)

21-30(R)

31-40(R)

41-50(R)

51-60(R)

NOles Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Unloading code.
(a) 0: Inelastic unloading.
(b) I: Elastic unloading.

Displacement lim it u \.

Displacement limit U2.

Stiffness k 1.

Stiffness k 2.

Stiffness k3 .
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C2.09(c). Element Generation Commands

One hne for each generation command. the first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Line', for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1) ,

21-30(R)

35(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first clement in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element end 1.

Node number at element end J.

Stiffness type number.

Initial bearing force or gap.
(a) < 0.0 Initial gap.
(b) > 0.0 Initial bearing force.

Node number increment for element generation.
Default=l



Item

2

3

4

5

6
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

LINK ELEMENT (TYPE 09)

Description

Node number at end I.

Node number at end J.

Line number.

Bearing force.

Bearing defonnation.

Accumulated gap opening.
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FIG. E09.3T'NO LINK ELEMENT WITH ~ =OAND 6 2=co

FORCE

DISPLACEMENT

FIG. E09.4 T'NO LINK ELEMENTS WITH ~ = 0 AND K3 < K1

L·
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ACT ION - DEFORMATION
(b) DISPLACEMENT

D.O.F

FIG. E09.5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR LINK ELEMENT
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DRAIN·2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

KEY JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 10)

EI0.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The key element allows modeling of mechanical keys in horizontal or vertical joints.

The element can also be used to model connections which have initial adhesion or strong

bond.

Each key element can be connected to either two or four nodes on adjacent panels.

Elements may be specified at horizontal and/or venical joints.

The relationship between shear force and shear displacement between the connected

nodes is as shown in Fig, EIO.I. The force-displacement relationship is assumed to be ini

tially elastic (line I, Fig. ElO.I). The initial stiffness will usually be specified to be large.

At a specified yield strength, the element yields at constant force (line 2). Beyond a

specified yield displacement the element loses strength along line 3, simulating failure of

the key. When the strength of the element reaches zero, total failure is assumed and the

behavior follows line S. After failure, no funher shear resistance is provided by the ele

ment.

The failure may be either brittle or ductile, as shown in Fig. ElO.2. A brittle failure is

characterized by a short yield plateau and subsequent steep decline along line 3. A ductile

failure is characterized by a longer plateau and slow decline.

In the absence of det,ailed experimental results, unloading has been assumed to take

place along line 4. This assumes partial key failure, with consequent loss of stiffness.

An actual keyed joint will not. lose strength completely after failure' of the key, but

will retain frictional strength. A keyed joint will therefore usually be modeled using a key

element in parallel with a friction element. Key elements can also be placed in parallel with

other element types, to obtain complex degrading strength characteristics.
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EIO.2 NEGATIVE STIFFNESS

It should be noted that the tangent stiffness associated with line 3 (Fig. ElO.1) is

negative. Thus, diagonal terms in the element stiffness matrix become negative, and if line
)

3 is steep, the structure tangent stiffness matrix maY.no longer remain positive, definite. This

may cause computational difficulties, and hence large negative slopes for line 3 should be

used with caution.

EIO.3 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The four-node element has four displacement degrees of freedom and the two-node

element has two, as shown in Fig. ElO.3. The element has one deformation degree of free-

dom, namely the average relative shear displacement across the joint. The deformation-

displacement transformation for a four-node element is

or

q = ar

The basic action-deformation relationship is

Q = kq

(EIO.l)

(ElO.2)

(E 10.3)

in which k is the current tangent stiffness of the element. Hence, the element stiffness

matrix is

(EIO.4)

The relationship for the two-node element is the same, except that

(ElO.5)

EIO.4 OTHER PROPERTIES
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No provision is made for second order effects or element loads. Also, viscous damp

ing is assumed to be zero, regardless of the value of {3 K (see discussion for the gap-friction

element).
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.10

KEY JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 10)

See Fig. E 10.1 through Fig. E 10.3 for element behavior and properties.

C2.t O(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

Notes Variable. Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40).
See section C2.10(b).

C2.tO(b). Stiffness Types

One line for l'ach stiffness type.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

Notes Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Displacement limit II \.

Displacement limit 1/2'

Displacement limit 1/3'

Yield strength, FI'p"

\

\
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C2.10(c). Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The first element can be assigned any number. Subse-

l.Iuem elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

Columns

1-5(1)

6-10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

30(1)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, 6r number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Node number at element end I.

Node number at element end J.

Node number increment for element generation.
Default = 1.

Stiffness type number.

Horizontal or vertical joint code.
(a) 0: Horizontal joint.
(b) 1: Vertical joint.
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DRAIN-POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

KEY JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 10)
I

Description

Node number al end I.

Node number at end J.

Line number.

Shear force.

Shear deformation.
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· ~ fl... . I
HORIZONTAL JOINT YE RTiCAL JOINT

(0) POSITIVE DEFORMATION

FORCE

U"'LOADING AND
RELOADING

(b) FORCE- DEFORMATION RELATIONSHIP

FIG. E10.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF KEY ELEMENT
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(a) BRITTLE FAILURE

SHEAR

(b) DUCTILE FAILURE

FIG. E10.2 BRIlTlE AND DUCTilE CHARACTERISTICS
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kI
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( i) HORIZONTAL· "OINT (Ii) VERTICAL JOINT

(0) 4 - NODE ELEMENT

i

~~~"ZERO

L..: ~'2
J

(I) HORIZONTAL JOINT (III VERTICAL JOINT

(b) 2 - NODE ELEMENT

FIG. E10.3 KEY ELEMENT DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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DRAlN-2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

DEGRADING FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 11)

Ell.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

If a joint is unreinforced or has very little reinforcing, its behavior in shear is dom

inated by friction. If the normal force on the joint is essentially constant, it may be reason

able to assume a simple elastic-plastic shear-slip relationship. The friction element can be

specified to have a non-degrading friction strength equal to }JFn • where }J is the coefficient

of friction and Fn is the compressive force on the joint. both assumed to remain constant.

Alternatively, the coefficient of friction, }J. can be specified to degrade.

Each friction element must be connected to four nodes, two on one panel and two in

an adjacent panel. For a horizontal joint, the nodes must be as shown in Fig. E ILIa. and

for a vertical joint as shown in Fig. Ell.lb. The element restrains relative sliding between

the panels, with a force-slip relationship as shown in Fig. El1.2. The initial shear stiffness,

k" will typically be large. The stiffness after slip commences, kh , will typically be small or

zero. The unloading stiffness is equal to the initial stiffness. If desired, the element can be

used in parallel with other elements to obtain more complex behavior. The element Uoint)

thickness must be zero, as indicated in Fig, EI1.I, otherwise the solution will violate equili

brium.

Because the stiffness k, will typically be large, the joint stiffness increases a great

deal when a slipping element reverses. This can lead to numerical stability problems if

event calculations are not performed. The problem is illustrated in Fig. El1.3a, where it can

be seen that the state determination procedure can lead to a large unbalanced force. To

avoid this problem, an option is provided to assume behavior as shown in Fig. EI1.3b on

unloading. With this option, the element stiffness is assumed to change at the end of the

step, and there is no unbalanced force.
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Ell.2 STATIC ELASTO·PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The element has four displacement degrees of freedom, as shown in Fig. E I i.4. and

one deformation degree of freedom. The element deformation is given by

which is the average slip across the joint. or

q = ar

where the displacement transformation matrix is

I
a = -<I I -I -1>

2

(EILl)

(EIl.2)

(EIl.3)

The basic stiffness relationship between the element action. Q, and deformation, q. is

Q = kq (EIl.4)

in which k is the tangent shear stiffness(ks or k,.). Hence. the tangent stiffness matrix is

Ell.3 DEGRADING FRICTION

k
= -

4

I I -I -I

I I -I -I

-1 -1 1 1

-1 -1 1 1

(EIl.S)

The behavior of a friction joint may be influenced by polishing of the joint surfaces

under cyclic loading, with a progressive reduction in the coefficient of friction. The element

has an option to allow for decrease of the friction force as the joint accumulates slip. The

reduction may be caused by polishing of the joint or by the accumulation of sand and

aggregate particles in the joint. which tend to roll and facilitate slippage.

A multi-linear relationship is assumed between the friction coefficient and the accu-

mulated joint slip ( sum of the absolute values of the slip excursions), as shown in Fig.

Ell.S. This type of relationship permits modeling of either sudden loss or gradual degrada-

tion of joint strength. The stiffnesses ks and klr are assumed not to be affected by strength

degradation.
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The element has a basic bilinear force-slip relationship, which is decomposed into

two components, one elastic and one inelastic, as shown in Fig. El!.2. The degrading

strength feature is applied to the inelastic component. In any analysis step, the friction

strength is first assumed to be constant, equal to the strength at the beginning of the step.

The slip (if any), and hence the accumulated slip, are calculated. The element strength is

then obtained at the end of the step, using the specified degrading characteristic (Fig.

EI!.!). Because of this adjustment there is an equilibrium error at the end of the step. This

implies a shear-slip relationship as shown in Fig. EIl.3.

Ell.4 OTHER PROPERTIES

No provision is made for second order effects or element loads. Also. viscous damp

ing is assumed to be zero, regardless of the value of f3 K (see discussion for the gap-friction

element).
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DRAIN-ANAL USER GUIDE

INPUT DATA SECTION C2.11

DEGRADING FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 11)

See Fig. E 11.1 through E 11.7 for element behavior and propenies.

C2.11(a). Control Information

One line.

Columns

J-5( I)

Notes Variable DaLa

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). See section C2.IJ(b).

C2.11(b). Stiffness Types

Dne line for each stiffncss type.

Columns Notes

1·5(1)

6·15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

46-55(R)

56-65(R)

66-75(R)

Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequcnce beginning with J.

Initial shear stiffness ks '

Strain hardening shear stiffness kil , as a proportion of ini
tial shear stiffness ks . Must be < 1.0.

Shear strength, Fso.

Shear force F s I> for friction degradation.

.Shear force Fs2 , for friction degradation..

Accumulated slip S), for friction degradation.

Accumulated slip S1. for friction degradation ..
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C2.l 1(e). Element Generation Commands

One Iinc for each generation command. The rust element can be assigns any number. Subse-

quem clements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be

included.

~,",

!I 10(1 )

I I - I 5(1)

16-20(1)

36-..t0( I)

45(/)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Elemem number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Element orientation code
(a) 0: Horizontal joint.
(b) I: Vertical join!.

Node I.

Node J. May be same as I.

Node K. Must have same coordinates as node I

Node L. May be same as K. Must have same coordinates
as node J

Node number incremem for element generation. Default =
I.

Stiffness type number.

Unloailing code for shear componem.
(a) 0: unloading as in Fig. E I 1.3a
(b) 1: unloading as in Fig. EI1.3b



lIem

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

DEGRADING SHEAR JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 11)

Desaiption

Node number at point I.

Node number at point J.

Node number at point K.

Node number at point L.

Shear yield code (0: elastic; I: yielded).

Shear force.

Current yield strength.

Shear deformation.

Accumulated positive shear deformation.

Accumulated negative shear deformation.
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(0) HORIZONTAL JOINT

'2i 1'4
i- -I
'I t f '3
1 __ II

U
ZfRO

(b) VERTICAL JOINT

FIG. E11.1 ELEMENT DEGREES OF FREEDOM

FORCE

SLIP

FIG. E11.2 FORCE - SLIP RELATIONSHIP
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SHEAR

SLIP

FIG. E11.7IMPLIED SHEAR - SLIP RELATIONSHIP
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DRAIN.2DX USER GUIDE

ELEMENT THEORY

SHEAR FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 12)

EI2.! GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

E12.I.! Basic Properties

Joints which are crossed by reinforcing bars typically exhibit "shear friction" behavior

characterized by: (a) "pinched" hysteresis loops, wi~ stiffening behavior near the end of

each cycle and a high unloading stiffness, and (b) degradation of stiffness and strength as

the number of load cycles increases. The shear friction element can be be used to model

joints with these characteristics.

Each element must be connected to four nodes, two on one panel and two on the

adjacent panel, as shown in Fig. EI2.1. The element shear defonnation is the relative dis-
/

'placement between the connected panels, assumed to be the average displacement of nodes

i, j minus the average displacement of nodes k, 1.

The element consists of two components in parallel, with force-displacement relation-

ships as shown in Fig. EI2.2. Component 1 has an elastic-plastic relationship (Fig. EI2.2a),

to account for simple friction due to applied compressive load on the joint. Component 2

accounts for the "shear friction" mechanism, developing a "pinched" hysteresis loop (Fig.

E12.2b) after several loading cycles. This loop begins with a low stiffness region (line 1),

representing the state in which the reinforcement exerts little or no clamping action on the

joint. As slip increases, clamping action develops and the stiffness increases (line 2). After

further deformation, the reinforcement yields and the clamping action reaches a limiting

value. The strength on this line may be constant or may be specified to increase with dis-

placement (stiffness k3). Component 2 unloads first along line 4, with a large stiffness, and

then along line 5, with a small or zero stiffness. Lines 1 and 5 are both assumed to pass

through the origin (no residual slip under zero shear). Under reversed loading the behavior
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is similar.

E12.1.2 Variation of Friction Resistance

The strength of Component 1 (simple friction) is assumed to be constant, with no

strength degradation due joint polishing and no allowance for variation of the bearing force.

If joint polishing is important, it can be accounted for by specifying zero strength for Com-

ponent I. and placing the shear friction element in parallel with a friction element with

degrading strength. Similarly, if variation of bearing force is important, the shear friction

element may be placed in parallel with a combined gap·friction element.

E12.1.3 Stiffness Degradation

The stiffness and strength of reinforced joints both tend to degrade under cyclic load-

ing. The element accounts for degradation effects in the hysteresis loop of Component 2

(shear friction component). The procedure allows for reduction in the stiffness of line 1 (k to

Fig. E12.2b) and decrease iIi the maximum strength of the, component (F 2. Fig. E 12.2b).

The procedure for stiffness degradation is as follows.

It is assumed that under cyclic loading with constant shear force the stiffness k,

decreases, while the force F" (Fig. E12.2b) remains unchanged. That is, there is an

increase in the displacement at which the stiffness changes from k, to k2 (.:iI' Fig. E 12.2b).

The change in .:it is assumed to be based on the maximum deformation in the k2 and k3

regions (S2m, Fig. EI2.3, measured from the end of the current line 1). Degradation of

stiffness kl is obtained by adding a proportion of S2m to the deformation .:ito to obtain an

increased .:i, value. The degradation is controlled by a factor a (a > 0), such that

.:i; =.:il + aS2m . The new stiffness k l is then given by

(12.1)

When a is specified to be zero, no degradation occurs, and kl and .:i, remain constant.
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The degradation process is implemented during load reversal. The increase in L1\

begins when the cycle moves from line 4 to line 5, and is completed when the cycle returns

to the origin. In between these two points, L1 1 in increased linearly. This gradual degrada

tion is necessary because a complete loop is not necessarily obtained under arbitrary load

ing. If .61 were increased immediately the cycle moved to line 5, incorrect results would be

obtained for partial cycling.

The degradation of k 1 affects both directions because lines 1 and -I are assu med to

have the same slopes. Hence, deformation S2m in the positive direction affects the negative

pan of the hysteresis loop, and vice versa. The stiffness k] is not allowed to become less

than kj . If k 1 reduces to kj , then .1 1 is increased as above, but F 1 is also increased, so that

k l remains constant. The stiffnesses k2 , k3 , k4 , and ks all remain constant.

With this procedure, the force-displacement relationship stabilizes in the second cycle

for cycling under constant load. This is because S2m is measured from the current value of

L1], and hence S2m = 0 for the second cycle. The loop will similarly stabilize in the second

cycle for constant displacement cycling.

E12.1.4 Strength Degradation

A tri-linear "strength envelope", as shown in Fig. E12.4, is assumed to define the

strength degradation. The strength, F2, is decreased as .11 increases, as shown. For any

current value of k I, the intersection of line 2 with the specified strength envelope is found.

This defines a new displacement limit .62, and a new strength F 2' With this procedure the

hysteresis loop for constant displacement cycling stabilizes in the second cycle, but does

not stabilize for constant load cycling. The multi-linear representation of the strength

envelope permits modeling of either sudden loss or gradual degradation of strength.

E12.1.5 Examples

Figure El2.5a shows example propenies for the simple friction and shear friction
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components. Figure E12.5b shows the force-displacement relationship for the resulting ele-

ment under four displacement-controlled cycles. The behavior is qualitatively similar to that

observed in experiments. Figure E12.6b shows loops for similar cycling, but with the sim-

pIe friction component specified to have zero strength, and a friction element with degrad-

ing strength placed in parallel with the shear friction component. The properties of the fric-

tion element with degrading strength are shown in Fig. EI2.6a. In this case tbe loops show

a progressive narrowing as the amount of cycling increases.

E12.2 STATIC ELASTO.PLASTIC STIFFNESS

The element has four displacement degrees of freedom. as shown in Fig. EI2.1. and

one deformation degree of freedom. The element deformation is given by

or

q=ar

(EI2.2)

(EI2.3)

where a is the displacement transformation. Hence. the element tangent stiffness matrix is

1 I -I -1

k 1 1 -I -1
K =aTka = -

-I -I I I (EI2.4)
4

-I -1 1 1

where k is the tangent stiffness at any time, equal to the combined stiffnesses of the simple

friction and shear friction components.

El2.3 OTHER PROPERTffiS

No provision is made for second order effects or element loads. Also. viscous damp-

ing is assumed to be zero, regardless of the value of pK (see discussion for the gap-friction

element).
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INPUT DATA SECTION C2.12

SHEAR FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 12)

See Fig. E 12.1 through Fig. E 12.6 for element behavior and properties.

C2.12(al. Control Information

One line.

Columns

1-5(1)

Notes Variable Data

No. of stiffness types (max. 40). Sec section C2.12(b).

C 2.12( b I. Stiffness 1)pes

Two lines for each stiffness type.

Line I

Columns Notes

1-5(1)

6-15(R)

16-25(R)

26-35(R)

36-45(R)

46-55(R)

56-65(R)

Variable Data

Stiffness type number, in sequence beginning with 1.

Stiffness ko.

Stiffness k I'

Stiffness k2.

Stiffness k 3 .

Stiffness k4 .

Stiffness ks.



Line 2

Columns Notes

J-lO(R)

JJ-:20(R)

2J-30(R)

31-40(R)

41-50(R)

51-60(R)

61-70(R)

Variable

- 117 -

Slip Force, Fl'

Displacement limit U I .

Displacement limit U2'

Force limit PI'

Force limit P2.

Slip limit S I,

Slip limit S2'

Data

C2.12(c). Element Generation Commands

One line for each generation command. The first element can be .assigned any number. Subse
quent elements must be defined in numerical sequence. Lines for the first and last elements must be
included.

Columns

1-5(1)

10(1)

11-15(1)

16-20(1)

21-25(1)

26-30(1)

31-35(1)

36-400)

41-50(R)

Notes

C5

Variable Data

Element number, or number of first element in a sequen
tially numbered series of elements to be generated by this
command.

Horizontal or vertical joim code.
(a) 0: Horizontal joint.
(b) 1: Vertical joint.

Node number at element point I.

Node number at elemem point J.

Node number at element point K.

Node number at element point L.

Node number increment for element generation.
Default = 1.

Stiffness type number.

Degradation factor (a~O.).
'--



Item
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6

7

9

10

II
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DRAIN·POST USER GUIDE

OUTPUT ITEMS FOR POSTPROCESSING

SHEAR FRICTION JOINT ELEMENT (TYPE 12)

Description

Node number at point I.

Node number at point J.

Node number at point K.

Node number at point L.

Slip code (1: yes; 0: no)

Line number.

Elastic-perfectly plastic shear force component.

Friction shear force.

Total shear force.

Shear deformation.

Accumulated positive slip.

Accumulated negative slip.
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(a) HORIZONTAL JOINT (b) VERTICAL JOINT

FIG. E12.1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR SHEAR FRICTION
ELEMENT
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1. GENERAL FEATURES

1.1. PURPOSE

DRAIN-ANAL produces a separate post-processing file for each analysis segment in which the

post-processing file code is set to 1. Each file name has the form YYYYYY.RZZZ, where

YYYYYY is the problem name, R indicates a post-processing results file, and ZZZ is the analysis

segment number. Each file contains one results set for each load or time step in the analysis seg

ment. A results set contains the displacements for all nodes, the output results for all elements, and

the forces for all structure sections. DRAIN-POST allows the DRAIN user to select results files,

extract results from them, and organize those results in tables. Up to 8 files can be combined (con

catenated) if desired, before results are extracted. DRAIN-POST does not currently include any

capabilities for plotting results graphs, although it is expected that this capability will be added in the

future. In the meantime, users must write the results to an output file (using the PRINT options), and

plot from this file using their own plot programs. Also, DRAIN-POST can not currently be used to

draw deflected shapes. Data from which deflected shapes can be plotted is included in the post

processing files, and it is expected that a shape drawing capability will be added in the future.

1.2. OPERATIONS

1.2.1 General

DRAIN-POST can be used in either TABLE or PRINT mode. In TABLE mode, tables of node,

element and section results can be extracted from the post-processing files, and operations on the

tables can be performed. In PRINT mode, results can be written to a formatted output file.

1.2.2 TABLE Mode

If results histories are to be tabulated and plotted, DRAIN-POST must first be used to extract a

table of results from one or more post-processing files. Column 0 of the table is always time (for

dynamic analysis) or load factor (for static analysis), and is automatically set up for each new table.

The other columns of the table can contain any desired result quantities. Once it has been set up, a
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, table can be processed in a number of ways.

1.2.3 PRINT Mode

In PRINT mode, results for selected elements, nodes and/or sections can be extracted from one

or more post-processing files, and written to an output file. The current table can also be output.

1.2.4 DPOST.LOG

A log of each post processing session is written to a file named DPOST.LOG, to allow review

of the session if desired..
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2. DRAIN-POST COMMANDS

DRAIN-POST first requests the problem name and the analysis segment numbers (maximum

8). The corresponding post-processing files are concatenated, and DRAIN-POST commands can then

be given. The commands are as follows.

TABLE:

MAXVAL:

DISPLAY:

SCALE:

SHIFT:

PRINT:

QUIT:

Produce a new result history table. 'This must be .done before any MAXVAL,

DISPLAY, SCALE or SHIFT commands are given. See Section 3.

Determine maximum and minimum values, with the times or load factors at which

they occurred, for all or selected columns in the Current table. Display and also write

to the DPOST.LOG file. See Section 4.

Display all or part of the current table. The displayed data is not written to the

DPOST.LOG file. See Section 4.

Scale (multiply by a factor) selected rows of any column in the current table. See

Section 4.

Shift (add a constant to) selected rows of any column in the current table. See Section

4.

Write specified result histories on a specified output file (enter PRINT mode). See

Section 5.

Exit from DRAIN-POST.
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3. TABLE COMMAND

3.1. CREAnON OF A TABLE

'3.1.1. Data Types

A new table is begun by selecting the TABLE command. Each column of the table contains

the response history for a particular data item. The DRAIN-POST user specifies the data item for

each column by defining its results type (node. element, section or combined), followed by other data

as follows.

3.1.2. Node Data

For node data, the node number, result type, and displacement direction must be specified. The

node number is that assigned in Section B of the DRAIN-ANAL input. The result type can be dis

placement, velocity or acceleration. The direction can be global X, global Y, rotation, or any

inclined direction. If an inclined direction is required. the user must specify its projections on the

global X,Y axes.

3.1.3. Element Data

For element data, the element group. element number and "output item" number must be

specified. The group and element numbers are those assigned in Section C of the DRAIN-ANAL

input. The output items depend on the element type. Refer to the element user guides for the output

items for each element type.

3.1.4. Structure Section Data

For a structure section, the section number, result type, and force type must be specified. The

section number is that assigned in Section E of the DRAIN-ANAL input. The result type is either

elastic force or damping force. The force type is normal force, shear' force, or moment (at the center

of the structure section).
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3.1.5. Column Sum

A new column can be defined by adding together two or more previously defined columns. A

possible application is when a plane surface is modeled using several gap-friction elements. The total

impact force on the section at any time is the sum of the forces for the separate elements. This total

force can be obtained by setting up a column for each element and then combining the columns. A

second application could be to obtain story shear by summing the shear forces for several columns

(this could also be done by defining a structure section).

3.1.6.. Column Difference

A new column can be defined by subtracting one column from another. A possible application

is to get story drift by subtracting the horizontal displacement at the bottom of the story from that at

the top.
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4. OPERATIONS ON A TABLE

4.1. MAXVAL

The MAXVAL command can be used to get the maximum and minimum values in any column

or columns. A list of column numbers is requested, to identify the columns for which maximum

values are required (default is all columns). The maximum and minimum values with corresponding

times or load factors are displayed, and written to the DPOST.LOG file.

4.2. DISPLAY

The display command can be used to scan a table, by displaying all or part of it on the tenni

nal. The time/ load column plus up to five other columns can be displayed at a time. AU rows may

be displayed, or the rows for a specified range of times or .load factors. The display is not written to

the DPOST.LOG file. DRAIN-POST requests, the column numbers, the starting time/ load factor

(default =first time/load factor), and the ending time/ load factor (default = last time/load factor).

4.3. SCALE

The SCALE command can be used to multiply all or part of any column by a scale factor.

DRAIN-POST requests the column number, the scale factor, and the beginning and ending rows in

the column (default = entire column). Scaling may be necessary before a plot is produced.

4.4. SHIFT

The SHIFf command can be used to add a constant to all or part of any column. DRAIN

POST requests the column number, the value of the constant, and the beginning and ending rows in

the column (default = entire column).

One case where a shift may be needed is when two or more results files are combined, since

the load factor at the beginning of each analysis segment is always zero. The shift command can be

used to add on the initial load factors, to get the correct total values.
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5. PRINT COMMAND

5.1. GENERAL

The PRINT command causes the program to enter the PRINT mode. The PRINT mode has its

own series of commands, as follows.

TABLE: Print the current table (if one exists).

ELEM: Print element results. For the element items which are printed for each element

type, refer to the element user guides.

NODE:

SECT:

QUIT:

Print nodal results (displacement, velocity or acceleration).

Print structure section results (normal force, shear force and moment at center of

section).

Exit from PRINT mode.

For the ELEM, NODE and SECT commands, results are printed for all the times or load factors in

the currently selected post-processing files. It is not necessary for a current table to exist.

5.2. REQUIRED DATA

On entering the PRINT mode, a file name (1-6 characters) for the printed output is requested.

The default is the previous file name for this session. New results are always appended to the .file.

Additional data is then required as follows:

ELEM

NODE

SECT

a) Element group number.

b) Element numbers in group (maximum of to elements if listed, all elements if

defaulted).

a) Node numbers (maximum of 10 nodes if listed, all nodes if defaulted).

b) Result type: d (displacement), v (velocity), or a (acceleration).

c) Result direction: x (global X ), Y (global Y ), or r (rotation).

a) Structure section n~mbers (maximum of IO if listed, all sections if defaulted).
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1. INTRODUCTION

DRAIN-2DX consists of two programs. The first is the analysis program, DRAIN-ANAL,

which analyses a structure and produces certain pennanent files. The second is the post processing

program, DRAIN-POST, which uses the files produced by DRAIN-ANAL to produce results in tabu

lar fonnat. These tables can then be used to plot results.

DRAIN-ANAL consists of a series of "base" subroutines which perform the following tasks.

I) Read and print the structure and loading data.

2) Carry out a variety of bookkeeping operations

3) Assemble the structure stiffness and loading.

4) Determine the response of the structure.

5) Print results and produce files that can be processed by the post-processor.

The base subroutines are combined with element subroutines of a variety of types to produce

the complete program. To add new elements, it is not necessary to make major program changes,

but only to develop a small number of new subroutines, with no modification to the base program.

The post processing program is executed interactively to produce tables and graphs from the

results files. Each time a new element is added to DRAIN-ANAL, additions must also be made to

DRAIN-POST.

A new element type can be added by developing ten new subroutines for DRAIN-ANAL and

two new subroutines for DRAIN-POST. The procedures which must be observed are described in

this section.

For DRAIN-ANAL, the subroutines must be named INELXX, ELODXX, GLODXX, STIFXX,

FACTXX, RESPXX, ENPRXX, THPRXX, FLINXX, and PLINXX, where the RXX" at the end of the

subroutine name must be a two digit number which identifies the element type. For example, for

element type 2 the subroutines must be. INEL02, STIF02, etc. The subroutines may call other sub

programs as needed. The names of such subprograms should end with the element type number. For

example, a recommended procedure is for RESPXX to call subroutines ELASXX, DAMPXX, and
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SAVEXX for particular phases of the element response calculation. Similarly, for DRAIN-POST,

the two subroutines must be named RHHDXX and RHPRX

The purposes of the twelve subroutines for any element are as follows:

(I) INELXX: Input and initialize element data.

(2) ELODXX: . Input element load pattern data.

(3) GLODXX: Set up gravity load vectors and initialize element forces. using element load pat-

terns.

(4) STIFXX:

(5) FACTXX:

(6) RESPXX:

Calculate element stiffness. This is the "linearization" phase.

Calculate element event factor for event-to-event analysis.

Calculate element deformations, actions and response quantities. This is the "state

determination" phase.

(7) ENPRXX: Print element envelope results.

(8) lliPRXX: Print element current state,

(9) FLINXX: Calculate element actions and deformations for response spectrum analysis.

(10) PLINXX: Print element actions and deformations for response spectrum analysis.

(II) RHHDXX: Print element results heading in DRAIN-POST.

(12) RHPRXX: Print element results in DRAIN-POST.

The specific computations to be performed in each subroutine are described in later sections.

First, however, it is necessary to describe certain variables which are used to control the computation

and to transfer data to and from the subroutines. These variables are described in the following sec-

tions,

2. KEY VARIABLES

2.1. General

A number of variables are used to control the computation. These can be grouped into three
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categories, as follows:

(l) Overall structure variables.

(2) Element group variables.

(3) Individual element variables.

The variables are defined in this section. Specific procedures for using them are described

later.

2.2. Overall Structure Variables

Structure variables are defined for the structure as a whole, and have the same value for all ele

ment groups. The values Of these variables are set by the. base program.

ID: Two-dimensional array of size NNODS,3. ID(I,I), ID(I,2), ID(I,3) contain the structure

degree of freedom (equation) numbers corresponding to the X-displacement, Y

displacement and rotation, respectively, at node I.

KDATA:

KENR:

KRESIS:

KSAVE:

Indicator for input data error.

(a) KDATA = -2: input data error, execution is suppressed..

(b) KDATA =-I: execute only if single element block:.

(c) KDATA = 0: execute.

(d) KDATA = l: inpur data checking only. No execution.

Indicator for calculating element energies.

(a) KENR =0: no.

(b) KENR = I: elastic-plastic only (slatic).

(c) KENR = 2: elastic-plastic and damping (dynamic).

Indicator for calculating element resisting forces.

(a) KRESIS = I: elastic-plastic only (static).

(b) KRESIS =2: elastic-plastic and damping (dynamic).

Indicator for saving and/or printing of element results in current step.
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(a) KSA VE = I: yes.

(b) KSA VE = 0: no.

KSTEP:

KSTT:

Current step number in step by step analysis (sl:uic or dynamic).

InJil.:ator for formmg lotal slilfnt'ss or change in stiffness.

(a) KSTT = I: Form total stiffness.

(b) KSTT = 0: FornI change in stiffness.

KTYPE: Indicator for type of element stiffness.

(a) KTYPE = I: l'laslic-plaslic stillness only.

(b) KTYPE = 0: clastic-plastic plus geometric stillness.

(q KTYPE =-I: geometric stiffness only.

NNODS: Number of nodes in strul.:ture.

PROBID: Six character problem name, specified by the analyst. All files created by the program

have file names of the fonn YYYYYY.ZZZZ where YYYYYY is the problem name and

ZZZZ is a four character extension.

TIM: Time at beginning of current step for dynamic analysis.

X,Y: One-dimensIOnal arrays of dimension NNODS. X(I). VII) contain the X,Y coordinates,

respectively. of node I.

2.3. Element Group Variables

Group variables are defined for each element group, and have the same value for all elements

in the group. Except as noted, the values of these variables are set by the base program.

BETO:

EFLIN:

Initial sti,ffness damping factor. Each element has a damping matrix equal to BETO*KO

, where KO =initial elastic stiffness of element.

One dimensional array of size NFLIN. Element results for response spectrum analysis.

Set in subroutine FLINX

ELFACT: Two dimensional array of size NLOD,NMEM. set up for each new element load pattern
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that is defined. Each column correspond to an element in the current group, and each

row to all element load set (see array SETLOD). Term I,J stores the scale factor by

which load set I is to be multiplied for element J, to define the load pattern. Set in sub~

routine ELODX

IELNOD: Two dimensional array of size NMEM,NELNOD. Row I contains the node numbers for

element I in current group. Set in subroutine lNELX

IGRC:

KEVE:

Number of current element group.

Event calculation code.

(a) KEVE = I: Event factors are to be calculated for elements in current group.

(b) KEVE =0: Event factors are not required.

NOOF:

KGEM: Second order analysis code.

(a) KGEM =0: Ignore second order calculations.

(b) KGEM = I: Perform second order calculations, but keep geometric stiffness constant

during dynamic analysis.

(c) KGEM = 2: Perform second order calculations and allow geometric stiffness to

change during dynamic analysis.

Number of element degrees of freedom (rows in element stiffness matrix) for elements

in current group. Set in subroutine INELX

NELNOD: Number of element nodes for elements in current group. Set in subroutine INELX

NFLIN: Number of element results for response spectrum analysis. Set in subroutine INELX

NINFG: Number of words in group information block (j INFGRI) for current element group. Set

in subroutine INELX

NINFE:

NINFL:

Number of words in element information block (j INFELI) for each element in current

group. Set in subroutine INELX

Number of words required to store one element load set for elements in current group.

Set in subroutine INELX
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Number of words in element output block (/ THELMf) for each element in current

group. Set in subroutine lNELX

Number of element load sets for current group and current element load pattern.

Number of elements in current group.

Two dimensional array of size NINFL,NLOD. Each column stores one element load set.

Set in subroutine ELODX

2.4. Individual Element Variables

Element variables are defined for each element individually and can have different values for

each element. Except as noted, the values of these variables are set by the base program.

DOISE:

DISE:

ENED:

ENER:

ENSO:

One-dimensional array of size NDOF. Increments of nodal displacement (element

degrees of freedom for current element in current analysis step). Used in subroutine

FACTXX to calculate element event factor and in subroutine RESPXX to update ele-

ment state.

One-dimensional array of size NDOF. Total nodal displacements for current element.

Used in subroutine RESPXX for calculations affected by second order (P-.1) effects ..

Change of clement damping energy for current displacement increment. Set in subrou

tine RESPXX if KENR > I.

Change of clement clastic-plastic energy for current displacement increment. Set in

subroutine RESPXX if KENR > O.

Change of element "second order" energy for current displacement increment. Set in

subroutine RESPXX if KENR > 0 and KTYPE ~ O.

FK: Two-dimensional array of size NDOF*NDOF. Element stiffness matrix (depends on lhe

structure variables KSTT and KTYPE). Set in subroutine STIFX

IMEM:

KST:

Number of current element within its group. Set in subroutine INELX

Stiffness change code. Set in subroutine RESPXX as follows:
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(a) KST = l: Stiffness for current element has changed in the current step. Subroutine

STlFXX will be called to update stilfness for this element.

(b) KST =0: No change has occurred. Subroutine STIFXX will not be called.

LM:

RDAMP:

RELAS:

EFAC:

VELE:

One dimensional array of size NDOF. LM(I) COnlains the structure degree of freedom

number corresponding to element degree of freedom I. Set in subroutine INELX

One-dimensional array of size NDOF. Element resisting force vector due to damping

forces. Set in subroutine RESPX

One-dimensional array of size NDOF. Element resisting force vector due to elastic

plastic (static) forces. Set in subroutine RESPX

Element event factor, which is the proportion of the current displacement increment

rC<.juircd to rcach the next significant nonlinear event for the current element. If EFAC

~ 1.0, no event occurs within the current analysis step. If EFAC < 1.0, an event occurs

and the base program must subdivide the step. EFAC is calculated only for those groups

of clements for which KEVE = I. Set in subroutine FACTX

One-dimensional array of size NDOF. Nodal velocities for current element at end of

current step in dynamic analysis. Used in subroutine RESPXX to calculate element

damping forces.

3. LABELED COMMON BLOCKS

3.1. General

Data needs to be stored for each element, to monitor its nonlinear behavior. This data. plus

some of the k.ey variables, are transferred to and from the element subroutines by means of the

labeled common blocks /INFGR/ and /lNFEL/. There is one

/TNFGRI data block for each element group (containing data common to all elements in the group)

plus one /INFEL/ data block for each element (containing data unique to each element). The length

of /INFGR/ may be zero. In addition, element results are transferred to results files by means of the

labeled common block ffHELM/. The values in (I'HELM/ block must be set each time the results
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for an element are saved.

3.2. Group Information Block

The flNFGR/ block contains information common to all elements in the current group. The

values in flNFGR/ must be initialized in subroutine INELXX, and once initialized must not be

modified. The base program stores the block and makes it available for the current element when

needed. The length of flNFGR/ is NINFG 4-byte words. The base program initializes NINFG to

zero before calling subroutine INELX If NINFG is not redefined in subroutine INELXX, the base,

program assumes that there is no flNFGR/ block for the element group. The block may be divided

in any way the programmer wishes, up to a maximum of 1000 4-byte words.

3.3. Element Information Block

The /INFEL/ block contains information unique to each element. It must be initialized in sub-

routine INELXX, and then progressively updated in RESPXX and (if necessary) in STIFX All of the

information to be rctained for any element must be contained either in this block or in the /INFGR/

block. The length of flNFEL/ is NINFE 4-byte words, which must be defined in INELXX and is the

same for all clements in any group. The block may be divided in any way the programmer wishes,

subject to the following restrictions:

(I) The max.imum length currently permilled is 1000 4-byte words.

(2) The first two variables must be 1MEM and LM, respectively.

The block must be initialized for each element in turn in subroutine INELX It is then

transferred, by the base program, to a storage area. Each time computations for an element are to be

carried out (by GLODXX, STIFX.X, FACTXX, RESPXX or ENPRXX), the base program first

transfers the block for the current element from the storage area to the /INFEL/ block, then calls the

subroutine. When control is returned from RESPXX or STIFXX, the base program transfers the

updated information block back to'the storage area. The block is not transferred back for FACTXX,

ENPRX or GLODXX. Hence, any changes made to an /INFEL/ block in these subroutines will not

be saved.
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During the execution of INELXX, first the /INFGR/ block for the element group (if it exists)

and then the IINFEL/ blocks for all elements are written to disk. At the end of the input phase, the

blocks are brought back into memory and stored compactly in the available memory space. If

memory becomes filled, the elements stored constitute an "element block". This block is written to

disk and a new block is begun. During subsequent calculation the element blocks are returned to

memory as needed and if updated are rewritten to disk. The blocking and I/O operations are all car

ried out by the base program. If the information for all elements can be held in memory (i.e. only

one element block), then there is no I/O of element blocks to disk storage, and considerable execu

tion time may be saved. In order to reduce I/O cost, the analyst may specify that execution of an

analysis should not begin unless there is only one element block. This type of blocking will nor

mally be used only on fixed-memory computers. On virtual memory computers it is probably more

efficient to request sufficient memory to execute with a single element block.

3.4. Element Results Block

For each element, the results at the current load or time step can be saved for subsequent post

processing and/or printing as the analysis proceeds. The data is transferred by means of the labeled

common block /THELM/. The length of /THELM/ is NINFT 4.byte words. NINFT must be set in

subroutine lNELXX, and is the same for all elements in a group. The maximum length currently

permitted is 40 4-byte words.

If results for any element are to be saved and/or printed (i.e. KSAVE = 1), these results (con

sisting of anything that the programmer wishes) must be placed in /THELM/ during execution of

subroutine RESPX The base program keeps track of whether element results are to be saved and/or

printed. For saving, the base"program buffers the /THELM/ blocks in an in-core array, and when the

buffer is full writes it to a post processing file. The name of this file is YYYYYY.RZZZ, where

YYYYYY is the problem name and ZZZ is the analysis segment number. For printing, the base pro

gram buffers the /THELM/ blocks in a second in-core array, and at the end of step writes the buffer

to a scratch file. At the end of each analysis segment the results are recalled, rearranged and printed

using subroutine THPRX It is recommended that double precision variables be converted to single
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precision before placing the resulls in {THELM/, in order to reduce buffer lengths and disk storage.

3.5. Work Block

Labeled common block /WORK! provides a work area for use by the programmer. The block

currently has a maximum length of 4000 4-byte words, and may be subdivided in any way. It pro

vides a means of grouping local variables, and with some compilers may save storage.

The /WORK! block should generally not be used to transfer data between subroutines, because

it can be used differenlly for different elements, and the data may therefore be continually changing.

3.6. Tapes Block and File Names

Labeled common block rrAPES/ contains the I/O unit numbers. The variables in this block.

must not be modified. Unit numbers I through 4 and 7 through 14 are all reserved for use by the

base program. Units INP (input unit number, = 5) and IOU (output unit number, = 6) may be used

in element subroutines for read and write statements. The input file name must be DRAIN.INP.

Fora problem with name YYYYYY, a number of permanent files are created with names of

the fom1 YYYYYY.ZZZZ, where ZZZZ is a four character extension. All such file names are

reserved. The ex.tensions have the following meanings:

ACCN:

DlSP:

ECHO:

ELOD:

FORC:

GEOM:

A binary file containing ground acceleration records.

A binary file containing ground displacement records.

A text Ii Ie containing an echo of the input data for the last analysis session. If an echo

flle exists at the beginning of any analysis session, execution will not proceed. This is to

avoid inadvertent over-writing.

A binary file containing element load patterns.

A binary file containing dynamic force records.

A binary file containing the X,Y coordinates of all nodes, the node numbers for all ele

ments, and other data. This file is used by DRAIN-POST.
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MODE:

OUTP:

RXXX:

SLOG:

SPEC:

STAT:

SXXX:

VELa:
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A text file describing all analysis segments which have been run, and all structure states

which have been saved, since the current problem was begun.

A binary file containing mode shapes and frequencies.

A text file containing the results printout for the last analysis session. As with ECHO,

an OUTP tile must not exist at the beginning of any analysis session. The OUTP)ile

contains an event log, unbalanced load information, and optional node, element, etc.

results.

A binary post-processing file containing results for analysis segment XX These files are

used for post processing of results by DRAIN-POST. Note that a separate file is pro

duced for each analysis segment.

A text file containing a log of the last session. This log consists of energy balance and

unbalanced load information. As with ECHO, an SLOG file must not exist at the begin-

ning of any analysis session.

A binary HIe containing earthquake response spectra.

A binary file containing static nodal load panerns.

A binary file containing the structure state at the end of analysis segment XX These files

are used for restarting.

A binary file containing initial velocity patterns.

For debugging or special purpose postprocessing, a programmer may create additional files.

The reserved unit numbers and file names must not be used.

4. ENVELOPE VALUES

Maximum and minimum envelope values for various element response quanti~ies may be stored

in the /lNFEL/ blocks, and progressively updated; Th.ese quantities can then be printed at specified

intervals (ENPRXX subroutine). Although it is acceptable to store only the envelope value, it will

be common to store also the load or time step number at which the value was reached. These step
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numbers begin with zero in each analysis segment (a zero step number thus indicates that the

envelope value was reached in some earlier segment). Hence, at the beginning of each new segment,

the numbers must be re-initialized to zero. See subroutine RESPXX for the procedure.

5. ARGUMENT TYPES IN ARGUMENT LISTS

Data which is not transferred through the common blocks is transferred through argumenl lists.

The variables transferred through any argument list are of three types, as follows:

(a) Input: These arc sCI by the calling subprogram and must not be modified in the ,called subpro

gram.

(b) Output: These must be set in the called subprogram and. returned for use by the calling subpro- .

gram. They are not set before entry to the called subprogram.

(c) Modify: These are set by the calling subprogram, and may either be left unchanged or modified

in the called subprogram, depending on circumstances.

6. SUBROUTINE INELXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine lNELXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE INELXX (NMEM, NNODS. NDOF, NINFG, NINFE, NINFL, NINFT,

NFLIN, NELNOD, lELNOD,ID, X, Y, KDATA)

COMMON /INFEL/ lMEM, LM (...

COMMON /INFGR/ ...

COMMON ITAPES/ INP, IOU

COMMON /WORK) ...

DIMENSION ID(NNODS,3), X(NNODS), Y(NNODS), lELNOD(NMEM,I)
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Argument Types

The arguments are of the following types:

(a) Input: NMEM, NNODS, ID, X, Y

(b) Output: NDOF, NINFE, NINFL, NINFf, NFLIN, NELNOD, IELNOD

(c) Modify: NlNFG, KDATA

Purpose

IN ELXX is called once for each element group, in the input phase. its purpose is to read the

input data for all elements in the group, to return values of several control variables, and to initialize

the /INFGR/ and /lNFEL/ blocks.

Tasks Performed Before Entry

The base program reads the first card of the input data for the element group, and prints the

group title. This first card contains the following data:

(a) Element type number.

(b) Number of elements in the group (NMEM).

(c) Event calculation code (KEVE).

(d) Second order analysis code (KGEM).

(e) Initial stiffness damping factor (BETO).

(f) Group title (optional).

The base program initializes NINFG to zero, and then calls INELXX for the corresponding ele

ment type.

Tasks to be Performed in INELXX

Subroutine lNELXX must read and echo-print the input data for elements in the group, and ini

tialize the /INFGR/ and /INFEL/ blocks. The following tasks must be performed:

(I) Print appropriate headings for the element type.

\
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(2) Set the values of NDOF, NINFG, NINFE, NINFL, NINFT, NFLIN, and NELNOD. The value

of NINFG may be left as zero (i.e. no /lNFGR/ block),

(3) Sel the array IELNOD. Row I in lELNOD stores the node numbers for element I in the group.

(4) Store information common to all clements in the /INFGR/ block. This block must be com

pleted before the call lO subroutine FINISH (see below) for the first element in the group. This

is because the /INFGRj block is placed in slOrage immediately preceding the /INFEL/ block for

the first element.

(5) If desired, establish tables of stiffnesses, strengths, etc. for subsequent use in specifying indivi

dual elements. The arrays for these tables may be defined within the /WORKj block, to avoid

requestlllg new slOrage.

(6) Read the data for each element in th~ group, including node numbers, stiffnesses, strengths,

etc., typically using the tables established in Step 5. Generation options may be included, pro

vided the elements are generated in element number sequence and calls to subroutines BAND

and FIN ISH are made once for each element (see below).

(7) For each clement, carry out the following initialization operations:

(a) Set IMEM (0 the element number within the group (in sequence starting with 1).

(b) Sct up the LM array, within /INFEL/. This is done with reference to the element node

numbers and the ID array.

(c) Establish, within /INFEL/, appropriate variables to permit the state of the element to be

monitored. Initialize these variables to correspond to the unstressed state of the structure.

Among olher things these will include variables defining current element actions, which

will be initialized to zero and then progressively updated as the analysis proceeds.

(d) .If the element type has an option for element loads, define variables in /INFEL/ to store

initial clement actions, in addition to the current values, and initialize to zero. Separate

initial and current values are needed for calculatio~ of the element elastic-plastic energies

(ENER) and resisting force vectors (RELAS). If a gravity load analysis is performed,
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both the initial and current al:tions will be set, in subroutine GLODXX, at the beginning

of the analysis, The initial actions will then remain constant, while the current actions

will be progressively updated,

(e) Save information on the element size and orientation in space, so that subsel/uent lineari

zation and state determination calculations can be carried out, One way is to store a dis

placement transfonnation matrix relating nodal displacements to element deformations.

Alternatively, the X,Y coordinates of the element nodes may be stored.

m Initialize all olher variables in /INFEL/ 1O appropriate values corresponding 10 the

unstressed stale of the structure.

IgJ Call subroutine BAND wifh the statement

CALL BAND

to pennit the base program to establish information on the form of the structure stilJness

matrix. This call may be made any time after LM has been defined and must be made

once for each element.

(h) Call subroutine FINISH with the statement

CALL FINISH

This call must be made after the /INFEL/ block for the element has been fully initialized,

and must be made once for each element

(8) Do appropriate input data checking. If there are errors set KDATA to -2.

7. SUBROUTINE ELODXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine ELODXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE ELODXX (NMEM, NINFL, NLOD, SETLOD, ELFACT, KDATA)

COMMON ITAPES/ INP, IOU
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DIMENSION SETLOO (NlNFL, NLOO), ELFACT (NLOO, NMEM)

Argument Types

The arguments are of following types:

(a) Input: NMEM. NlNFL, NLOO

(b) Modify: SETLOO. ELFACT, KDATA

Purpose

Subroutine ELODXX is called once for each element group, each time an element load pattern

is input. Its purpose is 10 store element load sets (SETLOO array) and load set scale factors

(ELFACT array) for the load pattern. These arrays are used by subroutine GLODXX to construct

load vectors for gravity load analysis.

Tasks Performed Before Entry

For each element group which is affected by the load pattern, the base program reads one line

of input data. This line contains the number of element load sets (NLOO) for the group. The base

program then initializes SETLOD and ELFACT to zero, and calls ELODXX for the corresponding

element type.

Tasks to be Performed in ELODXX

Each column of array SETLOD will store one load set (typically a fixed end force set). It is

suggested that the first term of each column be a key to identify the type of load set. For example

this key could identify whether fixed end forces are in local (element) or global (structure) coordi-

nates.

Each column of array ELFACT corresponds to an element in the current group. Term 1,1 in

ELFACT is the scale factor by whic~ load set I is to be multiplied for element 1. If the factor is zero,

the load set does not affect the element.

The following tasks must be performed:
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(I) Prinl appropriate headings for the load sets.

(2) Read NLOD load sets. store in SETI..OD. and echo print.

(3) Print appropriate headings for the load set scale factors.

(4) Read in all nonzero scale factors, identifying both the element and the load set, and using gen

eration options as appropriate. Store in ELFACT and echo print.

(5) If an element has no element loads (i.e. all scale factors are zero for that element). set

ELFACT(l) for the element to 999999. This will save some time in later computation.

(6) Do appropriate input checking. If there are errors sel KDATA to -2.

8. SUBROUTINE STIFXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine STIFXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE STIFXX (KSTT. KTYPE, NDOF, FK)

COMMON /INFGR/

COMMON /INFEL/ IMEM, LM(oo

COMMON /WORK! .....

DIMENSION FK (NDOF. NDOF)

Argument Types

The argumenls are of the following types:

(a) Input: KSTT, KTYPE. NDOF

(b) Output: FK

Purpose

Subroutine STTFXX is called for an element whenever its stiffness changes. Only those ele

ments with stiffness changes are affected (for initial formation of the stiffness this will be all
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elements; for subsequent changes typically only a few elements). Its purpose is to form the element

total stiffness or change in sliffness, and return it in array FK.

Tasks Performed Before Entry

The base program st'ls up /lNFGR/ for the current element group and /INFEL/ for the current

element before calling STIFX The variables KSTT and KTYPE are also set, to specify the required

sliffness type.

Tasks to be Performed in STIFXX

STIFXX must have the capability to form both the total stilfness and the change in stiffness

since lhe bSI time the sliffness was fOffiled. Depending on the values of the variables KSTT and

KTYPE. it may be required 10 return the elastic-plastic stiffness only, the elastic-plastic plus

geometric stiffness or the geometric stiffness only.

The following lasks must be performed:

(I) KSTT = 0: Form the change in stiffness since the last time subroutine STIFXX was called for

the clemen!.

(a) KTYPE = 1: Elastic-plastic stiffness only. This will be done if second order effects

are being ignored, or if they are being considered but the structure geometric stiffness is

assumed to be constant.

(b) KTYPE =0: Elaslic-plastic plus geometric stiffness. This will be done if second order

effects are being considered and the structure geometric stiffness progressively changes.

(c) KTYPE =-I: Geometric stiffness only. This will be be done if the structure geometric

stiffness progressively changes but there is no change in the structure elastic-plastic

stillness.

(2) KSTT = 1: Form the total stillness, in the current element state.

(a) KTYPE = I: Elastic-plastic stiffness only. This will be done when a complete struc

ture stiffness is being formed and second order effects are being ignored.

(b) KTYPE = 0: Elastic-plastic plus geometric stiffness. This will be done when a
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complete structure stiJfness is being fonned and second order effects are being con

sidered.

(3) Update variables in the /INFEL/ block so that stilfness changes can be computed when

STIFXX is next called. For simple elements it may be possible to store some indicators which

identify the state when STIFXX was last called, and to calculate stiffness changes by compar

ing these "previous" indicators with the' "current" values (which must be progressively updated

in subroutine RESPXX), For more complex elements it may be necessary to store the total

stiffness, and to get the stiffness change by subtraction.

9. SUBROUTINE GLODXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine GLODXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE GLODXX (NINFL, NLOD, SETLOD, ELFACT, PMULT)

COMMON /INFEL/lMEM., LM( ..

COMMON /WORK/ ..

DIMENSION SETLOD (NINFL, NLOD), ELFACT (NLOD)

DIMENSION ELFOR (...

Argument Types

The arguments are of the following types:

(a) Input: NINFL, NLOD, SETLOD, ELFACT, PMULT

Array ELFOR is a local array.

Purpose

Subroutine GLODXX is called at the beginning of a gravity load analysis, once for each ele

ment and each element load pattern which contribute to the gravity load. Its purpose is to initialize
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the clemen! forces for the gravity load analysis, and to set up equivalent nodal loads for assembly

into the gravity load vector.

Tasks Performed Before Entry

The following tasks are performed by the base program before subroutine GLODXX is called:

(I) Multipliers for the element load patlerns are read. The value for the current pattern is PMULT

in the argument list.

(2) The element load sets (SETLOD array) and load set scale factors (ELFACT array) are set up

for the current load pattern and element group. The complete SETLOD array (all load set data

for the current load pattern) plus one column of ELFACT (load set scale factors for the current

clement) arc sent through the argumen! list. See section 2 for a description of these arrays.

Tasks to be Performed in GLODXX

The following tasks must be performed:

(I) If JII load set scale factors for the element are zero (ELFACT( 1) =999999.), simply return.

(2) Using the SETLOD and ELFACT arrays, combine the element load data ( considering all load

sets with nonzero ELFACT values), and set up equivalent nodal forces values (i.e. forces in

equilibrium with the clement loads). These nodal force values must be forces in the global

coordinate system acting on the element. For a beam-type element they will be conventional

fixed-end forces, acting on the element.

(3) Multiply the nodal force values by the load pattern multiplier (PMULT), and set up in the local

array ELFOR(NDOF), where NDOF = number of element degrees of freedom. Then call sub

routine SFORCE as follows:

CALL SFORCE (ELFOR)

Subroutine SFORCE changes the sign of ELFOR, then assembles it directly into the gravity

load vector.

(4) The /INFEL/ block must contain variables storing, separately, the current and initial element
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actions. The initial values define the state of the element in the fixed end condition. These

variables must have bern initialized to zero in subroutine INELX Update these element actions

by adding to them the contributions from the current load pattern. Addition, rather than

replacrment, is necrssary because there may be several load patterns conttibuting to the gravity

load analysis. The current and initial element actions will be equal at this stage. The initial

actions remain constant, while the current actions are progressively uPdated during the analysis.

The initial actions are needed for calculating the element elastic-plastic energy (ENER) and

resisting force vector (RELAS). See the DRAIN-2DX theory manual for the procedure.

10. SUBROUTINE FACTXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine FACTXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE FACTXX (NDOF, EFAC, DDISE)

COMMON /INFGR/ ...

COMMON /INFEL/ IMEM, LM (...

DIMENSION DDISE (NDOF)

Argument Types

The arguments are of the following types:

(a) Input: NDOF, DDISE

(b) Modify: EFAC

Purpose

Subroutine FACTXX is called once for each element in each static analysis substep. and for

each dyn~lmic analysis substep if the event-to-event solution sttategy is specified. The purpose of the

subroutine is to calculate the element event factor (EFAC). based on the element displacement incre

ment DDISE.
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Tasks Performed Before Entry

The following tasks are performed by the base program before subroutine FACTXX is called:

(1) The /INFGR/ and /INFEL/ blocks are set up for for the current group and element.

(2) Nodal displacement increments for the current element are set up in array DDISE.

(3) EFAC is set to 1.0.

Task to be Performed in FACTXX

Determine the proportion of DDISE required to reach the next significant, nonlinear "event",

This is the elcmenl evcnt factor. If it is less than 1.0, set EFAC =element event factor.

11. SUBROUTINE RESPXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine RESPXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE RESPXX (KRESIS, KSAVE, KGEM, KSTEP, NDOF, KST, KENR, ENER,

ENED, ENSO. TIM, BETO, RELAS, RDAMP, DDISE, DJSE, VELE)

COMMON /INFGR/ ...

COMMON /INFEL/ IMEM, LM (...

COMMON rrAPES/ INP, IOU

COM MON rrHELM/ ...

COMMON /WORK! ..

DIMENSION RELAS (NDOF), RDAMP( NDOF), DDJSE (NDOF), DISE (NDOF), VELE

(NDOF)

Argument Types

The arguments are of the following types:
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(a) Input KRESIS, KSAYE, KGEM, NDOF, KENR, TIM, BETO, DDISE , DISE,

VELE

(b) Output: ENER, ENED, ENSO, RELAS, RDAMP

(c) Modify: KSTEP, KST

Purpos~

Subroutine RESPXX is .called once for each element in each analysis substep. Its purpose is to

update the element state, form the static and damping resisting forces, perform energy calculations,

update response quantities, and put element results in rrHELM/ for saving or printing.

Tasks Perform~d Before Entry

The following tasks are performed by the base program before subroutine RESPXX is called:

(I) KRESIS is set to define the type of resisting force to be calculated. The options are as fol

lows:

(a) KRESlS = I: elastic-plastic only (static).

(bj KRESIS =2: elastic-plastic and damping (dynamic).

(2) KST is set to zero.

(3) KGEM is set to indicate whether second order calculations are to be performed.

(4) KSAVE is set to indicate whether element results are to be saved and/or printed.

(5) Displacement increments, total displacements and velocities are set up in arrays DDISE, DISE

and VELE, respectively.

(6) The /lNFGR/ and /INFEL/ blocks are set up for the current group and element.

Tasks to be Performed in RESPXX

The following tasks must be performed:

(I) If KSTEP = -I, this is the first entry to RESPXX for the current analysis segment. Set any

envelope step nl}mbt:rs or times to,O, and re-set KSTEP = l.
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e) Update the state for the clemen!. Typically the following steps will be followed:

(a) Using DOISE, determine increments of elemen! defonnations. Hence, by tracing the non

linear action-deformation relationship, detemline increments of element actions. For a

complex elemen! this can be a lengthy computation. Update the element deformations,

actions, etc. as appropriatc.

(b) If KENR = I, calculate the increment of elemen! elastic-plastic work, ENER.

(c) If KENR > 0 and KGEM > 0, calculate the increment of element second order work,

ENSO. See the DRAIN-2DX theory manual for the procedure.

(d) Compare the current state with the state when the stiffness matrix was last formed (i.e.

when KST was last set to > 0). A commonly used procedure will be to assign values to

some state indicators storing previous and current values. If the state of the element

changes, so that its stiffness must be modified for the next step, set KST to 1. If KST is

set 10 = I, subroutine STIFXX will be called for the element. Do not replace previous

state indicators with the currcnt ones - this must be done in STIFXX.

(e) If KRESIS = J, foml the elastic-plastic resisting force vector (RELAS), in global coordi

nates. RELAS must include "second order" effects if KGEM > O. This task may bc per

'fomled by calling a subroutine. If so, the subroutine name ELASXX is recommended.

(0 If KRESIS =2, form the element damping force vector (RDAMP). If KENR·= 2, calcu

late the increment of element damping work (ENED), equal to the work done by the

average damping forces moving through the deformation increments. These tasks may be

performed by calling a subroutine. If so, the subroutine name DAMPXX is recom-

o mended.

(g) Calculate values of response quantities for the element.

(h) Update the envelope values as necessary and the step numbers or times at which they

occur. Note that the step number should be relative to the beginning of the current

analysis segment.
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(i) If KSAVE = I, put the results for the element in {[HELM/. . Convert double precision

variables to them in !THELM/, to save disk storage. This task may be performed by cal

ling a subroutine. If so, the subroutine name SA VEX X is recommended.

12. SUBROUTINE ENPRXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE and COMMON statements for subroutine ENPRXX are as follows:

SUBROUTINE ENPRXX (NFOUTP)

COMMON /INFEL/ lMEM, LM( ...

COMMON /INFGR/ ...

Argument Types

The argument NFOUTP is of input type.

Purpose

Subroutine ENPRXX prints, on unit NFOUTP, envelope values for the current element.

ENPRXX is called from'the base program for all elements at step intervals defined by the input data.

In addition, the subroutine is automatically called for all elements at the end of each analysis seg-

ment.

Tasks Performed Before Entry

The /INFGR/ and /INFEL/ blocks are set up for the current group and element.

Tasks to be Performed in EN~RXX

The following tasks must be performed:

(1) Print an appropriate heading (only for the first element in the group. i.e., if IMEM = 1)

(2) Print the envelope values.
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13. SUBROUTINE THPRXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE and COMMON statements for the subroutine THPRXX are as follows:

SUBROUTINE THPRXX(NS, lMEM, KSTEP, KHD, TIM, NFOUTP)

COMMON ffHELM/.

Argument Types

The arguments are of following Iypes;

(a) Input: NS, IMEM, KSTEP, KHD, TIM, NFOUTP

Purpose

Subroutine THPRXX is called by the base program to print, on unit NFOUTP, element results

at the end of an analysis segment. The subroutine is called once for each set of results that has been

saved.

Tasks Pert'ormed Bet'ore Entry

The base program sets up the results for the current element and analysis step in the (fHELM/

block: The /INFGR/ and /INFEL/ blocks are not set up. Hence, all data to be printed must be in the

ffHELM/ block (or in the argument list).

Tasks to be Pert'ormed in THPRXX

The following tasks must be performed:

(I) If KHD = I (which identifies the first set of results for the first element in an element group),

print a table heading for the results. It is suggested that the first column of the table be the

clt-menl number (1MEM), the second column be the step number (KSTEP) and the third

column (TIM) be lime (for dynamic analysis) or substep load factor (for static analysis).

(~) If NS = I (which identifies the first set of results for each element), prinl the element number

and the results. Otherwise, omit the elemenl number (i.e. leave the first column blank), and
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print the results only.

14. SUBROUTINE FUNXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, COMMON, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine FLINXX are as

follows:

SUBROUTINE FLINXX (NDOF, NFLIN, RELAS, EFLIN, DDISE)

COMMON /INFGR/ ...

COMMON /INFEL/ lMEM, LM( ...

COMMON ITAPES/ INP, IOU

COMMON /WORK/ ...

DIMENSION RELAS (NDOF), EFLIN (NFLIN), DDISE (NDOF)

Argument Types

The arguments arc of following types:

(a) Input: NDOF, NFLIN , DDISE

(b) Output: RELAS, EFLIN

Purpose

Subroutine FLINXX is called once for each mode and each element during response .spectrum

analysis. lis purpose is 10 form elemenl results and static resisting forces, assuming linear behavior.

The element results are used to set up the results output for the analysis. The resisting forces are

used to calculate the forces on structure sections.

Tasks Performed Before Entry

The following two tasks are performed by the base program before subroutine FLINXX is

called.
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(1) Displal:emcnls (wrresponiling to a mode shape) arc set up in array DDISE for the current ele-

menl.

(2) The flNFGR/ and /lNFEL/ blocks for the unstressed state are set up for the current group and

element.

Tasks to be Performed in FLINXX

The following tasks must be performed.

(I) Determine element dcformations using DDISE.

(2) Calculate linear element actions corresponding to the deformations in task 1

(3) Set up the static resisting force vector (RELAS) in global coordinates.

(4) Sct up in EFLIN, the clement results which are to be combined (using SRSS combination) and

output. Since this is a linear analysis, the results are likely to be different from those saved in
r

/THELM/. Note also, that EFLIN is a double precision array.

15. SUBROUTINE PLINXX

Beginning Statements

The SUBROUTINE, and DIMENSION statements for subroutine PLlNXX arc as follows:

SUBROUTINE PLINXX (lMEM, NFLIN, EFLIN, NFOUTP)

DIMENSION EFLIN (NFLIN)

Argument Types

The arguments are of the following types:

(a) Input: IMEM, NFLIN , EFLIN, NFOUTP

Purpose

Subroutine PLINXX is called to print, on unit NFOUTP, the element results for response spec-

!rum analyses. 11 is called once for each element.
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Tasks Pul'ormed UeI"ore Entry

The ha~c progralll ~et~ up the result~ for the I.:urrent c1elllelll 11\ array EFLlN.

Tasks to be Performed in PLlNXX

Th,' following la~k~ 1lI11~1 bl' pl·rformed.

(I \ If thl' l'lement numlll'r (JMEM) is I. print a tallie hl'ading for the results. It issliggested that

the IUSI WIUIllII oj Ihe labk be Ihe ekmelll number.

(2) {'UIIl the results.

16. SUBROlJTINE RHHDXX

Beginning Statement

The SUBROUTINE ~tateml'nt for subroutine RHHDXX is as follows:

SUBROUTINE RHHDXX (NFOUTP, KRSLT)

Argument Types

The arguments NFOUTP and KRSLT are of input type. NFOUT is the output unit number (for

malted). KRSLT is an indicalor for thl' type of results to be printed ( KRSLT = 1 : clcml.·nl actions

and deformations: currently KRSLT is always 1 ).

Purpose

Subroutine RHHDXX is l.:alled by DRAIN-POST to prinl element resulLs headings.

Tasks to be Performed in RHHDXX

Write the appropriate table heading, based on KRSLT, on unit NFOUTP. It is suggested that

the first column be time (for dynamic analysis) or load factor (for static analysis).
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17. SLJUKOUTlNi'~ KHPKXX

Ii t: ~illllill ~ Sta It: III t: n 1:0.

Till: SUBROUTINE alld COMMON slalclIICllb for subroutinc RHPRXX ar~' as follows:

SUBROUTINE RHPRXX (TIME, NPOUTP, KRSLT)

COM MON {fH ELM/ .

Argumt:nl Ty pt:s

The argumeOls TIME. NFOUTP, ami KRSLT arc of Input type. The argument TIME is lime

(for dynamic analysis t. or load factor (for static. analysis). NFOUTP and KRSLT arc as for subrou

IJIle RHHDX

Purpose

Subroutine RHPRXX is 1,;;lIk<.l by DRAIN-POST 10 prim c1emem results. The subroutine is

l':llIt'd once for e:Kh TIME value

Tasks Performed tlefore Entry

DRAIN-POST s~·ls· up the results roc the l:urn.'nt eh.. mem and analysis step in the {fHELM/

hlod~. Thesc rcsulls must havc bcen saved in fTHELM/ during a DRAIN analysis.

Tasks to be Performed in RHPRXX

Print the element results. corresponding to Ihe heading printed in Subroutine RHHDX
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